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In this paper the speech patterns of eleven individuals 
living in the Eastern half of Rhodesia are described and 
compared. Each individual was selected as being 
representative o.f a number of localities described in 
the map below. 
The first part of the paper is concerned with the 
abstraction of comparable linguistic units from the 
dialects. These units are abstracted at various 
levels of analysis and unit categories include phonemes, 
tonemes, morphophonemes, tonomorphemes and morphemes. 
Each unit category is described in relation to the 
general structu.ral framework of the dialects established 
by a sentence analysis. The units so abstracted and 
described constitute the distinctive attributes of each 
dialect. 
In part two the dialects are compared and classified 
by computer according to their correspondence to 





Phonemicisation and the othography 
An examination of the Lexical source lists in the 
addendum indicates tha~ the orthography used here 
' differs from the Standard Shona Orthography, 
chiefly in the transcription of Cw series onsets. 
(Hocketts term "onset" will be used to describe 
all phonetic activity occurring before the vowel 
core of the syllable -Stevik 1964) 
In many dialects Cw series onsets have distinctive 
"double articulation" and may be written [pk],[bg] 
etc. It is methodologically feasible to analyse 
such ons.ets in terms of primary and secondary com-
ponents. Thus for example, [pk] may be written 
[pk] at a higher level of analysis. The raised 
symbol thus comprises the secondary component of 
the onset - usually described as 'accompanying 
.release sound' In fact both [pk] and [Pk] occur 
in many dialects at this level of analysis. Such 
a description would place these onsets on the same 
\ 
.level as [p'] and [ph] type onsets in which the 
glottal-stop and aspiration respectively constitute 
the release sound. 
Inter-dialect comparisons indicate that [pk] type 
onsets have ·regular correspondence with onsets 
written [pw] and [pxw]. Reference to the struc~ 
tural level indicates that these onsets are usually 
associated with the //w// morpheme of the Passive 
construction. Under these conditions of occurrence 
the secondary components [k] and [x] may be regarded 
as "boundary phenomena" resulting from the C-w 
junction and may be subsumed into the /pw/ phoneme. 
Howeve~, as ~ phonological constituent of the 
plosive series [k] would then have the dual status 
of junction-form and phoneme (since all dialects 
have phoneme /k/) 
2 
To resolve this metho4ological ambiguity [pk] · 
type onsets were written /pk/ in the Lexical data· 
to avoid the risk of Phonemic overlapping. 
Since [x] and [Y] do not have phonemic status in 
any of the dialects examined their ~lassification 
as Cw allophones is quite acceptable and there is 
no risk of phonemic overlapping. 
This orthography thus preserves the maximum 
amount of information and is especially applicable . 
in stressing dialect distinctiveness. (The.Stan-
dard Shona Orthography is of course designed to 
minimise dialect distinctiveness) 
2.1.0 General features of the phonemic system 
All the dialects examined have a five-vowel phoneme 
system. The consonantal phonemes of the dialects 
are described below in a series of tables, 2.1 - 2.11 
These tables are arranged into 8 onset series, viz. 
vcv 
NCV 
The number of onsets distinguished by the con-
stituent 'aspiration' varies through the dialects. 
In all dialects this constituent disti.nguishes 
the nasal series /n/ vs /nh/, /ml vs /mh/. Only 
in dialects 06 and 11 (Manyika and Ndau) does this 
constituent have phonemic status in the voiceless 
plosive series (although many dialects distinguish 
[p] [ph], [t] [th], [k] [kh] at a phonetic level) 
In this paper the voiced plosive and fricative 
series were analysed in terms of this constituent. 
Thus the distinction between [b] and [ 6], and [ d] 
- . . . 
and [~] on a phonemic level was considered one of 
aspiration vs. non-aspiration. 
3 
On a phonetic level these onsets are distinguished 
according to the constituents Explosiveness vs. Im-
plosiveness. Similarly the distinction between 
the voiced fricatives [~] or [~] and [v] on a 
phonemic level is considered as non-aspiration 
vs. aspiration. These onsets are thus written 
/vi and /vh/ in the addendum. (The onset /v/ 
has the phonetic realisation [v] or (~J in the 
dialects examined, viz. denti-labial vs, bilabial. 
Since no dialect has both forms they are convenient-
'ly written /v/ as indicated above) 
The onsets written /b/ and /bh/, /d/ and /dh/ 
contrast phonemically only in the VCV and VCw series 
and thus forms written [mb] [mbh] [mbw] [mbhw] and 
[nd] [ndh] [ndw] [ndhw] which occur as free variants 
in all the dialects may be subsumed into .the phonemes 
/mb/ /mbw/ and /nd/ /ndw/ respectively. 
Similarly the NC onset written [mvh] is convenient-
ly .written /mv/ in the orthography since the un-
aspirated form /v/ has no NC onset in any of the 
dialects. 
The velar nasal phoneme is written /ng'/ in the 
orthography. The pre-palatal nasal [Jl] and the 
alveolar nasal with palatal glide [ny] were sub-
sumed into one phoneme /ny/. (Doke reported 
that these onsets were distinct phonemes in Kar-
anga. This distinction was not found in the 
speech of the Karanga informant used in this 
paper) 
4 
2.2.0 cY series onsets· 
It has been noted above that all phonetically · 
complex onsets with velar fricatives [x] or [Y] 
or velar plosives [k] or [g] as secondaru com-
ponents are classified as Cw series· onsets. 
Similarly, phonetioally eomplax onsets with 
palatal fricative constituents [<;] or [~] or 
palatal glide [y] are subsumed into t~e cY series. 
No onsets with plosive palatal constituents as 
secondary components occur in the dialects. 
On a phonetic level it is possible to distinguish 
between onsets in which the 'y' constituent is 
(a) a release sound and (b) a cluster phoneme. 
This distinction i's parallel'to that between [pk] 
and [pk] In the former the velar constituent is 
' . 
a release sound, in the latter a.cluster phoneme. 
In fact in many onsets the 'y' constituent occurs 
as both. 
Thus, for example, dialect 11-Ndau has the onset 
[r~y] (cf. [kur~ya] 'to eat' V-080) A constituent 
analysis indicates that this onset is structured -
cY + y • In practice this onset may be written 
/ry/ on a phonemic level. However, the onset 
[r~w] in 11-Ndau (cf. [mur~wo] 'right' N-212) 
has structure cY + w which will be transcribed 
/ryw/ in the.orthography. 
The reflexes of several Comparative Series have 
. cY and Cw series onsets. . In the following table 














1 2 3 4 5 6 
cw cw cw c w cw cY 
cY cY cw cw cw cw 
CV cY CV CV CV cY 
cY cY cY CV - -
CV . CV CV cY - -
cY cY CV cY cY CV 
cY· cY cY cY cY cY 
cw cw cw cw cw -
cw cY ·w c cw cw cw 
cY cw cw cw - -
cY cY cyw cw - -
Column numbers ref er to.lexical items, viz. 
1 'eat' V-080 
2 'fear' V-088 
3 'right' N-212 
4 'tobacco' N-334 
5 'thigh' N-328 
6 'break' V-~36 
Row numbers refer to dialects. 
It can be seen that some dialects have the same 
. onset series throughout, but in view of the gaps 
in the system this may not be of significance as 
possible variants may occur in these gaps as a 
result of further investigation. 
It is noteworthy that. no item has the same reflex 
series throughout. The Standard Shona usage of 
i terns // dya //tya // is thus something of an over-
· simplification. 
- . \ 
6 
2.3.0 Dialect 01-Korekore 
The phonemic inventory of this dialect, estab-
lished by th~constituent analysis described 
above is described in Table 2.1 below. 
This dialect has .heavily aspirated 
of many phonemes, including -
[p] and [ph] > /p/ 
[t] and [th] > /ti 
[k] and [kh] > /k/ 
[pf] and [pfh] > /pf/ 
[ts] and [tsh] > /ts/ 
[c] and [ch] > /ch/ 
[ s] and [sh] > /s/ 
etc ••• 
The phoneme /r/ has two allophones, 















These allophones appear to be free variants and 
their occurrence could not be described in terms 
of position, save that the trill [r] occurred 
in all Cw series onsets. 
Devocalised allophones occur in both vcv and NOV 
onset series. 
viz. [mb] and tm'g] > /mb/ 
[dz] ·and [dz] > /dz/ 
0 
etc ••• 
Labialised allophones occur in CV and Cw series •. 
viz. [ gw] and [ gw] ...., 




[tsv] and [psv] > /tsv/ 






The phoneme·/h/ is heavily voiced and has a 
. 'breathy' allophone preceded by slight glottal 
closure and slight pressing of the following 
vowel. 
viz. [ 'hootha] ·'shoulder.' 
In the Cw series this phoneme is barely voiced 
but retains it's breathy quality. The onset 
/hw/ thus has allophones similar to [~w] at a 
higher levei of analysis. 
One example of a·centralised vowel was noted 
in [mwUya] 'air'. 
The onset /tsy/ is noteworthy. This onset does 
not occur in any of the other dialects. No 






p t ch k pw tw chw 'kw 
b d j g bw dw jw gw 
bh dh bhw dhw 
pf ts tsv tsw 
bv dz dzv dzw 
f s SV sh h SW svw shw hw 
vh z zv . zh zw zvw zhw 
ng' ') ng'w m n mw nw 
mh nh mhw nhw 
w r y . rw 
NCV NCW 
ntw 
mb .nd nj ng mbw , ndw njw ngw 
mbh ndh mbhw ndhw 
mbv ndz ndzw " 





2.4.0 Dialect 02-Korekore 
The phonemic inventory of this dialect is 
described in table 2.2 below. 
The phoneme /v/ has phonetic real~sation [v] 
in this dialect. 
Aspirated.allophones of voiceless plosives 
occur but the degree of aspiration is barely 
significant even on the· phonetic level. 
Labialisation is not phonetically significant •. 
Note the occurrence of Cyw onsets in the palatal 
series. Such onsets occur in three other dialects, 
but there only in the voiceless series. This 
dialect alone has the onset /jyw/. Cf. tables 





























































































2.5~0 Dialect 03-Toko 
The phonemic invent0ry of this dialect is 
described in table 2.3 below. 
Phoneme /v/ has the phonetic real~sation [~] 
Aspiration of voiceless plosives is slight and 
labialisation is not apparent. 
The NC onset /ms/ occurs, probably as a result 
of the loss of prefix vowel. 
The onset· /ty/ is noteworthy and occurs in two 























































































2.6.0 Dialect 04-Hwesa 
The phonemic. inventory of this dialect is des- '1 
cribed below. 
Heavily aspirated allophones of plosives and 
affricates occur in free varaition. The NC 
series includes onsets written [mph] [nth] and 
[nkh] as well as the common voiced forms [mb] 
[mbh], [nd] [ndh] described above for all the 
dialects. These onsets are significant deep-
structure abstractions and will be discussed 
in section 3 under Morpho-phonemes. Similar . ' ' 
onsets occur in dialects 05-Hwesa and 11-Ndau. 
Labialised allophones of plosives and affricates 
occur in free varaition. 
The phoneme /r/ has two aliophones [£] and [r] 
occurring in free variation in all onsets exp. 






p t ch k pw tw chw kw 
b d j g bw dw gw 
bh dh bhw dhw 
pf ts tsv tsw 
bv dz dzv dzw 
f s SV sh h SW svw shw hw 
vh z . zv zh zw zvw zhw 
m n ng' mw nw ng'w 
mh nh mhw nhw 
w r y rw 
NCV NCW 
mp nt nk mkw 
mb nd nj ng mbw ndw njw ngw 
mbh ndh mbhw ndhw · 
mpf nts ntsw 






2.7.0 Dialect 05~Hwesa 
The phonemic inventoiy is described below in 
.table 2.5 
Aspirated allophones of plosives and affricates 
occur in free variation. 
The NC series ons·ets include [mph] [nth] and 
[nkh] which will be discussed· later. 
Labialised phonemes occur. Thus while most of 
the dialects examined have labialised allophones 
in this dialect the· affricate series has been 
labialised with the result that [tsv] and [dzv] 
no longer occur, but only [psv] and [bzv]. With 
other affricate onsets allophones. also .occur. · 
This would seem to indicate that the process of 
Labialisation operative in a number of dialects 
has attained it's maximum possible development 
in this dialect with the formal replacement of 
[ tsvJ and [ dzv] •. 
Phoneme /r/ has two allophones [£] and [r] which 
occur in free variation except in CW onsets. 
One clear example of a nasalised vowel was noted 
in this diale'ct • [mung I e] I finger I 
Affricates have lengthened allophones with zero-
pauses, viz. 
/j/ < [j] and [d'zh] 
/ch/ < [c] and [t'sh] 
Similar zero-pauses occur in other onsets, noticeably 
in Cw and cY series. 
viz. 
[r'w] < [nyavhar'we] 'scorpion' 
[d'y] < [fod'ya] 'tobacco' 
The lengthened nasal onset /nny/ and /nnyw/ are 
not found in any other' dialect. Tfieir phonemic 






p t ch k pw tw chw kw 
b d' j g bw dw gw 
bh dh bhw dhw 
pf psv ts tsw 
bv bzv dz dzw 
f s SV sh h SW svw shw hw 
vh z zv zh .t •. zw zvw zhw 
m n '. ng'' mw nw ng'w 
mh nh mhw nhw 
w r· y rw 
NCV NCW 
' 
mp nt nch nk 
mb nd nj ng mbw ·ndw njw ngw 




mvh nz nzv nzw nzvw 
vcY vcyw 































































































2.9.0 Dialect 07-Bocha 
The phonemic inventory is described in table 2.7 
below. 
The phoneme /v/ has phonetic reali.sation [ f3]. 
Aspiration of plosives and affricates is not 
significant phonemically, but aspirated allo-
phones occur. /h/ has two allophones, one 
is very heavily voiced and has distinctive 
breathiness. 
The onset /d:y/ has allophones [d:y] and [ly] 
























































































2.10.0 Dialect 08-Zezuru 
The phonemic inventory is described in table 2.8 
below.· 
The phoneme /v/ has phonetic realisation[~]. 
Aspirated allophones of plosives and affricates 
occur together with labialised forms of the 
affricates /tsv/ and /dzv/. The voiced plosive 
series includes devocalised allophones. 
viz. 
[b] and [bh] 
0 





The cY series includes only two onsets /ny/ and 
'/nyw/. · This dialect thus has the lowest number 
of entries in this series, al.l the. other d:Lalects 

























































































· 2.11.0 Dialect 09-Hera 
The phonemic inventqry is described in table 2,9 
below. 
Heavily aspirated allophones of plosives and 
affricates occu11, together with a heavily voic·ed · 
and breathy allophone of /h/. 
The phoneme /r/ has two allophones in free variation 
[r] and [r]. 























































































2.12.0 Dialect 10-Karanga 
The phonemic inventory is described below. 
The phoneme /v/ has phonetic reali~ation[r3]. 
No significant aspiratio~ or labialisation of 
onsets was noted. 
This dialect has voiced and voiceless lateral 
,·. 
fricatives /hl/ and /dl/. 
occurs in ·cY series and 
Note that /d.l/ 
cyw series. 
26 
Table 2.10 27 
Dialect 10-Karan~ 
vcv vow 
p t ch k pw tw chw kw 
b d j g bw dw gw 
bh dh bhw dhw 
pf ts tsv tsw 
bv dz dzv dzw 
f s . sv' sh h SW svw shw hw 
V· vh z zv ·zh vw vhw zw zvw zhw 
m n ng' . mw nw ng'w 
mh nh mhw nhw 






mb nd nj ng mbw ndw njw ngw 
mbh ndh mbhw ndhw 
ms 






· 2.13.0. Dialect 11-Ndau 
The phonemic inventory is described below. 
The phoneme /v/ has phonetic realisation [J3]. 
Heavily aspirated plosives and affricates occur, 




















Voiceless plosives in the NOV series have de-










Labialised allophones of plosives and affricates 
occur in both 'the aspirated and unaspirated 
series. 
viz. 
.[kw] [pw] > /kw/ 
[khw] (phw] > /pw/ 
One example of a heavily pressed vowel was noted 
viz. [ndaa] 'guilt' 
. 28 
Ndau is the only dialect in which click-ons~ts 
were noted (discounting the frequent occurrence 
of the bilabial 'kiss-click' which is found in 
Ndau and in many other dialects as well. This 
onset will b~ d~sc.ribed later) Four distinct 
onsets were noted -
[/] an alveolar tongue-tip click. 
[//] a post-alveolar lateral click. 
· [ ! J a pre-palatal tongue-tip c'lick. 
C.D a post-alveolar tongue-blade click. 
Thus [/] and [ ! J use the tongue-tip, [ //] and 
[_;_] use the . tongue-blade. In [ ! ] the tongue · · · 
tip moves backwards, in [ //] the tip is pressed 
against the alveolus and the blade is moved 
laterally, and in [/J and [j_J the tongue tip 
moves downwards. In the case of [ ! J the tip . -
strikes the floor . of the mouth to produce a 
"doubly articulated click" with two auditory 
components (1) the sound as the tounge blade 
is drawn away from the alveolus, and (2) the 
sound of the tongue. striking the bottom of the 
mouth. This click has not been described for 
any of the click-using non-Bantu languages of· 
Southern Africa (Westphal 1962). The primary 
auditory impression as the blade leaves the 
alveolus is .similar to that perceived in the 
click w·ri tten [f] which occurs in these non-
Bantu languages, but the lowering of the tongue 
in this click is arrest.ed before it strikes the 
floor Of the mouth •. 
These click onsets will be written fc][x][q][q] 
Aspirated and voiced forms occur, although only 
[x] and [q] have .the full series. Thus the 
following click-onsets occur -
VCV. A vcw A c x q q qw 
• xh qh gh • • 
• gx gq 
NCV 
,. NCW ,. nc nx nq nq nxw nqw 
• 







The phonemicisatiori of these ~lick onsets· was 






In several cases the click onset was in free 




In many cases with suspicious click onsets the 
informant would vary his pronounciation of these 
forms is asked to repeat items several times. 
These examples of free variation led to the · 
conclusion that on a phonemic level this dialect 
has a single click-constituent which has various 
phonetic realisations in free variation. Thus 
table 2.11 below describes the onsets /qw//qw//nq/ 
Since many phonemes are distinguished according 
to aspiration the onset [qh] is included in 
parenthesis as a possible phoneme. .For simil~r 
reasons the onset [gq] is also described in 
parenthesis. Since the phonemic status of these 
onsets is in doubt they are written in quasi-
phonetic form in the lexical source lists. 
While the presence of click onsets is not 
surprising in an area bordering on other click 
using languages (Hlengwe, Tsonga etc.) the in-' 
stability of this system is noteworthy. A dia-
chronic examination of this dialect would seem 
to suggest two possible alternative explanati.ons 
of this instability. 
(1) The dialec:t is in the process of. aquiring 
a clibk onset ~ystem which is in a state 
of flux at this stage a~ it is not yet fully 
integrated into the existing phoneme system 
30 
(2) This dialect has been described at the par-
ticular point in time when the cli¢k onset 
system is in decay and instable due ·to it's 
reduced significance in the phonemic system. 
The first explanation seems the more plausible in 
comparative terms since the dialect lies close to 
other click-using languages. However, the decay 
hypothesis could also explain the presence of a 
large number of allophones of a sing_l'e relictual 
click constituent. 
The chief shortcoming of the first hypothesis is 
that in the· light of the findings of other linguists 
this process of click acquisition has proceeded at 
an incredibly rapid rate. In 1911 Daniel Jones 
wrote a short paper on Ndau phonetics. He made no 
reference· at all to any click consonants. In 1929 
Doke studied Ndau during his research in Shona 
phonetics, but he too makes no reference to any 
click consonants. 
The evidence of two reliable phoneticians thus 
indicates that by 1,929 Ndau had no click onsets. 
In fact, as recently as 196~ J.Knappert wrote a 
paper on Ndau noun derivation witho~t mentioning 
any click onsets, even though he employed a rather 
na~row transcription. 
These descriptions taken at face value thus seem 
to effectively dismiss the decay hypothesis while 
at the same time allowing for an incredibly short· 
period for the ~cquisition of a new phoneme series. 
The informant used in this analysis was considered 
typical of the linguistic ~opµlation. Certainly 
his representativeness could not be doubted to the 
extent to which.the discrepancies described above would 
indicate. A purely subjective but nonetheless 
noteworthy impression was that the informant seemed 
rather inexpert in the articulation of the click 
onsets. 
31 
In many cases. these.onsets were articulated with 
r 
zero-pauses which may be considered significant 
under the circumstances. 
In terms of the arguments presented 
above the tentative diachronic hypot.hesis must be 
that this dialect has recently acquired a click-· 
constituent which is gradually establishing es-
tablishing a definite series of onsets which are, 
at this point in time still at the stage of free 
variation. In terms of the phonemic inventory 
of Ndau this means that all the click onsets may 
be subsumed into a single onset which is written 
as /q/ in table 2.11 












































'lie on face' 
32 































































k pw tw chw kw 
kh phw thw khw 




h SW svw shw hw 
vw vhw zw zvw zhw 








ng I I mbw ndw njw ngw mbhw ndhw 
I I ndzw 
. I I nzw nzvw 
vcyw 




2.14.0 Summary of Phonemic systems 
It has been noted above that all the dialects have 
a similar phoneme sy$tem and common onset ~erie~. 
The number of VCV onsets as described in the tables 
above vary from 34 to 41 (i.e. 39 to 46 including 
vowel phonemes) Of these phonemes approximately 
30 onsets constitute a common core which occurs in 
all samples. It is thus possible to group the 
dialects according to the phonemes they have in 
addition to the common core. 
The common core of onsets includes -
p t ch k 




f s SV sh h 
vh z zv ·zh 
m n ng' 
mh nh 
w r y 
Dialects grouped according to additional onsets 
as follows -
01 _02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 
tsv/dzv x x x x x x x x x x 
psv/bzv x 
v x x x x x x x -
hl/dl x x x x 
kh x x 
ph/th x 
q x 
Columns represent dialects and rows the additional 





The phonetic realisation of phonemes varies 
according to their morphological environment. 
·I1his; range of morphologically determined variations 
may be subsumed into the Morphophoneme •. 
The morphemes associated with modifications in 
the phonetic realisation of ·phonemes include -
(1) //w // 
(2) !/RI/ 
(3) //NII 
morpheme of the Passive 
morpheme of pre-base of class 5. 
morpheme of pre-base of class 9 
(This analysis will be restricted to consonantal 
data. Vowel data will be described later.) 
CW Morphophonemes 
Cw onsets in tables 2.1 to 2.11 above were trans- · 
cribed in Phonemic terms. In phonetic terms many 
. . . . 
of these onsets have double-articulation and accom-
modate plosive and fricative secondary components. 
In many dialects fricative and plosive secondary 
components are mutually exclusive, but in most of 
them both constituents occur. The secondary com-
ponent of these onsets is usually a velar fricative, 
plosive or nasal constituent, but the bilabial click 
[ej frequently occurs in the onset written /mw/. 
Thus only non-velar phonemes have secondary com-
ponents in CW series, and the corollary, velar 
phonemes have zero secondary component in this series • 
. One example of a palatal secondary component was 





[chw] [phw] > /phw/ 
'tie up' 
'become tied up' 
II 
Both phones appeared to be in free variation. 
35 
This process of palatalisation is probably being 
acquired from southern languages, and is not. yet 
firmly established in the morphophonemic system 
judging ~y the free variation possible. 
,. 
All the dialects examined may be clustered according 
to the phonetic nature .of their secondary components 
in CW series. All the dialects have examples of 
CW onsets with zero secondary component. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Plosive k/g x x 
Frie. x/Y x x x. x. X. x x x x x. X. 
Palatal ch x 
Bi-lab © x x X.~ x x x. x 
Diale·cts 1, 2, 8, 9, ·10, 11 thus form a distinctive 
group.with.accommodation of both plosive and £ricative 
components. 
. 36 
3.2.0 RC Morphophonernes 
Nominals of class 5 have zero prefixal morpheme. 
(with exceptions which will be duly noted) This 
zero morpheme which is termed R-zero may affect 
the phonetic realisat~on of the foliowing phoneme. 
Phonemes with voiceless constituent may accommodate 
a voiced constituent in the R-zero environment. 
Thus one phonological constituent is replaced by 
another and no secondary components occur. The 
morphophonemic effect of this R-zero morpheme is 
thus one of vocalization, and Nominals of other 
classes with voiceless stem-initial phonemes 
usually assume the voiced equivalent when placed 
in class 5. Those with voiced stem-initial 
phonemes are not affected. Initial phonemes of 
Qualifier bases with class 5 headword are similarly 
affected. 
A comparative analysis indicates that the propor-
tion of Nominals whose stem-initial phonemes are 
affected by this R-zero morpheme varies between the 
dialects. $ince the data used in this analysis 
had no qualities of randomness and since close 
questioning of informants indicated that most of 
the suspicious forms were in free variation with 
non-suspicious onsets in terms of linguistic accept-
ability, attempts to quantify these resuluts in a 
meaningful way were abandoned. As a very rough 
estimate the proportion varies from approximately 
1/2 to1/3, the East-Central group.comprising 
dialects 04-05-06, (hwesa and Manyika) having the 
lowest proportion. 
The RC morphophonemes are conveniently summarised 
in tabular form. In table 2.12 they are described 
in the second row of each morpho-phonemic-block. 
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3.3.0 NC Morphophonemes 
Nominals of .classes 9 and 10 have zero prefixal 
morpheme (with exc~ptions which will be noted) 
This zero-morpheme may.influence_ the phonetic 
realisation of the following phoneme. It will 
be seen that this N-zero bas a different morph-
phonemic effect to that of the R-zero morpheme 
described above. 
Thus most Nominals in classes 9/10 have a nasal 
constituent in the initial onset. Qualifiers 
of these Nominals are similarly affected. It 
will· be seen that .in many cases the initial onsets 
of these nominals has no nasal constituent and may 
have the same ·form as that onset in VCV or non- · 
suspicious environment. 
NC Morphophonemes are described below in table 2!12 
in row three of each block. This table is self-
explanatory and simply indicates the morpho-phonemic 
relations that may be established between the phonemes 
already described above.· Only the most frequently 
occurrin~ phonemes ~re described. Reference to the 
lexical source lists will indicate that many onsets 
have non-suspicious, or non-affected form in both 
the NC and RC environment. 
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Table 2.12 
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On a comparative level the most significant feat~res 
of this table occur in the first two rows of blocks. 
i.e. in the voiceless plosive series. Alternative 
nasal onsets are noted, 
viz. mh I mp mh I mph 
nh I nt nh I nth 
h I nk h I nkh 
Only dialects 4, 5 and 11 (Hwesa and Ndau) h~ve 
these alternatives. All other dialects have only 
one correspondence, viz. /mh/ /nh/ /h/. 
Consider the following corresponding sets of items -
1 2 3 4 
*C.Shona - mhuka nhunzi hari humba 
Hwesa mhuka nhunzi nkari· nkumba 
Ndau mphuka nthunzi hari 
Item 1 = 'animal' 
2 = 'fly' 
3 = 'cooking pot' 
4 = 'pig' 
These OS's indicate that the distinction between 
these alternative forms is not significant on a 
comparative level. Futhermore the use of both 
[mhandara] and [mphandara] in 11-Ndau indicates 
that this distinction is non-significant even 
within the dialect. .These alternate forms also 
occur in free vari.ation in Hwesa al though both 
informants indicated that the [mph] type series 
were characteristic of 11 good 11 Hwesa i.e. Old Hwesa. 
The alternative onsets in Hwesa are transcribed 
/mp//nt//nk/. This transcription must be justified 
to ave.id any possibility of ambiguous interpretation. 
In phonetic.terms these onsets are [mph][nth][nkh] as 
in Ndau. They are written without the h since 
aspiration as a phonemic constituent is lacking in 
Hwesa and there is thus a certain untidiness in 
writing these forms /mph/ /nth/ /nkh/. . ' 
on a comparative level these onsets correspond 
with those of Ndau. 
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·rt has been argued above that the [mph] [mh] 
series contrast is non-significant both within 
dialects and comparatively speaking. These 
forms are not allophones in the ordinary sense 
but exemplify a rather special type of allo-
phonic distinction. In the terms of the des-
criptive framework used in this section they will 
be described as Allomorphophones. A furth~r 
example will clarify the important distinction 
between allophones and allomorphophones. In 
the RC series both [k] and [g] may occur as· the 
RC 'species' of the onset /k/. [k] and [g] thus 
constitute two allomorphophones of the phoneme 
/k/ - they are certainly not allophones ! 
A synchronic analysis does not pro.duce a satis-
factory explanation for the existence in two 
widely separated areas of these suspicious onsets 
and it seems, therefore, that a diachronic analysis 
is not only admissable' but necessary. 
In both groups there are two distinct VC series 
and two corresponding NC series. This would seem 
to indicate· a po:ssible one-for-one correspondence 
between the two series, 
viz. mh < p. 
nh < t 
h < k 
mph < ph 
nth < th 
nkh < kh 
The occurrence of both nasal series in many items 
(as indicated above) may be taken as relictual 
evidence of a phoneme system in which both series 
of VC and NC onsets had phonemic status. In 
Ndau such a phoneme system is partially realised 
with the /p/ /ph/ contrast. This would suggest 
that Hwesa had, at an earlier stage, a similar 
/p/ph/ phonemic distinction which is no longer 
extant. 
Thus far a phoneme system as indicated in the 








*ph *th *kh 
*mph *nth *nkh 
·At this stage it is informative to refer to the 
voiced plosive · serie·s. It has alre.ady been noted 
that [mb] and [mbh], [nd] and [ndh] may be sub-
sumed into /mb/ and /nd/ respectively in all 
dialects~ By analogy with the argument above it 
seems clear that this contrast was a phonemic one 
at some earlier s~age in the development of the 
phoneme system. Now, of course only the /b/ /bh/ 
and /d/ /dh/ contrast remains. These voiced 
onsets may be·entered into the postulated system 
thus -
*p *t . *k. *ph *th *kh 
*mh *nh *h *mph *nth *nkh 
*b *d' *g .. *bh *dh *gh 
*mb ·*nd *ng *mbh *ndh *ngh 
Using this hypothetical inventory as a possible 
section of the Proto-Shona onset system, the 
existing onset systems extant in the dialects 
examined may be described in terms of the 
number of original onsets that have become 
redundant. All the dialects have lost the same 
number of onsets from the voiced plosive series 
(namely *gh and *ngh) and all have the same 
voiced onset system as described in section 2. 
Regarding the voiceless series, Ndau and Hwesa 
have retained all the Proto-Shona onsets on a 
I 
phonetic level of analysis. On a phonemic level, 
however, a definite grading of dialects is possible. 
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[Ndau] 
p t ·k ph th kh 
mh nh h • • 
[Manyika] 
p .t k kh 
mh nh h • • 
[Others] 
p t k • • • 
mh nh h • 
In terms of proto-phoneme redundancy Ndau thus 
has the closest correspondence to the proto-
Shona model. In all the other dialects examined 
the phonemic status of aspiration has become 
redundant, with Manyika occupying an inter -
mediate position with it's rather precarious 
/k/ /kh/ contrast (it's very precariousness 
suggests it's imminent redundancy). Budya 
is reported to have a /t/ /th/ cqntrast (Doke 1929 
Stevik 1962)and thus presents a different degree 
of the same total amount of redundancy compared '. 
to Manyika. This would suggest that between 
the Ndau level and the next level the redundancy-
. trend bifurcates into the /kh/ relic group (Manyika) 
and the /th/ relic group (Bud.ya) The fact that 
[nkh] does not occur in Manyika is further evidence 
of the comparative instability of the /kh/ phoneme. 
In due course the greater movement of the linguis-
tic population will undoubtedly level this anomalous 
feature as the Standard Shona Orthography has 
levelled it in the written form. By analogy it 
seems likely that aspiration inNdau will gradually 
lose significance. The speed with which extraneous 
elements such as the click-onset feature (and the 
palatalisation of certain plosives in CW onset~ 
have entered the dialect from outside indicates 






In the previous section the phonemic systems of 
each of the eleven dialects were described. 
Reference was made to the phonological constituents 
of phonemes. In this section the Tonological 
constituent of phonemes is described. 
In theory all phonemes have a tonological or 
pitch constituent in addition to their phone-
logical constituents. This tonological con-
stituent is conventionally ascribed to the supra-
segmental or superstrate level wi t_h phonemes and 
morphemes compdising the segmental or substrate 
.level. 
The toneme bearing unit is the syllable. All 
of the consonantal onsets described in section 2 
together with a vowel phoneme constitute a syllable. 
The vowel is the core of the syllable and is the 
chief toneme bearing sub-unit. Many syllables in 
the dialects comprise a vowel phoneme alone without 
consonantal onset. Although the parameters of 
a syllable so defined may coincide with the phoneme. 
and morpheme parameters, the number of tonemes in 
any item is determined by the number 1of syllables 
only. 
All the dialects examined were ditonemic, having 
two contrastive frequency spectra of variable 
parameters with an infinite variation of frequency 
within the parameters of each spectrum. Rising 
and falling tones do not occur in any of the 
dialects at an emic level of description. The 
tonetic system of each dialect naturally varies 
with each individual speaker and is of little 
interest on the comparative level. 
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It is noteworthy, however, 'that the tonal interval 
between High and Low tones varied between dialects 
in a regular grade. Ndau-11 has the greatest 
difference between H and L and 04-Hwesa the small-
est. No attempt was made to quantify this sub-
jective impression. 
The toneme system of each dialect must be des- , 
cribed in terms of Toneme-sequences which con-
stitute the tonal profile of items. The shape 
of this tonal profile is determined by Structural 
(Grammatical) and Morphological (Environmental) 
factors. Certain structural,ly determined syllable 
tones act as Tonal-Reference-Points for the whole 
profile and resist other morphological pressures 
which would tend to modify the profile. The most 
powerful morphological pressure is termed Down-
drift and demands that all tones, but especially 
H tones, become successively lower as the sequence 
proceeds. Down-drifting may be accelerated at 
specific points with the occurrence of a Tone-Step, 
often associated with a depressor-conson~nt. In 
practice the down drifting is arrested at a·certain 
point, usually a structural marker, which then 
serves as a Tone-Recovery-Point and establishes a 
new tonal level from which down-drifting immediate-
ly starts operating. A special type of down-
drift which operates on the penultimate and ultimate 
tones is termed Tonal-Crumble. 
Every toneme sequence in speech may thus be regarded 




Consider the following sentences -
(1) murume anodya 
(2) murume anodya 
·,the man eats' 
'it is ·a man who eats' 
The Nominal murume thus has two distinctive 
profiles LHH and ELL.. Comparing one with two 
it can be seen that the distinction at the 
tonemic level is matched with a distinction at 
the semantic level. Thus the transformation 
of LHH to HLL (or vice versa)is a structural 
one which transforms a Subject Nominal into an 
Independent Predicate (COP) 
Consider now the following sentences -
(3) ndino6na murume 
(4) ndinobvisa murilme 
'I see the man' 
'I move the man' 
In sentences 3 and 4 the distinction HLL and LHH 
.is not concomitant with a distinction at the 
semantic level. 
The two tonal profiles LHH and ELL may thus be 
subsumed into one or two Torromorphemes. Considering 
sentences 3 and 4 it is clear that these two profiles 
are allotonomorphs of a 'base' tonomorpheme since 
their variation is morphologically determined and 
non-significant on a semantic level. In sen's 1 an~_2 
however, ·the distinction between LHH and HLL is an 
emic one and these profiles thus constitute two 
tonomorphemes. ';. 
Despite this methodological ambiguity the estab-
lishment of tonomorphemes considerably simplifies 
and condenses the comparison of tonal systems by 
obviating the need for a large number of morpho-
tonemic rules to account for variations in Tonal 
Profile. 
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.In the following description the word tonomorph 
will be used to avoid the ambiguity mentioned 
above. Only when all the posiible structural 
and environmental factors have been examined 
can the tonomorphemes be established. 
Comparative description of Nominal Tonomorphs 
The potential numb~r of tonomorphs of Nominals 
is determined by their syllable structure. Thus 
one syllable Nom's have two possible tonomorphs, 
two syllable Nom's have four and three syllable 
Norn' s have eight poJssible tonomorphs. In this 
paper only Nom's of three syllables and less are 
considered. 
The tonomorphs of Nom's in the eleven dialects 
are described in table 4.1 Tonomorphs are 
arranged in "rows according to syllable structure.· 
The Listing tonomorph is given in column 1. 
The tonomorhs.of Nom's in Object position vary 
according to, the tone of the syllable immediate-
ly preceding the Norn as described above. Column 
2 describes the tonomorphs of Nom's following H 
tone. (The tonomorph of Nom's following L tones 
is the same as tonomorph 1) The tonomorph of 
Nom's in Predicate position (i.e. as Copula) is 
given in column 3. Nom's with zero prefixal-
morpheme (1a, 5, 9, 10) prefix COP morpheme //i // 
· .or //ndi // which have H tone throughout. Thus 
in column 3 several tonomorphs include a H tone 
in parenthesis, viz. [HJ which describes the 
tonomorph of zero-prefiz Nom's. Nom's of other 
classes have no such COP morphemes and the tono-
morph of these is the tonornorph minus the unit . 
in parenthesis. The tonomorphs of Nom's with 
Conjunctive/Comparative/Instrumental morphemes 
//na //sa //nge // are given in column 4. These 
morphemes vary comparatively, but have the same 
tonomorphs. 
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The tonomorphs of -Nom's with Associative Link 
Words are described in column 5. It will be 
noted that many Nom's have similar tonomorphs 
in columns 2 to 5. In most cases the tono-
morphs of columns 4 and 5 are identical. 
Only dialects 04~Hwesa and 10-Karanga have one-
syllable Nom's. Provision is made for the 
description of their tonomorphs in the tables. 
Lexical, as against structural morphemes may 
be prefixed to Nom's in a~l classes. These 
morphemes have L tone in most cases, thus the 








'to the small woman' 
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Table 4.1 49 
Dialects 1., 2. 
Nominal Tonomorphs 
LL. HL [HJHH L-HL L-HL 
LH HH [HJHL . L-HH L-HH. 
HL HL H-HL L-HL L-HL 
HH. LL H-LL H-LL H-:-LL 
LLL HLL [HJ HHL H-HHL H-HHL 
LLH HHH [HJ HHH. L-HHH L-HHH 
LHL HHL [HJHHL H-LHL> H-LHL 
LHH HHH [HJHLL L-HLL L-HLL 
HLL HLL H-HLL L-HLL L-HLL 
HLH HLH H-HLH H-HLH H-HLH 
HHL HHL H-HHL L-HHL L-HHL 
HHH HHL ·H-HHH H-HHH H-HHH 
Dialects 4, 5, 6, 7. 
' 
L H H-H L-H L-H 
H· H H-L H-L H-L 
.LL . HL [HJHH L-HL L-HL 
LH HL [HJHH L-HL L-HL 
HL HL H-LL L-HL L-HL 
HH HH H-Hff L-HH H-LL 
LLL HLL [HJHHL L-HBL L-HHL 
LLH HLH [H]HLH L-HLH L-HLH 
LHL HHL [H]HHL H-LHL L-HHL 
LHH HHH [H]HHH L-HHL L-HHH 
HLL HLL. H-HHL L-HHL L-HLL 
HLH HLH H-HLH L-HLH H-HLH 
. HHL HHL H-HHL L-HHL H-HHL 
HHH HHH H-HHH H-HHH H-HHH 
Dialects 3, 8, 9, 10. 
L. H H-H L-H L-H 
H L H-H H-L H-L 
LL HL . [H] HH L-HL H-HL 
LH HH [H]HL . H-LH H-LH. 
HL HL ::H-HL L-HH. L-HH,. 
HH LL H-LL H-LL H-LL 
LLL. HLL [H]HHL L-HLL L-HLL 
LLH HLH [H]HLH L-HLH L-HLH 
LHL HHL [H]HHL H-HHL H-LHL 
LHH HLL [H]HLL H-HLL L-HHH 
HLL HLL. H-HLL· H-HLL L-HLL 
HLH HLH H-HLH H-LLH H...;.LLH 
HHL LLL H-LLL·. H-LLL H-LLL 
HHH LLL. H-LLL H-LLL ·H-LLL 
Dialects 11. 
LL HL [H]HL L...:.HL L-HL 
LH BL [H]HL 1-HL L-HL 
HL LH H-LH H-LH H-LH 
HH LL H-HH H-LL H-HL 
LLL HHL [H]HHL L-HHL L-HHL 
LLH HLH [H]HLH L-HLH L-HLH 
LHL .HLH. [H]HLH. L-HLH L-HLH 
LHH HLL [HJ HLL L-HLL L-HLL 
HLL HLL H-HLL H-HLL H-HLL 
HLH HLH H-HLH H-HLH H-HLH 
HHL HHL H-HHL H-HHL H-HHL 
HHH HH:Ei H-HHH H-HHH H-HHH 
As indicated in Table 4.1 above the eleven dialects 
have four distinct tonomorph systems. At this 
level of analysis the dialects can thus be subsumed 
into four groups. 
(1) The.Northern Group comprising Korekore-01 and 02 
(2) The East-Central Group comprising Hwesa-04 and 05 
Manyika-06 and Bocha-07 
(3) The Central Group comprising Toko-03, Zezuru-08, 
Hera-09 and Karanga-10 
(4} The South-Eastern Group which has Ndau as it's 
only member. 
This grouping will be discussed in relation to 
the final grouping in Part 2. 
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4.4.0 Comparative description of Verbal Tonomorphs 
Verbals have a mor.e complex structure than Nom' s 
and their description will thus proceed along 
rather different lines to those suggested for· 
the description of Nominal Tonomorphs. 
The Verbals of sentences 1 and 2 above have 
distinctive tonomorphs HLH and LHL • This 
distinction is structurally determined and can 




'he eats' IND (=Independent) 
'he who eats' REL (=Relative) 
This structural distinction is repeated· in a 
number of different structures. 
viz. 
(7), angadya 'he can eat' IND 
(8) angadya 'he who can eat' ~~ 
An examination of other tonomorphs of IND and REL 
predicates indicates that the common factor in all 
+ND tonomorphs with Subject of class 1 is the H 
tone of the SLW (=Subject Link Word) Ila II. 
Similarly, the common factor of all REL predicates 
of this type is the L tone of the SLW~ Further 
analysis indicates that the tone of the SLW is 
always structurally determined while the tonomorph 
of the tense formative and the Verbal base is 
morphologically determined. 
·It can be shown that SLW's of class 1 Nominals 
have H tone in IND predicates and L tone in REL 
predicates, and that SLW's of the first and 
second person have L tone in IND and L tone in REL. 
In contrast to relative stability of· the SLW tono-
morph within a structural category the tense formatives 
and RAD (=Radical) morphemes have unstable or variable 
· tonomorphs. Such morphemes will be described as 
tonally.neutral. 
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It can be shown, however, that even neutral mor-





'I eat' IND 
'I shall eat' IND 
Both the tense,formative and the RAD syllables 
have been shown to have neutral tonomorphs, yet· 
predicates 9 and 10 have distinctive tonomorphs 
LHH and LHL. This feature of Shona tonemics 
means that the tonomorph of any given construct 
cannot be predicted by reference to the tone of 
the SLW and the number of syllables alone. 
Numerous examples could be given to amplify this 
statement, but it is more convenient here to 
summarise a repre~en~ative sample of Verbal tono-
morphs in tabular form. 
In preparing an inventory of· Verbal tonomorphs 
it is. convenient to separate the pre-RAD syllables 
from the RAD syllables. If the analysis is 
restricted to six syllable predicates (3 pre-RAD, 
3-RAD syllables) then there are 14 possible tono-


















Table 4.2 describes the predicate tonomorphs of 
a sample dialect 08-Zezuru. In this table VER's 
are divided into .two series, those with RAD-L in 
the listing tonomorph and those with RAD-H, In-
dicated in table by *H and *L • Column 1 des-
cribes pre-RAD tonomorph and column 2 the RAD 
tonomorph (= the RAD syllable and ali succeeding 
syllables) 
The rows of blocks are arranged according to the 
tonomorph of the RAD syllable(s). This row 
arrangement is one of descriptive convenience. 
As long as the respective pre- and RAD blocks 
are correctly paired off any other arrangement 
is possible. Each pair of blocks is followed 
by a key to the identity of the pre-RAD morphemes. 






















L - ku [INF] 
LH - ndino, ndai [IND] ano [REL] 
HL - ai [IND] 
LHL- handai, haai [IND] 
.LH - handi, haa [Neg IND] 
LHL - ndisinga [DEP] 
H - o, ndo [SEQ] 
LH - ndinga [IND] anga [REL] 
HH - anga [IND] 
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LHL - nandinga, handicha [IND] ndisinga [REL] 
HLH - ndisinga, asinga [DEP] 
L - i [INS] 
L - nda [IND] 
H - wa [IND] . 
LH - ndicha, ndaka [IND] 
HH - anga, acha, aka [IND] 
LH -kumu, ndamu [IND+OLW] 
LHL - ndichimu [DEP+OLW] 
H - a, ndi [INSDep] - Subjunctive 
LH - ndichi [DEP] 
L - ku [Inf] i [INS] 
H - a, ndi [Subjunctive] 
LL - ndika, aka [SEQ] 
LH - kumu, ndino [IND] ndichi [DEP] 
HL - acha, anga, aka, ai [IND] amu [IND+OLW 
LLL - ndikasa, akasa [SEQ] 
LHL - handai, haai [IND] ndichimu [DE?J 
LHL -handicha [IND] ndisinga [REL] 
HLH - ndisinga, asinga [DEP] 
L - nda [IND] 
HLH - ndisinga, asinga [DEP Potential] 
LH handi, haa [IND] 
H - wa [IND]. 
LH - ndinga, ndicha, ndaka, ndamu [IND] anga[1 
HL - anga [IND] 
· This table shows that as far as this particular 
analysis proceeded the sample dialect had 9 of 
the possible 14 pre-RAD tonomorphs and 13 of the 
possible 14 RAD tonomorphs. 
On a comparative level tonemic dist~nctiveness 
·is best described in terms of a comparison of 
·the tonomorphs of a common morpheme series. 
For this purpose the tonomorphs of the following 
pre-RAD series of morphemes common to all the 
dialects were examined. 
(a) nda - RAD (a I) wa - RAD 
(b) ndicha - RAD (bi) acha - RAD 
(c) ndichazo - RAD (c') achazo - RAD 
( d) ndichazombo - RA:Q ( d I) achazombo :""' RAD 
.The tonomorphs of all the above series with OLW 
(=Object Link Word) were also described. 
According to this analysis the dialects cluster 
into three groups whose tonomorphs are described 
in tables 4.3 - 4~5 
The tonomorphs of each group are arranged in rows 
according to syllable structure and the listing 
tonomorph of the RAD syllable, and into columns 
according to the tonomorph of the SLW. To sim-
plify the interpretation of these tables the 
following example is given, extracted from table 
4.3 starting with row 1. 
Base *L -bva 'move' 
ndabva ndamubva wabva 
ndichabva ndichamubva achabva 
ndichazobva ndichazomubva achazobva 




Northern and Central Group 












































































































Table 4.4 57 
Verbal Tonomor:ehs 
East-Central Grou:e 
Comprising dialects 4, 5, 6, 7. 
[Base *L] 
L-H L-H-H H-H H-L-H 
LH-L LH-L-H HH-H HH'.'""L-H 
LHL-H LHL-H-H HHL-H. HHL-H-L 
LHHL-H LHHL-H-H HHHL-H HHHL-H-L 
[Base *LL] 
L-HH L-H-HL H-HL H-L-HL 
LH-HL LH-L-HL HH-HL HH-L-HL 
LHL-HH LHL-H-HL HHL-HL HHL-H-HL 
LHHL-HH LHHL-H-HL HHHL-HL HHHL-H-HL 
[Base *LLL] 
L-HHL L-H-HHL H-HLL H-L-HLL 
LH-HHL LH-L-HLL HH-HLL HH-L-HLL 
LHL-HHL LHL-I;I-HHL HHL-HLL HHL-H-HHL 
LHHL-HHL LHHL-H..:.HHL HHHL-HLL HHHL-H-HHL 
[Base *HJ 
·'· L-H L-H-L H-L H-L::-H 
LH-L LH-L-H HL-H HL-H-L 
LHL-H LHL-H-L HHL-H-· HHL-H-L 
LHHL-HI . LHHL-H-L HHHL-H . HHHL-H-L 
[Base *HH] 
L-HH. L-H-LL H-LL H-L-HL 
LH-HL LH-L-HL HL:-HH HL-H-LL' 
LHL-HH LHL-H-LL HHL-HH HHL..:.H-LL 
LHHL-HH · LHHL-H-LL HHHL-HH HHHL-H-:-LL 
[Base *HHH] 
L-HHH L-H-LLL H-LLL H-L-HLL 
·LH-HHL LH-L-HLL fil;...HHH HL-H-LLL 
LHL-HHL LHL-H-LLL HHL-HHH HHL-H-LLL 
LHHL-HHL LHHL-H-LLL HHHL-HHH HHHL-H-LLL: 




Comprising dialect 11. 
[Base ·*L] 
(no examples noted) 
[Base . *LL] 
L-HL L-H-HH H-HL H-H .... HH 
LH-HL LH-H-HH HH-HL HL-H-HH · 
LHL-HL LHfs-H-HH HHH-HL HHL-H-HH 
LHHH-HL LHHL-H-HH HHHH-HL HHHL-H-HH 
[Bases *LLL] 
L-HHL L-H-HHH. H-HHL H-H-HHH 
LH-HHL LH-H-HHH HH-HHL HL-H-HHH. 
LHH-HHL LHL-H-HHH HHH-HHL HHL-H-HHH 
LHHH-HHL LHHL-H-HHH HHHH-HLL HHHL-H-HHH 
[Base *HJ 
L-H· . L-H-H ,-H-L H-H-H 
LH-H LH-H-H HL-H HL-H-H 
LHL-H LHL-H-H HHL-H HHL-H-H 
LHHL-H LHHL-H-H HHHL-H HHHL-H-H 
[Base *HH] 
L-HH L-H-HH H-HH H-H-HH 
LH-HH LH-H-HH HL-HH HH-H..:..HH 
LHL-HH LHL-H-HH HHL-HH HHL-H-HH 
LHHL-HH· LHHL-H-HH HHHL-HH HHHL-H-HH 
[Base *HHH] 
.L-HHH L-H-HHH H-HHH H-H-HHH· 
LH-HHH LH-H-HHH HL-HHH HH-H-HHL 
LHL-HHH · LHL-H-HHH HHL-HHH HHL-H-HHH 
LHHL-HHH LHHL-H-HHH. HHHL-HHH HHHL-H-HHH 
---- --- ·-·····--------
Morpheme systems in terms of Sentence Structure 
In sections 2, 3 and 4 above the Phonemic and 
Tonemic systems of the eleven dialects were 
described. In the.following sections the unit 
of abstraction is the Morpheme and it's non-
significant variants termed allomorphs. 
Morphemes· are grammatically commutable uni ts and 
constitute a structural system linking the phonemic 
and tonemic· systems to the Sentence. 
Each unit-morpheme has a phonemic and tonemic 
component. Thus morphemes may be analysed into 
one or more phonemes at the substrate level and 
one or more tonemes at the superstate level. 
Thus sections 1,2 and 3 above would seem to 
constitute a complete description of the morpheme 
per se, since the structure of morphemes cannot 
exceed the limitations of the phonemic and tonemic 
systems already established. Thus morphemes can 
be meaningfully compared inter-dialectically only 
in terms of their structural relations. ·These 
structural relations may be determined via a 
Sentence analysis. 
Sentence Modes 
According to morphological and semantic criteria 
all sentences in the dialects may be divided into 
three categories which.will be termed Modes. 
(1) Declarative Mode 
(2) Instructive Mode 
(3) Interrogative Mode 
Sentences may be transformed from mode to mode 
by a process of morpheme commutation. For the 
pusposes of this analysis the Declarative mode ~ 
will be taken as the basic form and it's morphological 
components will be described in full before.the 
inter-mode transforms are stated. 
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Sentence Sectors 
DEC sentences may be divided into three Sectors, 
each of which is characterised by distinctive 
morpheme components. 
(1) Subject Sector 
(2) Predicate Sector 
(3) Object Sector 
Sector Units 
Each sector as described above may be divided into 
two units. 
( 1) Headword 







The Headword of the Subject Sector may be 'Nominal 
or Pronominal in all dialects. Nominals may be 
divided into three morpheme-paradigms 
(1) Base paradigm 
(2) pre-Base Paradigm 
(3) post-Base Paradigm 
The base paradigm must have a morpheme entry but 
the pre- and post-base paradigms may have zero-
morpheme entries. The base paradigm constitutes 
an open system and has a potentially infinite series 
of possible morpheme entries. The pre- and post-
base paradigms constitute closed systems and have a 
a limited series of possible morpheme entries. It 
will be seen that these paradigms may have one. or 
more morpheme entries. 
In addition to these morpheme components the Nominal 
accommodates a superstrate tonal-morpheme. This 
superstrate unit constitutes a single morpheme and 
therefore cannot be structurally subdivided. The 
Nominal thus comprises three paradigms of commutable 
units at a substrate level and one paradigm of com-
mutable units at a superstrate level. The base or 
listing tonomorph of. Nominals is given, in the Lexical 
source lists.. From this the tonal-profile of Nominals 
in various sentence positions can be established with 
reference to the commutation tables of Nominal Tono-
morphs supra. section 4.1. 
The pre-base morphemes of the dialects are described 
below. They are arranged into categories in the 
convention~l pattern save that Meinhof's class 12 
is changed to 13 and vice versa. 
Class 21 with wedge-prefix is classified as 5a, with 
plural .6a. 
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Pre-base morphemes of Nominals 
1 mu- I mw- 1 mu- I mw-
2 wa- I w- 2 va- I v-
1a * 1a * 
1b a- 1b a-
2a .wa- 2a va-
2b wadzi- /= madzi- 2b vadzi- I= madzi-
2c wana- 2c vana-
3 mu- I mw- 3 mu- I mw-
4 mi- 4 mi-
5 *-II i- 5; *-II i-
5a zi- 5a zi-
6 ma- 6 ma-
6a mazi- 6a mazi-
7 chi- I ch- 7. chi- I ch-
8 z.vi- I zv- 8 zvi I zv-
9 N-11 i- 9 N-11 i-
10 N-11 i- 10 N- II i-
11 ru- I rw- 11 ru- I rw-
12 ka- I k- 12 ka- I k-
13 tu- I tw- 13 tu- I tw-
14 u- 14 u-
15 ku- 15 ku-
16 pa- 16 pa-
17 ku- 17 ku-
18 mu- 18 mu-
19 svi-
Notes 
(1) Column 1 occurs in dialects 1, 4, 5, 6. 
Column 2 occurs in dialects 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 
(2) / = Phonologically determined variant 
II = Morphologically determined variant · 
I= = Free variant 
(3) The phonetic realisation ofllullof class 14 varies. 
viz. in Zezuru [u] [hu] > /lu II 
in Hwesa [u] [hu] [ o] > /lu II 
in Karanga [u] [hu]. [ f3u] > llu II 
( 4) Morpheme II svi II of class 19 occurs in Zezuru and Hera 
regularly, infrequently in other dialects. 
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Reference to the Lexical source lists indicates that 
the phonemic complexity of morphemes in the base and 
pre-base paradigm varies between items • 
. viz. 
rurimi 11 'tongue' D-08 
marurimi 6 pl. 
ndimi 10 pl. 
mujegete 3 'plaything' D-01 
zvimujegete 8 . pl. 
nyangwegwe 9 'porcupine' 
magwegwe 6 pl. 
Thus the sin.gular/plural class links also vary 
between items. No attempt was made to quantify 
this variation for comparative purposes. Similarly 
the semantic value of certain.pre-base morphemes was 
not examined comparatively. 
The base p~radigm entry of Nominals may be a Nominal 
or Verbal base (Nominal bases, however, do not occur 
in the Verbal base paradigm). 
viz. 
kushanda 15 'to work' 'working' 
mushandi 1 'worker' 
vashandi 2 'workers' 
mushando 3 'task' 
chishando 7 'implement' 
zvishando 8 pl .. 
ushandi 14 'employment' 
These examples show that there is a morphological 
relationship between the pre- and post-base paradigms. 
Thus, for example, *chishandi or *ushando are invalid. 
This special relatioship, does not operate with Nominal 
base-paradigm entries. 
All the dialects have in addition a limited series 










'young of dog' 
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5.2.0 Adjunct 
Except for certain exceptions which will be noted 
below, all Subject Sector Adjuncts will be des-
cribed as QAL (=Qualifiers). 
The Lexeme-Class Qualifier may be set up on formal 
and notional criteria. Formally, QAL's are depen-
dent upon the HDW (=Headword), this dependence being 
morphologically realised in the Link-Word relatio-
ship between the two units. It will be noted that 
inany QAL's have zero-QLW (=Qualifier Link Word). 
QAL's are dependent only if the HDW has a NOM entry, 
otherwise they may constitute an Independent Pro-
nominal Headword. Notionally, QAL's function as 
identifiers and supply information relating to the 
special identity of the.HDW. 
QAL's may be formally divided into three paradigms 
(1) Ba~e paradigm 
(2) pre-base paradigm 
(3) post-base paradigm 
The pre-base paradigm has a morpheme entry which is 
termed a QLW. The shape of this QL\~ varies accor-
ding to the form of the HDW unless a special contra-
f ormal relationship exists. 
According to the form of the base paradigm entry 
QAL's may be divided into a number of categories. 
The QAL base paradigm may have a QAL, NOM, or VER 
entry (it will be seen that the VER does not have 
either QAL or NOM base paradigm entries). 
An inventory of QAL's in each dialect is given in 
the ta.bl es below. These QAL' s are arranged into 4 
categories according to the form of the base pura-
digm entry, and into sub-categories according to· 
the form of the pre-base entries. 
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QAL.Bases 
QAL-base.QAL's can be arranged.into 10 categories 
according to the form of the QLW. These categories 
are common to al.l the dialects (with variations as 
will be noted). 
The order of treatment and the number of each QAL 
is arbitrary and was adopted for descripti v.e con-· 
venience. ·Thus QAL1 collocates with QLW1 , QAL2 
with QLW2 etc. 
The Independent or COP (=Copuia) form of each QAL 
is described below each· table. The symbol T.M. 
indicates that the COP form of the QAL has the· 
same morphemes as in.Dependent form but accommodates 






















The QLW's of the eleven dialects fall into 5 series-
[1] [2] ['3] [4] [ 5] 
mu- mu- mu- mu- mu-
wa- wa- wa- va- va-
mu- mu- mu- mu- mu-
mi- mi- mi- mi- mi-
R/i-. R/ri- R/i- R/*- R/i-
ma- ma- ma- ma- ma-
chi- chi- chi- chi- chi-
zvi- zvi- zvi- zvi- zvi-
N/i- N/i- N/i- N/i- N/i-
N/i N/i- N/i- N/i- N/i-
ru- ru- ru- ru- ru-
ka- ka- ka- ka- ka-
tu- tu- .tu- tu- tu-
u- u- hu- hu- hu-
ku- ku- ku-. ku- ku-
pa- pa- pa- pa- pa-
ku- ku'"".' ku- ku- ku-
mu- mu- mu- mu- mu-
svi- svi-
Notes 
(1) ·COP = T.M. // i- with R-zero and N-zero classes. 
(2) The effect of R-zero and N-zero upon c1 of QAL 
(3) 
(4) 
base has been described above. Monosyllabic QAL 
bases have the morpheme indicated after the dash. 
Series 1 QLW occur in Dialects 1, 2. 
Series 2 QLW occur in dialects 4, 5, 
Series 3 QLW occur in dialect 6. 
Series 4QLW occur in dialect 10. 
Series 5 QLW occur in dialect 3, 7, 8, 9, 11. 





The following bases collocate with QLW1 as described 
above. 
-penyu 'living' -sharu 'old' [10,11] 
-kuru 'big' -tsuru 'old' 
-hombe 'big' -saru 'old' [4, 5] 
;...duku 'small'[4,5,6] -mbishi 'unripe' 
-diki 'small' -svinhu 'strong' 
..;.doko 'small' [10, 11] -huya 'vigourous' 
-pfupi 'short' -tano 'healthy' 
-fupi 'short' [10, 11] -tsvene 'pure' 
-zhinji 'many' -tema 'dark' 
-shoma 'few' -chena 'clean/white' 
-kukutu 'hard' -dz vi pa 'black' 
-nyoro 'wet' -pfumbu 'blue/grey 
-tofu 'soft' -sviba 'green/brown' 
-pamhi 'broad' -tsvuku 'red' 
-kobvu 'thick' -shava 'yellow/brown' 
-tete 'thin' -shaw a 'yellow/brown' 























QLW2 fall into 5 series. 
[1] [2] [3] [4] [ 5] 
mu- mu- mu- u- u-
wa- wa- va- wa- va-
mu- mu- mu- u- u-
mi- mi- mi- i- i-
ri- ri- ri- ri- ri-
ya-Ima- ma- ma- a- a-
chi- chi- chi- chi- chi-
zvi- zvi- zvi- zvi- zvi-
i- i- i- i- 1.-
dzi- dzi- dzi- dzi- dzi-
ru- ru- ru- ru- ru-
ka- ka- ka- ka- ka-
ti-I tu- tu- tu- tu- tu-
hu- hu- hu- hu- hu-
ku- ku- ku- ku- ku-
pa- pa- . pa- pa- pa-
ku- ku- ku- ku- ku-
mu- mu- mu- u- u-
svi-
Notes 
(1) COP = T.M.lndi.,.. [1,2,3,8,9,10] 
T.M.lnge- [4,5,6,7,11] 
(2) Series 1 QLW occur· in dialect 1. 
Series 2 QLW occur in dialects 4, 5 •. 
Series 3 QLW occur in dialects 3, 8, 9, 10, 
Series 4 QLW occur in dialects 6, 7,. 
Series 5 QLW occur in dialect 11. 
(3) QAL has tonomorph LL throughout in listing position.· 
(4) Alternative morphemes in series 1 are in free variation. 
QAL2 Bases 
The morpheme /l-mwe II collocates with these QLW 's- in 



















































































(1) COP = T.M./ndi [1.,2,3,8,9,}0] 
T.M./nge [4,5,6,7,11] 
.·. 
(2) Series 1 QLW occur in dialects 1, 2. 
Series 2 QLW occur in dialects 4,5,6,7 
Series 3 QLW occur in dialects 3,8,9~10,11 
(3) Alternatives in series 2 are in free variation. 
~3 Bases 
The Numerative QAL morphemes collocate with these QLW's~ 
As these bases vary they are described in full below, 
taking in tlie case of a singular HDW a class 7 Nominal 
and a class 8 Nominal in the case of plural HDW. 
Three columns are giveri fo~ each item·-
[1] Cardinal series numeratives. [QLW
3
J 
[2]. Ordinal series numeratives. [QLW8J 




01 chibodzi chechiposhi posi 
02 chimwe chokutanga poshi 
03 chibodzi/chimwe chokutanga posi 
04 chimwe chokutanga posi 
05 chimwe chakutoma posi 
06 chimwe chokutanga pos:h 
07 chimwe chokutanga posi/posa 
08 chimwe chokutanga poshi 
09 chimwe chokutanga motsi 
10 chimwe chokutanga motsi 
11 chimwe chokutonga. motsi 
two 
01 zviyere/zviwiri chechipiri piri 
02 zviviri chechipiri piri 
03 zviwiri chechipiri piri 
04 . zviwiri chechipiri piri 
05 zviwiri chachipiri piri 
06 zviiri chechipiri piri 
07 zviviri chechipiri piri 
08 zviviri chechipiri piri 
09 zviviri chechipiri piri 
10 zviviri chepiri piri 
11 zviiri chechipiri piri 
three 
01 zvitatu chechitatu ta tu 
02· zvitatu chechitatu ta tu 
03 zvitatu cheichitatu ta tu 
04 zvitatu chechitatu ta tu 
05 zvitatu chachitatu ta tu 
06 zvitatu chechitatu ta tu 
07 zvitatu chechitatu ta tu 
08 zvitatu chechitatu ta tu 
09 zvitatu chechitatu ta tu 
10 zvitatu chetatu ta tu 
11 zvitatu chechitatu ta tu 
four 
01 zvina chechinai nai 
02 zvina ,chechina china 
03 zvina chechina china 
04 zvina chechina china 
05 zvirongomuna chechirongomuna china 
06 zvina chechina china 
07 zvirongomuna chechina china 
08 zvina , chechina china 
09 zvina chechina china 
10 zvina chechina china 
11 zvirongomuna .chechirongomuna china 
five 
01 zvishanu chechishanu shanu 
02 zvishanu chechishanu shanu 
03 zvishanu chechishanu shanu 
04 zvishanu chechishanu shanu 
05 zvishanu chachishanu shanu 
06 zvishanu chechishanu shanu 
07 zvishanu chechishanu shanµ 
08 zvishanu chechishanu shanu 
09 zvishanu chechishanu shanu 
10 zvishanu cheshanu shanu 
11 zvishanu chechishanu shanu 
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six 
01 zvitanhatu chechitanhatu tanhatu 
02 zvitanhatu chechitanhatu tanhatu 
03 zvitanhatu chechitanhatu tanhatu 
04 zvitanhatu chechitanliatu tanhatu 
05 zvitanhatu chachitanhatu tanhatu 
06 zvitanhatu chechitanhatu tanhatu 
07. zvitanhatu chechitanhatu t.anhatu 
08 zvitanhatu chechitanhatu tanhatu 
09 zvitanhatu chechitanhatu tanhatu 
10 zvitanhatu chechitanhatu tanhatu 
1-1 zvitandl;lathu chechitandhathu ·tandhathu 
[dialect 11 has alternative form 'five+one' 'five+two' ••• J 
seven 
01 zvinomwe chechinomwe chinomwe 
02 zvinomwe chechinomwe chinomwe 
03 zvinomwe chechinomwe chinomwe 
04 zvinomwe · chechinomwe chinomwe 
05 zvinomwe chachinomwe chinomwe 
06 zvinomwe chechinomwe chinomwe 
07 zvinomwe chechinomwe chinomwe 
08 zvinomwe. chechinomwe chinomwe 
09 zvinomwe chechinomwe chinomwe 
10 zvinomwe. chechinomwe chinomwe 
11 zvinomwe chechinomwe ·chinomwe 
eight 
01 zvisere chechisere sere 
02 zvisere cherusere rusere 
03 zvisere chechisere ruse re 
04 zvisere cherusere rusere 
05 zvisere chachisere rusere 
06 zvisere chechisere rusere 
07 zvisere chechisere ruse re 
08 zvisere· chechisere ruse re 
09 zvisere chechisere ruse re 
10 zvisere chezvisere ruse re 
11 zvisere chechisere rusere 
nine 
01 zvipf emba c?eqhipfemba pf emba 
02 zvipfumbamwe chechipfumbamwe p'fumbamwe 
03 zvipf emba chechipf emba pf emba 
04 zvipf emba chechipf_emba pf emba 
05 zvipf emba chapfemba ·pfemba 
06 zvipfumbamwe chechipfumbamwe pfumbamwe 
07 zvipfumbamwe chechipfumbamwe pfumbamwe 
08 zvipfumbamwe chechipfumbamwe pfumbamwe 
09 zvipfumbamwe chechipfumbamwe pfumbamwe 
10. zvipfumbamwe chepfumbamwe pfumbamwe 
11 zvipfumbamwe chechipfumbamwe pfumbamwe 
ten 
01 .gumi chegumi gumi 
02 gµmi chegumi gumi 
03 gumi chegumi gumi 
04 gumi chegumi gumi 
05 gumi · chagumi · gumi 
06 gumi chegumi gumi 
07 gumi chegumi gumi 
08 gumi chegumi gumi 
09 gumi chegumi gumi 
10 gumi chegumi gumi 





















QLW~ fall into three series. 















ku- ku- ku-· 
pa~ pa- pa-




(.1) COP = T.M./ndi- [1,2,3,8,9,10] 
T.M./nge- [4,5,6,7,11] 
(2) Series 1 QLW occur in dialects 1,2. 
Series 2 QLW occur in dialects .4,5,6' 
Series 3 QLW occur in. dialects 3,7,8,9,10,11 
QAL Bases 
The morpheme //pi// or //ri // collocates with these QLW' s. 
( //ri // occurs only in dialect 11-Ndau) This QAL has 




QLW6 falls into six series. 
[1] [ 2TI [3] [4] [ 5] . [6] 
l 
Is ndo- nde- nde- nde- ndo- nde-
p to- te- te- te- to- te-
IIs WO- we- we- we- WO- we-
p mo- me- me- mwe- mo- me-
1 WO- we- we- we- wo-/o- we-
2 WO- ve- we- we- VO- ve-
3 WO- we- we·- we- WO- we-
4 yo- ye- ye- ye- yo- ye-
5 ro- re- re- re- ro- re-
6 yo- ye- e- e- o- e-
7 cho- che- che- che- cho- che-
8 zvo- zve- zve- zve- zvo- zve-
9 yo- ye- ye- ye- yo- ye-
10 dzo- dze-· dze- dze- dzo- dze-
1/1 ro- re- rwe- rwe,... rwo- rwe-
12 ko- ke- ke- ke- ko- ke-
13 to- te- twe- twe- two- twe-
14 ho- he- hwe- hwe- hwo- hwe-
15 kwo- kwe- kwe"".' kwe- kwo- kwe-
16 po- pe- pe- pe- po- pe-
17 kwo- kwe- kwe- kwe- kwo- kwe-
18 mo- me- me- mwe- mo- me-
19 svo- sve-
Notes 
(1) COP = ndi- [1,2,3,8,9,10] 
nge- [4,5,6,7,11] 
(2) Series 1 QLW occur in dialects 1 
Series 2 QLW occur in dialect 2 
Series 3 QLW occur in dialects 4, 5 
Series 4 QLW occur in dialects 6 
Series 5 QLW occur in dialects 7, 8, 10 
Series 6 QLW occur in dialect 3, 9, 11 
QAL Bases . · 
These QLW's collocate with the following morphemes -
//-ga // translation 'alone' 
























QLW? falls into four series. 
























(1) COP = ndi- [10] 
nge- [5,6,11] 
(2) Series 1 QLW occur in 
Series 2 QLW occur in 
Series .3 QLW occur in 































10. [F ree variation] 
10. 
The morpheme 11-mene II collocates with these QLW' s, with 
translation 11 real, proper 11 • 
between QLW7 and QLW6 abov?· 
four of the eleven dialects. 
There is close similarity· 
This QAL occurs in only 
The corresponding QAL in 
other dialects is II chaiye II etc. with components 






















QLW8 falls into three series. 





















(1) COP ~·ndi- [1,2,3,8,9,10] 
nge- [4,5,6,7,11] 
(2) Series 1 QLW occur in dialect 1 
Series 2 QLW occur in dialects 4,5,6. 
Series 3 QLW occur in dialects 2,3,7,8,9,10,11. 
(3) These morphemes have allomorphs as follows ~ 
//wa // > /wa/we/wo/ 
/wa/we/ 
/wa/ 
in dialects 1,2,3,7,8,9,10,11. 
in dialects 4, 6. 
in dialect 5. 
In dialects 04-Hwesa and 06-Manyika the allo-
morph /wa/ occurs only with NOM base of class 1a, 
in all other cases /we/ occurs. Note that 05-
Hwesa has no allomorphs of //wa // 
( 4) Bases include all NOM' s, QAL' s etc. 








occurs in all dialects ·as an EMF (=Emphatic). 
It occurs also as Pronominal Associative Base of 
Nominal classes 1 -19, and as component morpheme 
of QAL10 (to be described). QAL9 falis into five 
series as follows -
[.1 J [2] [3] [4] [ 5] 
. Is ini ini ini ini ini 
p isu isu isu isu isu 
I Is iwe iwe iwe iwe iwe 
p· imi imi imwi imi imi 
1 iye iye · iye iye ena 
2 iwo iwo iwo ivo ' vona 
3 iwo iwo iwo iwo wona 
4 iyo iyo iyo iyo yona 
5 iro iro iro iro rona 
6 iyo iwo iwo iwo ona 
7 icho icho icho icho chona 
8 izvo izvo izvo izvo zvona 
9 iyo, iyo iyo iyo yona 
10 idzo idzo idzo idzo dzona 
11 iro irwo irwo irwo rwona 
12 iko iko iko iko kona 
13 ito itwo itwo itwo twona 
14 iho ihwo ihwo ihwo hwona 
15 iko iko iko iko kwona 
16 - ipo ipo ipo ipo pona 
17 iko iko iko iko kwona 
18 imo imo imo imo mwona 
19 isvo 
Notes 
(1) COP = ndi- [all dialects] 
(2) Series 1 QAL occur in dialect 1 
Series 2 QAL occur in dialect 4,5 
Series 3 QAL occur in dialects 6 
Series 4 QAL occur in dialects 2,3,7,8,9,10. 
Series 5 QAL occur in dialect 11 
(3) In 11-Ndau //na // is optional intensifier in COP 
form, viz. class 1 ndiye/ndiyena 
class 2 ndivo/ndivona. 
























Pronominal Associative Bases 
Pronominal Associative Bases fall into four series. 
[1] [2] [3] [4] 
-n!Su·. -ngu -ngu -ngu 
-du* -du* -du* -du* 
-ko -ko ·-ko -ko 
























-ke -chi -ke 
-wo -wo -vo 
-WO -wo -wo 
-YO· -yo -yo 
-ro -ro -ro 
-wo -wo -wo 
-cho -cho -cho 
-zvo -zvo -zvo 
-yo -yo -yo 
-dzo -dzo -dzo 
-rwo -rwo -rwo 
-ko -ko -ko 
-two -two -two 
-hwo -hwo -hwo 
-kwo -kwo -kwo 
-po -po -po 
-kwo -kwo -kwo 
-mo -mo -mo 
-svo 
COP = ndi- [1,2,3,8,9,10,J 
nge- [4,5,6,7,11] 
Series 1 bases occur in dialect 1 
Series 2 Bases occur in dialect 6 
Series·3 bases occur in dialects 4;5 
Series 4 bases occur in dialects 2,3,7,8,9,10,11 
Bases marked with asterisk * collocate with QLW8 allomorph /-e/ in all dialects except Hwesa. 
viz. mwana wedu - mwana wadu [4,5] 
mwana wenyu -.mwana wanyu [4,5] 
The bases described above occur in Pronomi·nal 
sentences. The EMP base occurs in all Nominal 
sentences (viz. as an Emphatic Associative) 
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;:·. 
viz. ndagura gumbo reni benzi 'I have severed my leg [I a; 
. a fool' 
ndipe uswa hwemi vadzimai .'Give me your grass, women' 
taona mwana waye ishe 'we saw the child of the 
chief' 
Op. . . . 'my leg• gumbo rangu ...... 
uswa hwavo . 'their grass' . . . . . . mwana wake 'his child' 
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.QAL10 
QAL10 which is termed DEM (= Demonstrative) has a 
number of forms. These are termed DEM1- Dem2- DEM3
- DEM4 
and each falls into a number of series in the dialects. 
DEM -1 
[1] [2] [3] 
1 uno uno uno 
2 wano wano vano 
3 uno · uno uno 
4 ino ino ino 
5 rino rino rino 
6 ano ano ano 
7 chino chino chino 
8 zvino zvino zvino 
9 ino i:ilo ino 
10 dzino dzino dzino 
11 runo rwuno rwuno 
12 kano kano kano 
13 tuno twuno twuno 
14 huno hwuno hwuno 
15 kuno kuno kuno 
16 pano pano pano 
17 kuno kuno .kuno 
18 muno mu no muno 
19 svino 
Notes 
(1) COP = ndi- [1,2,3,8,9,10] 
nge- [4,5,6,7,11]· 
(2) Series 1 bases occur in dialect 1 
Series 2 bases occur in dialects 4,5,6 
Series 3 bases occur in dialects 2,3,7,8,9,10,11 
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QAL10 cont ••• 
DEM2 
[1] [2] [3] [4] 
1 uyu uyu uyu uyu 
2 awa awa ava ava 
3 uyu uyu. uyu uyu 
4 iyi iyi iyi iyi 
5. iri iri iri iri 
6 aya aya f3..ya awa 
7 ichi ichi ichi ichi 
8 izvi izvi izvi izvi 
9 iyi iyi iyi iyi 
10 idzi idzi idzi idzi 
11 uru urwu urwu urwu· 
12. aka aka aka aka 
13 iti/utu utwu utwu· utwu 
14. uhu uhu uhwu uhwu 
15 uku uku uku uku 
16 apa apa apa apa 
·17 uku uku uku uku 
18 umu umu umu umu 
19 isvi 
Notes 
(1) COP as for DEM1 
(2) Series 1 bases occur in dialect· 1 
Series 2 bases occur in dialects 4,5,6 
Series 3 bases occur in dialects 3,7,s,9,11,2 
Series 4 bases occur in dialect 10 . 
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QAL10 ·cont ••• 
DEr::J3 
[1] [2] [3] [4] 
1 uyo uyo uyo uyo 
2 awo awo avo avo 
3 uyo uyo uyo uyo 
4 iyo iyo iyo iyo 
5 iro iro iro iro 
6 ayo ayo ayo awo 
7 icho icho icho icho 
8 izvo izvo izvo izvo 
9 iyo iyo iyo iyo 
' 10 idzo idzo idzo idzo 
11 uro urwo urwo urwo 
12 ako ako ·ako ako 
13 ito/uto utwo utwo utwo 
14 uho uho uhwo uhwo 
15 uko uko uko uko 
16 apo apo apo apo 
17 uko uko uko uko 
18 umo umo umo umo 
'19 isvo 
Notes 
( 1) COP as for. DEM2 
(2) Series 1 bases occur in dialec'ts 1 
Series 2 bases occur in dialects 4,5,6 
Series 3 bases occur in dialects 3,7,8,9,11,2 
Series· 4 bases occur in dialects 10 
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QAL10 cont •• ~ 
' DEM4_, 
[1] [2] [3] 
1 uye uya uya 
2 waye way a vaya 
3 uye uya uya 
4 iye iya iya 
5 riye riya riya 
6 yaye aya aya 
7 chi ye chi ya chi ya 
8 zviye zviya zviya 
9 iye iya iya · 
10 dziye dziya dziya 
11 ruye ruya ruya 
12 .kaye kaya kaya · 
13 tuye/tiye tu ya twuya 
-14 huye huya huya 
15 kuye kuya kuya 
16 paye pay a pay a 
17 kuye kuya kuya 
18 muye mu ya muya 
.19 sviya 
Notes 
( 1) COP as for DEM
3 
(2) Series 1 bases occur in dialects 1 ' 
Series 2 bases occur in dialects 4,5,6 



















QAL10 cont ••• 
DEM bases as described above occur in reduplicated 
forms with precised translations. The component 
morphemes of these QAL's include -
DEM2 + DEM 2 DEM3 
+ DEM 2 EMP + DEM2 







DEM2 + DEM4 DEM3 
+ DEM 4 EMP + DEM4 
The full system is described below using 01-Korekore 
a_s structural example. All dialects follow the same 
structural pattern using the DEM morphemes described 
above. 
DEM . 
2.2 DEM2 •3 DEM2 •4 
uyuyu uyuyo uyuye 
aw aw a awawo awawaye 
uyuyu uyuyo uyuye 
iyiyi iyiyo iyiye 
iriri iriro iririye 
ayaya ayayo ayayaye 
ichichi ichicho ichichiye 
izvizvi izvizvo izvizviye 
iyiyi iyiyo iyiye 
idzidzi idzidzo idzidziye 
ururu ururo ururuye 
akaka akako akakaye 
ititi itito ititiye 
uhuhu uhuho uhuhuye 
ukuku ukuko ukukuye 
apapa apapo apapaye 
ukuku ukuko ukukuye 
umumu umumo umumuye 
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QAL10 cont ••• 
DEM3 •2 DEM3•3 DEM3•4 
1 uyoyu uyoyo uyouye 
2 awowa. awowo aw ow aye 
:' ·3 uyoyu uyoyo uyoye 
4 iyoyi iyoyo iyoye 
5 irori i.rOI'.0 iroriye 
6 ayoya ayoyo ayoyaye 
7 ichochi ichocho ichochiye 
8 izvozvi izvozvo izvozviye 
9 iyoyi iyoyo iyoye 
10 idzodzi idzodzo idzodziye 
11 uroru uroro uroruye 
12 akoka akoko .akokaye 
13 itoti · i toto itotiye 
14 uhohu uhoho uhohuye 
'15 ukoku ukoko ukokuye 
16 apopa apopo apopaye 
17 ukoku ·ukoko ukokuye 
18 umomu umomo umomuye 
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QAL10 cont ••• 
DEME. 2 DEME.:? DEME. 4 
1 iyeyu iyeyo iyeuye 
2 iwowa iwowo iwowaye 
3 iwoyu iwoyo iwouye 
4 iyoyi iyoyo iyoiye 
5 irori iroro iroriye 
6 iyoya iyoyo iyoyaye 
7 ichochi ichocho ichochiye 
8 izvozvi izvozvo izvozviye 
9· iyoyi iyoyo iyoiye 
10 idzodzi idzodzo . idzodziye 
11 iroru iroro iroruye 
I 
12 ikoka ikoko ikokaye 
13 itoti itoto itotiye 
14 ihohu ihoho ihohuye 
15 ikoku ikoko ikokuye 
16 ipopa ipopo ipopaye 
17 ikoku ikoko ikokuye 




















QAL10 cont •••• 
Independent Copula predicates with DEM bases and 
Locative translation tag occur in all dialects •. 
The full system is described for 08-Zezuru 
structural model. 
DEM1 
D.,.,rvr .c. 12 DEM 3 
DEM4 
houno hoyu ho yo houya 
havano hava havo havaya 
houno hoyu ho yo houya 
heino heyi he yo heiya 
herino heri hero heriya 
haano hay a ha yo haaya 
he chino he chi hecho hechiya 
hezvino · hezvi hezvo hezviya 
heino heyi he yo heiya 
hedzino · hedzi hedzo hedziya 
horwuno horwu horwo horwuya 
hakano haka ·hako hakaya 
hotwuno hotwu ho two hotwuya 
hohwuno hohwu hohwo hohwuya 
hokuno hoku hoko hokuya 
hapano hap a ha po hapaya 
hokuno hoku hoko hokuya 
homuno ho mu homo homuya 
hesvino hesvi hesvo hesviya 
Notes 
(1) All have LOG translation tag, viz 
hoyu munhu 'here is a person' 



























A number of morphemes occur in the Adjunct unit 























































































(1) Alternatives indicted in [1] above occur in 01-
Korekore (refer. QAL series above) 
(2) COP = ndi- '[1,2,3,8,9,10] 
nge- [4,5,6,7,11] 
(3) Series 1 bases occur in dialects 
Series 2 Bases occur in dialects 
Series 3 Bases occur in dialect 
(4) Inten. 1 occurs with QAL
7
, QAL9 
Int en. 2 ditto 




(5) ·Dialect 11-Ndau has intensifier morphemes llni llna II 
//ni // occurs with QAL2 QAL6 munthu umweni , egani. 
llna II occurs with QAL9 [COP] ndiyena , EMP-ASS wayena 
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Qualifier Position 
All the QAL's described above occur in both the HDW 
and ADJ position in the SUB Sector. Sentences with 
a QAL entry in the HDW position are termed Pronominal. 
Thus NOM's and QAL's may occur in both -SUB and PRD 
sectors, and in both HDW ·and ADJ position in both. 
Sentences with NOM's and QAL's in HDW position of 
PRD sector are termed COP sentences (this term will· 
be modified slightly in due course). 
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j 
Subject Sector Adjuncts 
Subject Sector Adjuncts with QAL bases have been 
described above. The following sections describe 
Subject Sector Adjuncts with Verbal, Verbid and Nomi-
nal base entries. 
These QAL's are arranged into formal categories. 
according to the base entry, as follows. 





















QAL1 to QAL10 
QLW8 plus QAL base 
Morpheme //nya // plus QAL base. 
VER Base entries. 
Relative Predicates. 
Present Tense 
Past Tense 1 
Past Tense 2 
Sequential Predicates. 
QLW8 plus Verbal base 
Verbal //i ta// plus Nominal Adjunct 
Verbal //nzwira // plus Nominal Adjunct 
Verbid Base entries 
Verbid //na // with Nominal Adjunct 
Verbid· //ri // with Nominal and Qualifier 
Ver bid //ti// plus Ide op hone 
Nominal Bases 
Nominal with zero QLW 
Nominal with QLW8 





1.0.0 QAL Bases 
























































































Items with asterisk * have positive and negative 
forms of same base. 
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I 
3.0.0 VEB Bases 









































































3. Lj .• 0 
3.5.0 












































































1.0.0 QAL Bases 
1.1.0 See appended list 
1.2.0 
1.3.0 













































































































Lj .• 3.0 
VZB Eases 
chine has ha 














































. 1.0.0 QAL Bases 
1.1.0 see append~d list 
1.2.0 
1.3.0 





















































































































''deformed, crippled 1 
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9? 
3.0.0 VEB Bases 
3.1.0 chine tsambwa 'dirty' 
china matiwi man a 'square' 
chine nhungu 'weak' 
china masimba 'strong' 
chine shanje 'jealous' 
chino uturu 'poisonous' 
chine tsitsi* 'kind' 
chine buri 'hollow' 
chine mhango 'hollow' 
chine mvere 'hairy' 
3.2 .. 0 chiri mutsva 'kind' 
3.3.0 chakati hwanzara 'prone' 
chakati twas a 'straight' 
4.0.0 NOM Bases 









1.0.0 QAL Bases 










































4.0.0 NOM Bases 

































1.0.0 QAL Bases 
1.1.0 see appended list 
1.2.0 
1.3.0 


















































































































3.0.0 VEJ3 Bases 
.3.1.0 china tsambwa I dirty' 
chinq. usisi 'kind' 
chi:na umbwa 'lazy' 
china simba 'strong' 
china dim a '.dark' 
china utsinyi 'cruel' 
china nchanje 'j·ealous' 
china budu* 'hollow' 
china mu para 'bald' 
china mvere 'hairy' 
china ukari 'angry' 
3.2.0 chiri nyore 'easy' 
chiri mudazika 'deep' 
3.3.0 
4-.0 .o NOM Bases 
L~.1.0 nkutwi 'obstinate' 
pofu 'blind' 
mu para 'bald' 
murombogumi 'poor' 'ten' 




1 .. 1 .. 0 
1.2.1 
see appended list 
chaiye 
chaizvo 












































































































3.0.0. VEB Bases 












chine dim a 
3.2.0 chiri nyore 
3.3.0 chakati twi 






































1· .O.O QAL.·, Bases 
1.1.0 see appended list. 
1.2.0 
1.3.0 














































































































3.0.0 VEB Bases 



























































1.0.0 QAL.Bases · 




















































































































3.0.0 VEB Bases 















3.3.0 chakati twasa 









































1.0.0 QAL Bases 
1.1.0 .see appended list · 
1.2.0 
1.3.0 



















































































































2.5.0 chinonzwira tsitsi 
3,0,0 VEB Bases 
3.1.0 chine bas a 
chine tsvina 










3.3.0 ch aka ti kwavarara 
LJ-.0 •. o NOM Bases 
lJ-.1.0 mupfumi 
murombo/ gumi 




















1.0.0 QAL Bases 
1.1.0 see appended list 
'1.2.0 
'1.3.0 















































































































3.0.0 VEB Bases 
3.1.0 chine bas a 'valuable' 
china mativi man a 'square' 
chine tsvina 'dirty' 
chine simba 'strong' 
chine mhosva 'guilty' 
chine tsimbe . 'lazy' 
·chine simbe 'l.azy' 
chine tsitsi 'kind' 
chino mwoyo chena 'kind' 
chino utsinye 'cruel' 
chino urombo 'sympathetic' 
chine shanje 'jealous,. 
chino mwena 'hollow' 
chine mhazha 'bald' 
chine rnvere 'hairy' 
3.2.0 
3. 3 .o. chakati dzi 'upright' 
4.0.0 NOM Bases 





murornbo/ · . 'poor' 'ten' gumi 
4 .. 2.0 yesandara 'flat' 
chenhema 'false' 
Li-. 3. 0 
Dialect 11-Ndau 
1.0.0 QAL Bases 
1.1.0 see appended list 
1.2.0 
1.3.0 nyachoga 














































































































































2. 2 .• 0 chakai 
2.3.0 




3.0.0 VEB Bases 












































































3.1.0 [cont .... ] 
3.2.0 
3 .. 3 .. 0 
L~.o.o 





















































































6.0.0 Predicate sector 
6.1.0 Headword 
6.1.1 Base Paradigm 
According to the form of the morphemes of the base 
paradigm three predicate categories may be established· 
(1) Verbal predicates 
(2) Verbid predicates* 
( 3) Copula predicates 
(*This term is used by Allen to describe certain 
exception Verb forms in English. It is used 
in a different sense in this paper) 
Verbal predicates have bases drawn from a potentially 
infinite series of items, a sample of which is given 
in the Lexical source lists. 
Verbid predicates have bases drawn from a closed 
system of only five items -
(1) -va I -wa 
(2) -ri 
(3) -na · 
(4) -ti 
(5) -nge 
These VEB bases are formally distinguished from 
VER's by their restricted collocational powers 
with pre- and post-base morphemes. Thus these 
VEB bases do not collocate with post-base morph-
emes with Consonant component. Similarly, only 
-va and -na have possible commutation with 
Vowel-component post-base morphemes, thus allo-
morphs /va/ve/ and /na/ne/no/ occur in many 
dialects (see section 6.1.3). 
The pre-base morpheme commutation system is similar-
ly restricted in the VEB category. Thus, for ex-
ample -ri and -na have no pre-base morphemes other 
than the SLW. It will be seen that several further 
restrictions apply to the VEB series. 
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6.1.2 
COP (=Copula) predicates have NOM and QAL bases 
and have ipso facto been described above. The 
pre-base morphemes of the COP system includes 
the morpheme //i // which collocates with NOM' s 
with zero prefixal-morpheme viz. classes 5, 9/10 
and with QAL1 of such NOM' s. Morpheme //ndi // 
occurs with NOM's of class 1a and with QALg (EMP) 
in all di·alects. In dialects 1,2,3,8,9,10 //ndi// 
collocates with all QAL bases, the corresponding 
morpheme in the other dialects being //nge //. 
Morpheme //mba // occurs only in D-01 (=Dialect 1) 
with NOM's of class 2b. 
Pre-base paradigm 
This paradigm has a number of potential morpheme 
positions, including 
(1) Subject Link Word 
(2) Object Link Word 
(3) Tense formatives 
(4) Negative formatives 
(5) Instructive and Interrogative formatives 
SLWs(=Subject Link Word) are the morphological 
realisation of the structural relations between 
the SUB and the PRD. The form of these morphemes 
varies according to the form of the SUB (excepting 
special contr-formal sentences) and, since the SLW 
may telescope into the Tense Formative, also with 
the form of the PRD. 
The structural relations between the PRD an.d the 
OBJ may be formally realised in the OLW (=Object 
Link Word). The form of this morpheme varies 
according to-the form.of the OBJ. The position 
of this morpheme in the predicate~morpheme string 
is fixed, and no morpheme may occur between the 
OLW and the PRD base-morpheme. 
The distinction between positive and negative 
predicat·es is morphologically realised by negative 
markers, many of which occur in the pre-base para-
digm, including //ha // sa // si // etc ••• 
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r 
There are two tense series in all the dialects 
examined each·series with a distinctive set of 
morphemes. 
Simple Tenses have a single time-reference-point 
and describe processes and states in relation to 
this point, which lies in the Present. There are 
thus three basic tense categories Present (at the 
time reference point), past (before it) and future 
(neither at nor before the point). . There are 
further sub-divisions within this basic system to 
' ' 
include recent and remote Past tenses, Potential 
·tenses etc ••• 
Compound Tenses have dual time-reference-points 
and describe processes and states as being past, 
present or future of any of the basic tenses 
already established. Each simple tense category 
thus has three compound tenses. 
viz. 











0 <--------------- 0 ------------------~-> 0 
0 <----0----> 0 0 <------0-------> 0 0 <------0------> 0 
In addition to serving as the time-reference-point 
of the basic tense system the Present tense has a 
full system of Compound Tenses which are used in 





Thsu the non-timed present has form 
ndiri kU.famba 'I am walking ' 
Timed-
• •• kana ndinenge ndichifamba 'when I am walking, then •• ' 
The VEB base -na has allomorphs /na/ne/no/ in most 
dialects in the positive series. Dialects 4,5 have 
only -na, however, and dialect 6 has -ne in all 
cases except .those in which Nominals of classes 
1a and 2a occur. Thus three syste~s are noted -
[1] [2] [ 3] 
ndina baba nQ.ina bambo ndina baba 
ndina / ndina / ndine 
/ 
vana vana vana 
ndi,ne / chinhu. . /. ndina 
.( 
chinhu ndine I chi.nhu 
di / / di / / h ndine 
/ n no munhu n na mun u munhu 
The negative series of these predicates also fall 
' 
into three systems -
[1] [2] [3] 
/ / 
handi.na baba ndir{be bambo / / handi.na I baba 
hanfilna / ndir{be / / / I vana vana handine vana 
/ ( 





I I handina I munhu ndir{be munhu I / handine munhu 
System 1 includes dialects 
System 2 includes dialects 




The VEB -ti has no post-base allomorphs in any of 
the dialects examined. Both -va and -nge have 
allomorphs /ve/nga/ in amny dialects, the variation 
being structurally determined. 
All the dialects examined have a common system of 
post base morphemes with C component. The form 
of these morphemes is structurally determined and 
although aliomorphic variations of V components 
occur the c component remains constant within the 
structural categoryo In these allomorphs the V 
components phonemic realisation is determined by 
' ' 
the form of the base-Vowel component. In com-
plex bases only the last vowel is significant. 
· Thus for example, //isa // has two allomorphs /isa/ 
/esa/. The former collocates with bases with the 
V-component /a/i/u/, the latter with V-component 
/e/o/. Thus kufamba·> kuf.ambisa 
kurova > kurovesa 
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The VEB base -na has allomorphs /na/ne/no/ in most . . ' 
dialects in the positive series •. Dialects 4,5 have 
only -na, however, and dialect 6 has -ne in all 
cases except .those in which Nominals of classes 
1a and 2a occur. Thus thre.e syste~s are noted -
[1] [2] [3] 
ndina baba ndina bambo ndina baba 
ndina / ndina / ndine 
/ vana vana vana 
ndine / di / "' ndin6 
,.. 
chinhu n na chinhu chinhu 
di / / h ndinS:: munhu ndine 
/ n no mun u munhu 
The negative series .of these predicates also fall 
into three systems -
[1] [2] [3] 









ndir{ be munhu 
' I I I handina baba 
/ / / handine vana 
/ I 1 
handine chinhu 
hana.ine mtinhu 
System 1 includes dialects 
System 2 includes dialects 




The VEB -ti has no post-base allomorphs in any of 
the dialects examined. Both -va and -nge have 
allomorphs /ve/nga/ in amny dialects, the variation 
being structurally determined. 
All the dialects examined have a common system of 
post base morphemes with C component. The form 
of these morphemes is structurally determined and 
although allomorphic variations of V components 
occur the C component remains constant within the 
structural category. In these allomorphs the V 
components' phonemic realisation is determined by 
the form of the base-Vowel component. In com-
plex bases only the last vowel is significant. 
'I'hus for example, //isa // has two allomorphs /isa/ 
/esa/. The former col.locates with bases with the 
V-component /a/i/u/, the latter with V-component 
/e/o/. Thus kufamba·> kufambisa 
kurova > kurovesa 
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Similarly,. the morpheme //anura // has five allo-
morphs, the form of the V-component being deter-
mined by the base-vowel in each case. This is 
the only post-base.morpheme noted in the dialects 
which has a one-for-one correspondence between 
the base-vowel and the post-base vowel component. 
The phonemic realisation of several post-base mor- . 
phemes is morphologically determined. Thus the 
morpheme //wa // has allomorphs /iwa/ ewa/wa/. The 
latter occurs with all polysyllabic bases, the 
former two with monosyllabic bases. It was noted 
that in many cases these morphemes were in free 
variation, thus kutamba > kutambwa 
kutambiwa 
However, this free varaition is found only with 
polysyllabic ba$es, monosyllabic bases have /iwa/ 
/ewa/ without exception. 
It has been noted above that VEB bases do not have 
post-bases of this type. 
C-component post-base morphemes are described below, 
arranged according to the C-component. Interrogative 
and Instructive sentences have special morphemes which 
will be discussed later. 
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Post-base morphemes 
/w/ -wa [Passive] 
-iwa/-ewa 









·/s/ -isa/-esa [Causative]/[Intensive] 
-isisa/-esesa [Intensive] 
/k/ -ika/-eka · [Neuter] 
-ikika/-ekeka II 
/n/ -ana [Reciprocal]/[Associative] 
/m/ :...ama [Stative] 
Note 
: ~. 
Only clear-junction· forms were examined on a com-
parative basis, thus telescoped post-base morphemes 
-dza.etc. are not described here. 
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. 6.2.0 Expanded Predicates and Expanded Tenses 
The I~D (=Independent) and AUX (=Auxiliary) functions 
of VER and VEB bases may be distinguished in all dia-
lects. 
viz. 
(1) vana varima 'the children cultivated' 
(2) vana vaswera 'the children spent the day' 
(3) vana vaswera kurima 'the children cultivated 
all day•· 
(4) vana vaswerorima do. 
The VER base -swera thus has an IND and an AUX 
function •. Many AUX bases of this type occur in 
all the dialects examined. In dialects 1,2,3,8,9 
the morpheme llku II does not occur and the post-
base morpheme llo 11· occurs (contrast sentences 
3 and 4 above). This structural division of the 
dialects into two groups occurs only when AUX 
bases of the above type are considered viz. those 
with an IND as well as AUX function. Many AUX 
bases have an AUX function only, for example -. . . . 
(5) vana vamborima 
(6) *vana vamba 
'the children first cul-
tivated' 
Thus sentence 6 above is invalid, indicating that 
llmbo II does not have an IND function. 
The AUX base llzo II occurs in all the dialects 
I . . 
examined. In all of them this base has only AUX 
function, although the Manyika informant indicated 
that the sentence 'vana vaza -the children came' 
is valid in a dialect called Bunji which is spoken 
by the older ·people of the Manyika area. Efforts 
to varify this were frustrated by the reluctance of 
the elders to cooperate with the researcher. In 
all the dialects examined for this paper there was 
· no doubt as to the validity of this suspicious 
sentence. 
Thus the division of the dialects into two groups 
set up on the distinction between swerorimalswera 
kurima does not operate.with -zo-·type AUX bases 
since the latter type of construction is invalid in 
all dialects. 
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It will be noted that all bases of this type, 
having only AUX 
the dialects. 
may be mono- or 
function are monosyllabic in all 
Bases with both AUX and IND function 
polysyllabic. 
Predicates with monosyllabic AUX bases of the llzo II 
type (including llzo llmbo llndo llngo Ii etc •• ) which 
occur in all the dialects are termed Exnanded Tense-
Predicates. These AUX's occur in both simple and 
compound tenses as described above. 
viz. 
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(7) vana vandorima 
(8) vana vanga vandorima 
'the children went to cultivate' 
'the children have gone to cult-
ivate' 
Negatives - havana kundorima 
vanga vasina kundorima 
As noted in section 4.0.0 in the Toneme system 
description, several AUX bases may occur in any 
ony predicate. 
(9) vana vambondorima 'the children were almost ready 
to go and cultivate' 
(several further translations 
possible) 
Predicates with AUX bases and two SLW's are termed 
Expanded Predicates. The AUX's which constitute 
expanded predicate formatives do not occur freely 
in the Simple and Compound tense series but rather 
establish a distinctive predicate category with 
special notional and formal features. However, it 
will be noted that expanded predicates may have 
expanded tenses, viz. 
{10) vanoswera kurima 
(11) vanoswera kuzorima 
'they cultivated the whole 
day long' 
'they then cultivated the 
whole day long' . 
In those dialects with the longer form of expanded 
predicate SLW2 is that of class 15, a 'classless' 
SLW with invariable form. Thus 
(12) vana vaswera kurima 
,(13) murume aswera kurima 
(14) turume twaswera kurima 
The form of SLW2 is thus independent of the form of 
- the SUB. This independence extends, of course, to 
those dialects where expanded predicates have the 
form vaswerorima. 
In expanded predicates with the VEB //ti// in AUX 
function SLW1 and SLW2 may both be .determined by the 
SUB, viz. 
(15) vana vakati vapedza vazorora 'when the children 
had finished they 
rested' 
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(16) vana vati vachirima vanga 
vangoimba 
'while the children 
were cultivating they 
were just singing' 
(17) vakati kupedza vaenda 'upon finishing they 
departed' 
Sentence 17 above indicates that expanded predicates 
with VEB //ti// may also have the classless SLw15• 
In many expanded predicates with the VEB //ti // the 
form of SLW2 is. determined by the OBJ (In all 
predic·ates the form of SLW1 is determined by the SUB) 
and should, strictly speaking, be described as OLW. 
Expanded predicates with this feature were noted 
in all qialects, but only with AUX VEB //ti//. 
(18) baba vakati ndarova 
(19) mwoto wati apisa 
'father then beat me' 
'the fire then burnt him' 
It will be seen from the sentences above that the 
'translation tag' of bases in IND and AUX function 
may differ considerably. The IND translation tag 
of the VEB -ti is . 'say', and the AUX transla.tion tag 
varies from ~when', 'think' etc ••• 
Similarly the IND translation tag of VER -ramba 
is 'refuse, become reluctant' while it's AUX 
translation is 'persist; become eager' 
(20) vana vanoramba 'the children refuse' 
(21) vana vanoramba vachirima 'the children persist in 
cultivating' 
Sentences 16 and 21 above indicate a sub-class of 
expanded predicates in which base2 has Dependent 
status (to be described in section 6.3.0 below. 
The terms IND and AUX refer to the function of 
VER and VEB bases and are extracted at a higher 
level of analysis than the terms Ind and Dep which 
describe the status of predicates) 
It is important to note that not all two-base predicat.es 
may be classified as expanded predicates. As defined 
above an expanded predicate has an IND and AUX base, 
and must be distinguished from those predicates with 
two IND bases. 
viz. 
(22) vana.vanofunga kurima 'the children think of/about 
· ploughing' 
No contraction of -funga to -fungo is possible 
and this base has statutory translation tag. Such 
predicates will be termed Cluster Predicates. 
There is thus a gradation of bases from those with 
AUX function alone .Cmbo/ndo/go), through those with 
both AUX and IND function (swera/ramba/gara), to 
those with IND .fu~ction only. However, bases with 
dual function in one dialect may have single function 
in another, as was noted for //zo·;; above. The VER 
-da has IND function only in all the dialects excepting 
03-Toko and 08-Zezuru where it has AUX form -do-
(Note however that the statutory translation tag is 
retained) 
viz. 
(23) ndichada .kurima 
(24) ndichadorima 
'I shall want to cultivate' 
'I shall become eager to 
cultivate' 
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It will be seen that expanded predicates as described 




(24) vana varamba vachirima 
(25) vana vanga vachirima 
'the children persisted •• ' 
'th~ children were cul-
tivating' 
Futher, it can be .shown that the morpheme //nga // 
has IND function in all the dialects (with allo-
mo:rphs /nga/nge/) 
viz. 
(26) vana vanonge baba vavo 
(27) varume vakange vana 
'the children are like 
their father' 
'the men seemed like 
childrep.' 
These sentences indicate that the compound tense 
series may be classified as expanded predicates. 
However, for descriptive convenience this term has 
been reserve·d for those predicates with AUX bases 
other than //nga //. A certain notional distinc-
. tion separates these predicate categories since 
//nga // in the compound series has no semantic 
significance in itself but functions simply as a 
base morpheme to establish the primary time-reference 
point, while many of .the AUX bases of expanded ~redi­
cates have an important semantic function. Moreover 
· .the two categories are formally distinc,ti ve in many 
respects. Thus the expanded predicate AUX -ramba 
for ,example, may occur in Instructive sentences with 
'AUX translation tag' 
viz. 
(28) ramba uchirima 'continue cultivating' 
cp. ramba ! 'refuse' 
The compound tense formative -nga does not have a 
corresponding form·with 'AUX translation tag', but 
does have an Instructive form with statutory trans-
lation· (i.e. 'resemble, seem like') 
( 29) Inge varume ! 'Seem like men!' 
The common series of AUX's, VER and VEB is extensive 
but no attempt was made to establish this Common Series 
in quantitative terms. 
6.3.0 Predicate Status 
Predicates have the status Independent or Dependent. 
All snetences have, by definition, an Independent 
predicate, t~us Dependent predicates occur only in 
sentences with two or more. predicates. Consider 
the following sentences 
(1) 
, , 
anofamba 'the walks' murume man 
(2) 
, , 
anoimba 'the sings' murume man 
(3) 
, , 
anofamba achiimba 'the walks singing' murume man 
(4) 
, , 
anofamba anoirilba 'the who walks, murume man 
Sentences 3 and 4 have two predicates, Independent 
and Dependent. The Dependent predicates of these 
two sentences are distinctive regarding 
(a) form 
(b) translation tag 
(c) position 
sings' 
Nominally dependent predicates like that of sentence 
4 above are termed Relative Predicates (PRDRel) to 
distinguish them from Verbally dependent predicates 
like that of sentence.3 which will be termed Depen-
dent Predicates (PRDDep). Thus sentences 3 and 4 
are written -
(3) SUB -------> PRDind _______ > PRDDep 
(4) SUB ----~--> PRDRel _______ > PRDind 
All the above sentences have·zero entry in the OBJ 
sector. PRDRel,s occurring in sentences with OBJ 
entries have distinctive form. 
(5) ndinoona murume 
(6) murume anofamba 
(7) ndinoona murume anofamba 
viz. 
Consider -
'I see the man' 
.'the man walks' 
'I see the man who walks' 
(7) SUB -------> PRDind _______ > OBJ-------> PRDRel 
Thus the PRDRel predicates the OBJ of the sentence. 
This sentence may be transformed with the OBJ of 
the PRDind in SUB position, viz. 
(8) murume wandinoona ~nofamb& 'the man who I see walks' 
_Rel] _Tnd 
(8) SUB1-------> [SUB2 ------> PRD· -----> PRlT 
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Thus in sentence 8 above the NOM murume is the 
Subject of the Independent .predicate and is at the 
same time the Object of the Relative predicate •. 
Relative predicates of the type illustrated in 
sentence 4 will be termed Subject Relatives, and 
those of the type occurring in sentence 8 Object 
Relatives. 
There are three Object Relative systems in the · 
eleven dialects examined. These will be illus-
trated using the sentence "The man whom I see is 
walking" as used above. 
(8) murume wandin66na anofamba 
(9) murume uyo ndin66na anofamba 
(10) murume'uyo ndin6mu6na anofamba 
(11) varume avo .ndinovaona vanofamba 
·The form described in sentence 8 occurs in all dia-
lects, but dialects 4, 5 - Hwesa . , 6-Manyika and 7-
Bocha have alternatives as indicated in sentence 
9 above. Dialect 10-Karanga has alternative Rel. 
as indicated in sentences 10 and 11. 
The morpheme //wa // of sentence 8 which links the 
Object of the Relative Predicate to that predicate 
(viz.'the man whom I see'> 'I see the man') is 
termed the Relative Object Link word - OLWRel. The 
morpheme //mu// of sentence 10 is termed the Indepen-
dent Object link Word - OLWind The morpheme //uyo // 
//avo // of sentences 9, 10 and 11 is identical to 
QAL10 DEM3 (.see previous section). 
The Relative predicates described above include VER 
bases. Re1ative predicates with VEB ba.ses occur, 
in the case of VEB -na with distinctive structure. 
viz. 
( 12) ndine c hinhu 
( 13) chinhu chandinacho nde-
.. changu 
'I have a thing' 
'The thing which I have 
is mine' 
viz. SUB1-----> [SUB2-----> PRDRel]-----> PRDind 
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·The Relative status of the VEB -na thus includes 
the EMP base minus it's initial vowel. 
viz. (Examples from D-08) 
(14) baba vandinavo ndavangu 'The father I. have. is mine' 
(15) mwana·wandinaye ndowangu 'The child that I have'. 
The VEB bases -ri and -valwa function as Relative 
· transforms of COP predicates of Independent status. 
viz. 
(16) munhu ndibaba 'the person is· father' 
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(17) munhu ari baba ndowangu 
(18) munhu anova'baba ndo~ , 
'the person who-is father is mine 
'the person who is becoming 
wangu father is mine' 
Relative predicates of COP predicates 
Pronominal bases include the VEB base 
to the COP morpheme llndi llnge II. 
with Associative 
-valwa in addition 
viz. 
( 19) mu ti 
., 
unokU.ra 'my tree is growing' wangu 
_(20) mu ti 
. , , 
ndowangu uno- 'the tree that. is mine· unova 
.. · kura is growing'· 
(21) mu ti 
, , , , . , 
I do I unowa ngewangu uno-
.. kura 
cp~ muti ndowarigu unokUra '"j:;he tree is mine that grows' 
muti ngewangu unokU.ra do. 
Contra-formal Relative predicates with VER and VEB 
bases occur in all dialects. Consider the following 
s:entences with their formal· transaltion tag. 
(22) imbwa in6r6va baba ihuru 'the dog that beats 
is large' 
(23) imbwa yaanorova baba do. 
ihuru 




The contraformal and intended translation tag of 
all of these sentences is 
"The dof that father beats is large". 
father 
Thus far two Dependent predicate· categories have 
been established, PRDRel and PRDDep, and two struc-
. R 1 
tural sub-categories of PRD e have been set up. 
The following sentences indicate the existence .of a 
third category of Dependent predicate. 
(25) 
, , , 




anogara noku:sadzidza .murume neg. 
(27) 
, , . 
nokUdzidza .'the children sit vana vanogara 
and read' 
Dependent predicates of this type are termed 
Sequential (= PRDSeq). It will be noted that the 
form of the Sequential marker llnoku II with allo-
morphs lrioku I ndokul is not determined by the form 
of the Subject and functions as a classless SLW. 
This morpheme was noted in all the dialects and 
occurs in all tenses. 
(28) vana vachagara nokudzidza 
(29) vana vakagara nokudzidza 
'the children will 
sit and read' 
'the children sat 
and read' 
Past and Future Sequentials have alternative mor-
phemes Ilka II and 11-o II respectively. 
(30) uchagara wodzidza 'you will sit and 
read' 
(31) wakagara ukadzidza 'you sat and read' 
(32) wakaga_ra ukasadzidza neg. 
The, Past SE;lquential also occurs as PRD1 . in many 
sentences with the translation tag 11if ••• then ••• 11 
v.iz. 
(33) ukadzoka munondiona 'If you return you 
will see me' 
The VEB base -valwa together with the COP morpheme 
l/ndi // occurs in the Past Sequential. 
viz. 
( 34) murume waka·enda akaw e ndiko I The man went. away , . 
kurara· and slept' 
This sentence occurs in dialects 4,5, and 6 (Hwesa 
and Manyika. In other dialects the COP predicate 
with EMP base of class 15 is contracted. 
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(35) murfune 8.kaenda akave ndoo 'The man went away 
kurara and slept' 
The more common Sequential morphemes //noku/ndoku // 
may be considered as futher contractions of this 
form. 
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6.4.0 Active and Stative Series 
All the predicates described above fall into two 
series, Active and Stative. These series are dis-
tingui$hed on both formal and notional grounds. 
Notionally, Stative predicates describe states 
that are, were or w~ll be in existence, while Active 
·predicates describe actions and processes that are, 
were or will be in operation (including the processes 
whereby states become established). 
Stative predicates with VER bases are all contra-
formal since the present tense of the Stative series 





wakanaka 'The man is good' murume 
(2) 
, , 
waguta 'The man is satisfied' murume 
Cp. 
, , 
wakashanda 'The man worked' murume 
, , 
washanda do. murume 
Stative VER bases occur in the Active Series with 








achanaka 'The man will become murume 
good' 
VER bases of the Stative series thus occur in 
both Active and Stative predicates, while VER 
bases of the Active series do not necessarily 
occur in both series. Thus there is no way in 
which VER bases -shanda· 'work' or -dya 'eat' for 
example may be transformed into Stative predicates. 
This structural imbalance indicates that certain 




Stative predicates have a restricted tense develop-
ment and occur only in simple series. These simple 
series tenses have contra-formal structural charac-
teristics of the Compound tense series. 
viz. 
(5) 
,. , , k' , k' , k 11.rhe good' murume wa anga ·wa ana a man was 
(6) murume achange wakanaka 'The man will be good' 
Op. 
. , , wakanga wakashanda 'The had worked' murume man 
, , 
achange wakashanda 'The will have murume man 
worked' 
It has been noted above that all structural 
modifications of Tense, Status etc. have been 
effective in the pre- and post-base paradigms. 
In certain dialects, however, the transformation 
of a restricted number of VER bases from the Active 
to the Stative series is effected by a structural 




, , , , , 
murume anyerere 
, , , , , , 
murume anonyarara 
'The man is silent' 
'The man is becoming 
silent' 
This structural category with zero tense formative 








, , , , , 
murume anyerere 
, I , A murume amire 
, , , , 
murume arere 




'The man is silent' 
'The man is standing' 
'The man is asleep' 
'Th~ man is asleep' 
'The man is full' 
'The man is seated' 
These six bases occur in the Active series with 
Active translation tag "he is oecoming silent, full etc." 
· This structural category occurs in dialects 1,2,3,8,9,10. 






Predicates. with VEB bases occur in both the Active 
and Stative series. However, the separation of 
VEB bases into specific series is more rigid than· 
the corresponding separation of VER bases, thus 
Active VEB bases do not occur in Stative predicates 
and Stative VEB bases do not occur irr Active predicates. 
Thus -ri and -na occur only in Stative'predicates 
and -va only in Active predicates. 
The present tense of predicates with bases -ri / -na 
have zero tense formative (note that in the PRDDep 
·series the morpheme //i // occurs with -na) and the 
past and future tenses are contra-formal. 
viz. 
(14) 
, , , 
baba 'The man has a father' murume ana 
( 15) 
, , 
anofara aina 'The man is becoming happy murume 
baba being with the father' 
(16) 
, , , 
aina'baba 'The had a father' murume anga man 
( 17) 
, , , ., . ~ baba· 'The man was father' murume anga ari a 
In the corresponding Active series the VEB -va/~wa 
occurs. ~l though the morpheme //na // occurs in 
the following sentences it has here the reduced 
status of a conjunctive-morpheme. 
viz. 
(18) murume anova nababa 
(19) murume akava nababa 
(20) murume anova baba 
'The man is becoming with 
a father' 
'The man was becom.ing with 
a father' 
'The man is becoming a 
father' 
(21) murume anga ava baba 'The man has. become a father' 
(22) murume akanga ava·baba 'The man had become a father' 
Predicates with COP bases .occur in the Stative series 
only, and only with· Independent status. Thus the 
Relative and Dependent predicates corresponding to 
COP Independent predicates have VEB base -ri. 
viz. 
(23) munhu na.ibaba 'The man is father' 
(24) munhu ari baba waka- 'The man who is father 
. naka • is good I 
Corresponding Active series occur with VEB base -va 
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·It is thus clear that COP predicates are subject to 
more structural restrictions than both VEB and VER: 
predicates, and occur only in Stative series, and 
then only with Independent status. It will be 
seen that the negatives of COP predicates fall 
outside of the COP series in many dialects. In 
these negatives the the VEB -ri with allomorphs 
//ri/si/zi // occur. (In dialects 5-Hwesa, 06-Manyika 
07-Bocha and 11-Ndau the negatives fall into the COP 
series.) 
The fact that COP predicates occur with Independent 
status only means that the earlier statement that 
. all predicates have Independent, Relative, Dependent 
and Sequential status must be modified. 
The basic structure of the Predicate Headword is 
described in diagramatic form below. This diagram 
indicates that the division into Activa and Stative 
series is relevant in all but two cases, viz. the 
COP and the Sequential. In this diagram the symbols 
STS and CTS ref er to Simple Tense Series and Compound 


























































































































6.5.0 ·comparative description of Predicate Headword 
The Predicate Headwords of the eleven dialects 
examined are described in a seriei of tables. 
Items are arranged in columns according to Status 
(Column~ =.Ind, Column 2 =Rel, Column 3 = Dep.) 
and in rows according to tense (rows 1/2 = present; 
row 3,4,5 = past, row 6 = futur~, row 7 = potential) 
· Only Compound Tenses of the recent past are described 
as a structural model. The Compound Tense formatives 
of other tenses are described below each table. Since 
the past and future tenses of Stative.VER predicates 
have the same form as the Compound·Tenses as described. 
above, only the present tense form is given. 
To simplify the description a common item from·the 
eleven dialects is described under each section. 
Thus under Active VER predicates the base -rima 
• 'cultivate' with SLW ndi- of first person.singular 
is described. Under Stative Verbal section·thre~ 
bases -naka/-deka, -gara and-guta are described. 
Under VEB Bases only -na and -ri are described. 
:The V:EB -val-wa has the same pre-base morpheme 
system as Active VER predicate series described 
above. ·The allomorphs. of l/na II have been described 
in previous sections. 
Under COP predicates five common items are described. 
Rows 1 to 4 describe.COP predicates ·with NOM bases of 
classes 1, 1a, 2a and 5 respectively. (NOM's with 
zero prefix have same form as the class 5 COP, and 
all other NOM classes are similarly represented by 
these four NOM samples) The fiftq row describes 
the COP predicate with QAL base entry, viz. -mwe 
'some' which occurs in all dialects. 
The ·symbol ( ••• -) indicates that the form occurs 
· outside of the COP series, viz. in ·the VEB series. 
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No description of translation tags need be given here 
but note that under COP predicat~s· dialect 11-Ndau 
has several f0rms, viz. 
( 1) amunthupi 'He is not a person' 
(2) asimunthupi do. 
(3) amunthuakadi 'He is anything but a 
(4) asimunthuakadi do. peron' 
Thus 3 and 4 are Emphatic negatives. 
Subject and Object Link Words are described below 
for all dialects. 
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Subject Link Words 
For brevity alte~natives . are marked as footnotes .. 
[1J [2l [3] [4] [ 5] 
Is· ndi ndi ndei nda ndo 
P. ti ti .tei ta to 
IIs u u wei wa WO 
p mu mu mei ma mo 
1 1 u /a a wei 1 wa /a 
1 . 
WO /o 





.u /a a wei wa1/a wo1/o 
2a wa2/va wa2/va vei wa2/va wo2/o 
3 u u wei wa WO 
4. i ,i yei ya yo 
5 ri ri rei ra ro 
5a ri ri rei . ra ro 
6 a a ei a/ya3 o/yo3 
6a a a ei a/ya3 o/yo3· 
7 chi chi chei cha cho 
8 zvi zvi zvei zva zvo 
9 i i yei ya yo 
10 dzi dzi dzei dza · dzo 
11 ru ru rwei rwa/ra3 rwo/ro3 
12 ka ka kei ka ko 
13 t~3/tu ti3/tu twei twa/t~3 two/to3 
14 hu hu hwei. hwa/ha3 hwo/ho3 
15 ku ku kwei kwa kwo 
16 pa pa pei pa po 
17 ku ku' kwei kwa kwo 
18 mu mu mei ma mo 
19 .4 SVJ. svi4 sva4 svo4 
Notes 
(1) [1] = SLW of Ind .. positive present 
[2] ·- SLW of Dep .. present 
[3] = SLW of Dep .. prese;nt (11-Ndau only) 
[4] = SLW of past tenses 
[ 5] = SLW of Sequential. 
(2) Footnotes - Items marked 1 in 4,5,6,7,10,11. 2 occur Items marked 3 occur in 1,4,5,6' Items marked occur in 1 





























Object Link Words 






























(1) [1] = OLWind 
[2] = OLWRel 





marked 1 2 marked 3 marked 4 marked 
5 marked 
are marked as footnotes. 
occur in 4,5,6,7 
occur in 1,4,5,6 
occur in 1 
occur in free variation 
occur in 8,9. 
(3) OLW Reflexive with translation tag 11 onesself 11 is 



































































































































mbadzimambo . . . 
iziso 
. •.• 
ndomumwe . . . 
VERBID 






































































































See Compound Tenses above. 
Compound Tense Formatives 
Present ndinenge 
Past ndanga, ndakanga, ndainge 







ndi siria kurima 
ndakarima· 












































. iziso .... 

























































ndanga ndi singarimi 
ndanga ndarima 









































· ndisina kuguta 
ndakanaka 
ndisina kunaka 
See Compound Tenses above. 
Compound Tense Formatives 
Present ndinenge 
Past - ndanga, ndakanga, ndainge 
Future - ndichange 



















ndanga ndisati ndarima 
ndanga ndicharima 





















































..... -:- -----~·-~- ... ·- -· 
ndiina 
ndisina 
· ndanga ndiina · 







. ndanga ndiri 


























































ndanga ndisina kurima 
ndanga ndicharima 










See Compound Tenses above. 































































• • • 
ndiwabambo . . . 
idziso 
• • • 
ngemumwe. 
ngeumwe 
































































































See Compound Tenses above. 




























ndanga nd:Lsina kurima 
ndanga ndicharirna 
ndanga ndisingarirni 




















































































































































































































































































































0ee Compound Tenses above. 


















































ndanga ndiri . 
ndanga ndisi(ri) 


















































































































' ndisina kuguta 
ndakanaka 
. ndi s ina .kunaka 
See Compond Series above. 





































































































































































See Compound Tenses above. 





















































































































ndanga ndi singarirni 
ndanga ndarirna 













































See Compound Tenses above. 


































































































ndanga ndisati ndiri 
ndichanga ndiri 
ndichanga ndisati ndiri 
ndinganga ndiri 































































See Compound Tenses above.· 















ndisi to kurima 
ndakarima 
ndisikazi kurima 


































































































ndanga ndi siri 
ndinonga ndiri 




6.6.0 Predicate Adjunct 
The Predicate Adjunct includes a full series of 
QA.L's. Many of the QAL bases noted in the SUB 
Sector Adjunct occur in the Predicate Adjunct with 
NOM Qualifier Link Words of classes 7~ 8 or 15. 
viz. 
( 1) 
, , , 
" zvikUru 'The man ploughs a lot' murume anorima 
(2) 
, , , .. zvakawanda do. murume anorima 
(3) 
, , , .. chaizvo do. murume anorima 
(4) 
, , 




, .. .'The big man ploughs' murume anorima 
, , 




'The real man ploughs' murume anorima 
With numeratives the QLW of class 11, or the VER 





, II , II vanorima rugumi 
etco. •• 
'They plough ten times' 
'They.plough ten times' 
NOM and QAL bases of the VEB predicates -na , -ri 
are included in the Predicate Adjunct. There is 
a close junction between VEB predicates and these 
bases and no it.ems may separate them in the morpheme 
string. The. OBJ's of VER predicates may be separated 
by QAL's. 
viz. 
(7) Tinoona (uyu) munhu 
(8) Tiri·+ vanhu 
(9) Ndina + baba 
'W~ see (this) man' 
'We are people' 
1 I have a father' 
The sign + above indicates the close junction. Thus 
NOM's vanhu and baba are included in the Predicate 
Adjunct, while the NOM munhu occurs. in the OBJ 
sector. 
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NOM's occurring in predicate Adjunct position in-
clude special 'temporal' NOM's of class 6. 
viz. 
(10) tichaenda mangwana 
(11) tichaenda mangwana 
'We will go tomorrow' 
'We will go very early 
mangwanani tomorrow.' 
(12) tichadzoka madeko 'We will return in the 
evening' 
(13) tichamuka marira ngwe 'We will get up very 
early'(at leopard's call) 
The VER bases -dayi/-dero (with allomorphs //dero/ 
dare//) occur in the predicate adjunct of all dialects 
with SLW of class 15. 
viz. 
(14) vanorima kudayi 
(15) vanorima kudero 
'They ploughed like this' 
'They ploughed like that' 
NOM, QAL, VER and VEB bases with Locative Link Words 
(i.e. NOM classes 16, 17, 18) are included in the 
Predicate Adjunct. 
NOM bases -
( 16) vanorima paminda 
(17) vanorima kwamazuwa 
QAL bases -
(18) vanorima p6sep6se 
(19) vanorima pachena 
VEB Bases -
(20) vanodzoka paari 
(21) vanodzoka kwendiri 
VER Bases -
(22) vanorima pakawoma 
(23) vanorima paan6gara 
'They plough on the fields' 
'They plough during the day' 
'They.plough everywhere' 
'They plough openly' (not 
secretively) 
'They return to where he is' 
'They r"eturn to where I am' 
'They. plough where it is dry' 
'They plough where he lives' 
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-.i 
Many independent LOO forms occur in the predicate 
adjunct, including 
(24) tinogara mukati memba 'We stay inside the house' 
(25) tinogara pakati pemba 'We stay between the houses' 
(26) anogara ·ku:rize kwemba . 'He stays outside the 
The LOC's described above have QLW8 (Associative). 




(27) anogara pedo nababa 'He stays close to father' 
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(28) anogara kllre napandiri 'He lives far from where I am' 
A comparative inventory of Predicate Sector QAL's 
is described below. QAL 1 s are arranged into formal 


























QAL1 to QAL10 
QLW8 plus QAL Base 
nge plus QAL Base 
QAL Base with zero QLW 
VER Bases 
Relative Verbal Predicates 
present tense 
past tense 
//nge // plus Rel. PRD 
//ku // plus VER base 
//nge // plus 2.3 above 
//na // plus 2.3 above 
II muku // plus VER Base 
VEE Bases 
//na // plus NOM base 
//nge // plus :J.1 above 
//ri // plus NOM base 
//nge // plus 3, 3 above 
//ti// plus ideophone 
NOM Bases 
NOM Bases with zero QLW · 
//na// with NOM base (Conjunctive, cp. 3.1,:.;9) 
//nge // with NOM base 11 
4.L~.o· //nya // with NOM base 
4.5.0 QLW8 plus NOM base 
4. 6.0 //nge // plus 4. 5 above 






























3.0.0 VEB Bases 
3 .1 .0 
3.2.0 







Lj .• 4. 0 
4.5.0 






















' at night' 
'noisily' 
·~ecretly' 


























































































' during day' 
'at night' 
'in summer' 






















Lj ..• 1 • 0 
4.2.0 
4.3.0 













































































































Lf .• 2.0. 
4.4.0 





































































'for a time' 




















































zvine idi * 






























































'for a time' 
'stupidly' 
'lazily' 














































































































I kindly I -
'for long time' 
'again' 
I 
. 'i.n afternoon' 
·








































































Li. 5.0 kvrnnguva refu 
4 .• 6 .0 
lJ..7.0 muzhizha 





















































2.2 .. 0 
2.3.0 
2.4.0 







L: .• o.o 
L! .1.0 
4-. 2 .0 
4.3.0 
Lj. 4. 0 
LJ.5.0 

































































































1 .. 3.·o 
1.4 .• 0 
2.0.0 
2.1.1 























































































































































'for long time' 
'openly' 
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7.0.0 Object Sector · 
7.1.0 Headword 
The Headword of .the Object Sector may be Nominal or 
Pronominal. 
_In addition to their statutory function in the Object 
Sector Nominals and Pronom~nals may occur as Conjunc~ 
tive, Comparative, Agentive and Instrumental bases. 
According to the form of the latter two bases the 
dialects may be divided into two series. 
the following sentences 
Consider 
(1) Tinogara pasi nababa 'We sit down with father' 
(2) Tin6nwa doro·sababa· 'We drink beer like father' 
( 3) Tinopi'wa doro nababa 'We are given beer by father' 
(3a) Tinopiwa doro ndibaba do. 
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(4) Tinopiwa 
, , . , 
'We given meat by a child' nyama nomwana are 
(4a) Tinopiwa 
, . , . , 
nyama ngemwana do. 
( 5) Tinodya nyama nebanga 'We eat meat with a knife' 
(5a) Tinohlya nyama ngebanga do. 
Thus in group one (comprisi.ng dialects 1,2,3,8,9,10) 
the morpheme //na //·with allomorphs /na/ne/no/ occurs 
in Agentive and Instrumental constructs, while in· 
group ~wo (comprising dialects 4,5,6,7,11) the mor-
pheme //ndi // occurs with Agentive Nominal Objects of 
class 1 a and the morpheme //nge // occurs with other 
·classes and in the Instrumental construct. 
The distinction between these two systems is paral-
lel to that between the two COP morpheme systems 
described previously. Thus dialects LJ-,5,6,7,11 
have pre-Base .morpheme //ndi // with Nominals of 
classes 1a/2a and EMF Qualifier bases, and morphe~e 
//nge// with other QAL bases, while dialects 1,2,3, 
8, 9, 10 have morpheme //ndi // with corresponding 
bases. 
7.2.0 
The Conjunctive morpheme llna II occurs also in the 
Subject sector in Nominal clusters, viz. 
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(6) vana navabereki vavo vanotaurirana 'The children and 




The full series of QAL bases described for the SUB 
Ad·junct above· occur in the Object Adjunct • 
B.o.o Instructive Mode 
This mode includes all instructions, directions and 
exhortations addressed in person to a second party 
or reported to· a second party but not necessarily 
directed at that second party. Thus a p~imary 
division of the Instructive mode is made on the 
grounds of Address. 
Instructive sentences in which the addressee is 
the Object of the instruction may be termed Personal 
·Instructives, while those in which the addresse is 
not necessarily the Object·of the instruction are 
termed Impersonal Instructives. 
viz. 
Personal In.structives - "Get up ! 11 · 
·"Wake him up now ! " 
"Don't go home yet ! " 
Impersonal Instructives - "I want him to get up." 
"I want you to wake him 
up now." 
"I don't want you to go 
home yet." 
On methodological grounds a third category will be 
set up - Sequential Instructives (INSSeq) - to sub-
sume sequences of instructions. However, it will 
be seen that Sequential Instructive sentences have 
the same form as the categories established above. 
The focus of the Instructive transform is the 
Predicate. Predicates.of INS sentences comprise 
three paradigms 
(1) Base paradigm 
(2) pre-Base paradigm 
(3) post-Base·paradigm. 
Before the morpheme entries in these paradigms are 
described, the occurrence of several Independent 




The independent item //hendei // occurs in all the 
dialects with allomorphs /hendei/handei/ with the 
translation tag·. "Let us go, Let us commence ! " 
Items with similar form occur in the Ideophone 
Lexeme-class which is not des~ribed in this paper, 
viz. 
(1) svikei akandiona 
(2) wanei akarobwa 
'cp. -svika 'arrive ' 
-wana 'find' 
'Upon arrival he saw me' 
'At this point he was 
beaten' 
The morpheme //ha// of this item occurs also in 





·'For his part, he went' 
'For our part we ourselves 
sat down' 
The morpheme //ha// occurs also in the Locative COP 
with DEM base, viz. 
(5) hoyu munhu watinoziva 'Here is the person whom 
.we know' 
{6) hecho chinhu chedu '.There are our things ' 
The VER base -rega 'stop' occurs in the INS series 
as an independent negative marker. 
Base paradigm entri~s 
Both VER and VEE bases occur in the base paradigm 
of INS.predicates (however, only VEB's ~va, -ti, -nge 
occur in INS series). NOM or QAL bases (i.e. COP's) 
do not occur in INS predicates. 
The division of Predicates into Active and Stative 
series is not relevant in the INS mode, in fact 
stative VER and VEE bases are excluded from the 
INS series altogether (all DEC mode statives occur 
with Active V;EB -va 'become', viz. iva kunaka -
'become good ! ' ) This proviso would account for the 
non-occurrence of VEE bases -ri/-na and all COP 
bases since these are all Stative. 
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The morpheme //na // does occur in the INS mode but 
it has the reduc_ed status of a Conjunctive formative 
viz. 
(7) ndine mari yangu 
( 8) . i va riemari ! 
'I have my money' 
'Get money ! ' 
In structural terms all Stative series predicates of 
the'DEC are transformed into the corresponding Active 
series in the INS mode. This transformation is 
frequently effected by the Active VEB base -va as 
noted above~ Consider also -
(9) 




(10) iva huru 
cp. ·imbwa ihuru. 
'Become a man' 
'He is a man' 
'B.ecome big' 
'The dog is big' 
8.2.0 Pre-base and Post-base paradigm entries 
The pre-base paradigm of INS predicates includes the 
full series of SLW 's (;I:NS series SLW '·s) and all OLW' s 
except those of the second person singular and plural, 
and a number of AUX VER bases, in addition to those 
morphemes specifically associated with this mode. 
For convenience the pre- and post-base entries will 
be described concurrently.· 
Polysllabic VER bases of the INSPer (=Personal Instruc-
tive)· occur wiih zero pre-base morpheme and post-base 
morphemes //a// in singular and· //ayi // in plural. 
On a· comparative level //ayi // has allomorphs //ayi/anY,i // 
the latter oc.curring in dialec_ts 4, 5, 6 and 7. viz. 
( 11) rima ! 
(12) rimai ! 




The· pre-base morpheme //i // occurs with all mono-
syllabic VER and VEB .bases with post-base morphemes 
as described above. 
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(14} ipa 
. , ~ ipai 
.. , . "' ipanyi 





'Become ! ' 
The pre-base morpheme //i // occurs in all INS 









'Go and give' 
plur. 
Pre-base morpheme //do// occurs with all bases with 
translation tag "Please". 




Pre-base morpheme //chi// occurs with all bases and 
functions as an intensifier. 
(19) chirima 
chirimai 
'Cultivate now ~ ' 
plur. 
The pre-base,· morphemes //do// chi// described above 
occur in all the dialects examined except in 11-Ndau. 
The OLW morpheme occurs in all the INS predicates 
described above. The morpheme occurs in conjunc-
tion with post-base morphemes //e // and //ei/enyi // 
viz. 
(20) ndipe 'Give me' 
ndipei plur. 
ndipenyi plur. 
(21) mumukise 'Wake him up' 
mumukisei plur.· 
(22) chirime· 'Plough it' 
chirimei plur. 
Note that morpheme //i JI does not occur since the 
morpheme serves to increase the syllable length. 
OLW 
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Semantic restrictions obviously proscribe the occur-
rence of OLW's of the second person in Personal Ins-
tructi ves since ·the· collocations 11 Give you 1; "Eat you 11 
etc. are invalid. 
The OLW's described above occur also in INS predicates 







· (25) ingotidyise 
·ingotidyisei 
'Please give me' 
plur. 
'First give him' 
plur. 
'Just feed us' 
plur. 
The post-base morphemes //wo // and //wozve // occur 
in·all predicates with the translation tag "Please 11 
(In the DEC mode these morphemes have translation 
tags "also" and 11 again 11 respectively) 
(26) rimawo 'Please cultivate' 
(27) 
. , ... 
rimaiwo 














An additional Emphatic morpheme occurs in 11-Ndau 
only, viz. morpheme //na // which occurs in post-base 
paradigm. 
(28) uya 'Come' 
'Come now!' 
, , , 
uyana 
This morpheme corresponds notionally with //chi// 
of the other dialects examined. 
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Impersonal Instructive predicates include SLW and 
post-base morpheme //e // in all dialects. 
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(29) anoda k:Uti tigare 
, 
'He wants to sit here' pano us 
(30) tinoda kuti 
, , 
'We want him to sit here' agare pano 
(31) vanoda k:Uti 
, , , 
'The_y want you to sit ugare pano 
here' 
Tb,e morpheme //kuti // usually occurs in INSimp as 
indicated.above. 
Sequential Instructive Predicates have the same form 




( 32) Endai kumusha mutore buku I Go hOm'e and fetch the 
mudzoke book and return' 
(33) Uyai·muone mombe dzokwedu 'Come and see the cattle 
of our homestead' 
1rhe AUX VER base //go// frequently occurs in PRD2 
of INSSeq , with post base morpheme //a//. 
(34) Sanganai zvinhu zveny{i 
. 6, ,. ,.· , 
tiende kunababa tigorara 
.. . . , . 
ipapo 
'Gather up your things 
and we will go to father 
and sleep in that very 
place' 
It will be noted (see section 10.0.0) that INSSeq 
predicates occur as PRD2 with certain Sentence Links 
e.g. kudzamara 
(35) Tichazofamba kudzamara 
tisvike 
'We will then walk 
until we arrive' 





IN SP er < 
INS Imp 
, , " usarima 
musarima 








'Do not cultivate' sing. 
'Do not cultivate' plur • 
'He should not cultivate' 
'Do not cultivate' sing. 
'Do not cultivate' plur. 
'He should not cultivate' 
System 1_operates in dialect 10-Karanga, and system 
2 in the other dialects examined. 
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INS predicates with pre-base morphemes //chi //do //imbo // 
etc. have several negative forms. The VER base 
















Note that the negative series of predicates with 




Sentences of the' INT (= Interrogative) mode include 
.distinctive INT morphemes. These morphemes may be 
classified as Dependent or.Independent. 
Dependent INT morphemes occur in sentences only in 
collocation with a base morpheme which may be a NOM, 
VER., VEE or QLW depending upon the ~xact rr focus II of 
the INT sentence. 
Independent INT morphemes occur in sentences with 
zero Link.Word and do not collocate with any specific 
base morpheme. 
Independent INT morphemes 





( 5) ani 
//here// and //ko // function as Sentence-Base INT 
morphemes and have no specific target or focus morpheme. 
//ko// has the additional function of an Emphatic mor-
pheme and may occur in conjunction with other INT mor-
phemes. //ko // alone has this feature, in all other 
cases only one INT marker occurs per sentence. 
( 1) 
(2) 
varume vap.orima here? 
ko varume vanorima·here? 
'Are the men ploughing?' 
do 
//nhai// functions as a rhetorical senetnce-base INT 
with approximate translation tag "not so?" 
( 3) varume vanorima nhai? 'The men are ploughing 
not so?' 
(4) ko varume vanori~a nhai? 'Tell me, the men are 
ploughing not so?' 
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//rini // with allomorphs /rini/rinyi/ (the latter 
.occurs in dialects 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 - see QAL5 above) 
functions as a Predicate-Sector INT with trans-
lation. tag nwhen? 11 
( 5) varume vanorima rini? 'When do the men plough?' 
The Independent INT //ani // is a NOM base (plural-· 
[~aa~i 2a,[~anaani 2c) which occurs in Object Sector 
with translation tag "who? 11 
(6) 
., , , , , 
ani'? 'Who do the see?' varume vanoona men 
(7) 
, , , , , 
vaani? do. varume vanoona 
Since //ani // is a NOM it . may be predicated and .thus 
occurs in both the COP and VEB predicate series, viz. 
($) ndiani anorima? 
(9) ndivaani vanorima 
(10) 
I , , , I A varume vanova vaani 
'Who is he who pl~ughs?' 
'Who are they who are 
ploughing?' 
'Who are the men becoming?' 
Note that PRD2 in sentences 8 and 9 has Relative status. 
The Independent INT's thus occur in distinctive 
positions in INT .sentences. //ko // and //here// 
ocdur in p~e- and post-sentence position respective-
ly, //rini // occurs in the PRD sector and //ani // in 
the OBJ sector. (It will be seen that //ani // occurs 
in SUB sector also, but with DEC translation tag.)· 
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; ,. 
9.2.0 Dependent INT Morphemes 
Dependent INT morphemes will be described in terms 
of the position of their base collocations. 
9.2.1 Subject Sector 
The INT morphemes //yi// (with allomorphs /i/yi/nyi/) 
an~ //pi// occur in the headword and adjunct position 
with NOM and QAL bases (QAL Bases include VER Base 
//-dii // with allomorphs I dii/ dini/ which has REL status 
in sentence 14 below) 
(11) varumei vanorima? 'What kind of men plough?' 
( 12) varume"yayi vanorima? 1 d0 I 
( 13) 
, , ~ vanorima? 'do' varume veyi 
(14) 
, , 
vakadi.i vanorima?'do' varume 
. ( 15) 
, , 
vapi vanorima? 'Which ploughing?' varume men are 
The di vision of the dialects according to the //yi/nyi // 
contrast has been described above (see QAL5). 
The COP form of this INT morpheme varies according to 
the form of the QLW, viz. 
(16) ndechii chinhu/ngechii 'What is the thing like?' 
chinhu · (what kind of thing?) 
The COP form with QLW of class 9 functions as a general 





'Why do they plough' 
'do' 
It was stated above that the Independent INT NOM 
ani occurs in SUB sector. This NOM occurs only as 
cluster with conjunctive morpheme //na //, with trans-
lation tag "Anyone". 
(19)· ani naani anogona kurima 'Anyone is able to 
plough' 
(20) vaani navaani vanogona 
kU.rima 
'do' 
It is noteworthy that this sentence type has a DEC 
·translation tag. 
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9.2.2 Predicate Sector 
Dependent INT morphemes collocate with Verbal and 
Copula predicates (not with Verbid's). In VER 






'What do they plough?' 
'Why do they plough 
' 'Where do they plough? 1 . 
Sentence 23 above has alternative form (viz. QAL4 ) 
vanorima kupi'! 'Where do they plough?' 
Conjunctive morpheme //na // collocates with INT 
morpheme //i //, and also with a number of NOM bases 
with their INT morphemes, thus-
(34) 
, ,, 
nei? 'With what do they plough?' vanorima 
(Why do they plough?i) 
(35) 
, ,, 
nemhaka yei? 'Why do. they plough?' · vanorima 
(With what kind of guilt) 
(36) 
, ,, 
norudzi rupi? . 'How do they plough?' vanorima 
(With what method) 
\37) 
, ,, 
naani? 'With whom do they plough?' vanorima 
The comparative morpheme //sa // has similar INT 
collocations. 
(38) vanorima sei? 
(39) vanorima saani? 
The Independent INT //rini // 
bases, viz. 
'How do they plough?' 
'Like whom do they plough?' 




kubva rini? 'Since when do they plough?' vanorima 
( 41). 
, ,, kusvika.rini? 'Until when do they plough?' vanorima 
The VER INT morpheme //dii // with allomorphs./dini/ 
/diyi/ occurs in the predicate sector, viz. 
(42) vanorima zvakadii? 
. (43) vanorima kudini?' 
(4L~). vati kudii? 
'In what way do they plough?' 
do. 
'What did they say?' 
9.2.3 Object Sector 
The INT constructs described in the SUB sector apply 
. . 
equally to the OBJ sector and need not be repeated 
here. 




Calculating Dialect Groups 
The comp~ter programs used in this section were written 
by Dr. A.V.Hall of the Bolus Herbarium, Botany Depart-
ment, University of Cape Town. His generous assistance 
throughout the study is gratefully acknowledged here. 
By convent.ion the objects or concepts involved in 
taxonomic classification are termed Items, their 
attributes are termed Properties and the possible 
items to properties correspondences are termed 
Property-states. The term "item" has been used in 




Preparation of data 
( 
The linguistic data described above was examined com-
paratively and significant properties were abstracted 
at each level of linguistic analysis. This examination 
produced some 2, 250 properties. Pro.perty-states were 
scored 1 or 0 (present or absent) for each item, thus 
giving a data maximum of approximately 25,000 infer-
matl.on '.bi ts'. Unfortunately.the computer program 
available could accommodate only 10~922 .'bits', con-
sequently less than half of the properties originally 
abstracted were used in the final clustering procedure. 
It was decided t~J base ·the final computation upon 
properties abstracted a·t one level of analysis (the 
Lexical) rat~er tha~ attempting to mix these levels.· 
TJ:_ie 1,500 lexical properties were.thus trimmed down 
to 992 (497 Nominal,.495 Verbal) giving a data maximum 
of 10,912, well .within the limits prescribed by the 
program. 
Similarity computation 
The similarity values of the 11 items were calculated 
using a Relative Homogeneity Function. This function 
calculates th~ heterogeneity of each row of values for 
each property in relation to an imaginary maximally~ 
heterogeneous row of values with the same number of 
~t~ms. This ~rocess· is repeated for all of the 992 
rows of .values and the overall heterogeneity values. of 
the 11 items are calculated. 
. ' 
In other words the 11 items are considered heterogeneous 
to the extent to which they differ from an imaginary 
set of 11 maximally-heterogeneous items. This hetero-
geneity value is· subtracted from 1 to give homogeneity. 
The particular function used in this paper is termed 
the. Frequency Modulated Relative Homogeneity.Function 
(Hail 1969) which is written ~qm • This function has 
the desirable feature of discounting all zero-zero 
matches in the data rows. Thus the mutual absence of 
a property-state in two i~ems is not counted as a 
similarity. This is logical since the reasons for the 
absence of a property-state in one item are not neces-
sarily the same as the reasons for it's absence in the 
other item. 
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s "k aJ 
where saJ'k and sh "k are the standard deviations of the 
J . 
actual row and the dummy row respectively, and ajt is 
the value for the j'th property of item t. 
In practice this function may be simplified by scaling 
the data rows to a maximum of 1. This simplified 
~omogeneity function reduces the .complexity of the 
calculation ·by obviating· th.e need to compute the. stan-
dard deviation. The simplified Homogeneity function 
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for any two items k and t and the properties sub-scripted 
as 1, 2 and 3 is written -
where the property-state values ·are subscripted for 
each case of a, according to the subscript. 
This function gives homogeneity values ranging from 1 
for complete similarity to 0 for complete dissimilarity. 
To clarify the use of this function to cluster the 11 
items a small scale clustering procedure for 3 items 
and 5 properties· is described below as a model. 
Basic data matrix (two-state) 
1 2 3 
1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 0 
3 1 1 0 
4 1 1 0 
5 1 0 1 
The data is scaled to a maximum of 1 so the simplified 
homogeneity function may be used. The calculation of 
the first similarity matrix proceeds in three stages 
in which items 1 and 2, 1·and 3, 2 and 3 are compared. 
viz. 
H1 2 1 
1 . 
= 5(/1-1/+/1-1/+/1-1/+/1-1/+/1-0/) 
. . ' 
= 1 -~ 5 0+0+0+0+1) 
1 1 ( = - -5 
H1 2 = 0.80 
' 
H~ ,3 = 1 - ~(/1-1/+/1-0/+/1-0/+/1-0/+~1-1/) 
= 1 - ~( 0+1+1+1+0 ) 
= 1 
1 . 
- 5C 3 ) 
H;, 3 = 0.40 
H' 
. 1 . . .. 
?,3 = 1 - 5c;1-1/+/1-o/+/1-0/+/1-o/+/o-1/) 
1 1 0+1+1+1+1 ) = - -( 5 
= 1 - 1c 4 ) 5 
H2,3 = 0.20 
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These values are entered into the first similari.ty 
matrix thus -
1 2 3. 
1 
2 0.80 
3 o. J.}-0 0.20 
An examination of this similarity matrix indicates 
that items 1 and 2 are the most similar and link up 
at a Homogeneity level of 0.80. To determine the 
level of the next linkage a number of functions may 
be used. The choice of function depends upon the 
completeness of the sampling which produced the items. 
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In the case of the items used in this paper the sampling 
is very incomplete (a complete sampling in linguistic 
terms would require the examination of the speech pat-
terns of every individual speaker in the chosen locality, 
c·learly an unworkable proposition) and the i terns thus 
con_sti tute an 11 open array 11 (Hall 1969). The appropriate 
clustering algorithm for items in open arrays is termed 
Average Member Linkage (Hall 1969). 
The Average Member Linkage method is ideally suited to 
.the date used in this paper since it has the property 
of maximum space-conservation. This means that in the 
clustering procedure provision is made for the. entry of 
additional samples at a later stage when sampling is 
mor~ complete. These new samples fit into the clas-
sification without disturbing the existing clustering 
patterns. This feature is thus of particular value to 
the linguist since it means that additional dialects and 
languages may be accurately incorporated into the first 
classification until a complete survey has been made. 
The use of other clustering algorithms such as Group 
Average linkage (Sokal and Michner 1958), Group Hetero-
geneity (Hall 1967) etc. . is inappropriate since these 
algorithms treat the items as though they constitute 
a complete sample, or "closed array". The Items are 
thus clustered together as closely as possible with-
out space conservation, making it impossible to insert 
additional items into the classification at a later 
stage. 
To'~etermine the level of the next linkage in the 
model the property values of items 1 and 2 are averaged 
and this Average Member is then compared to item 3. 
A new data matrix must be given to show the property 
values of the Average Member. 
1-2 3 
1 1.0 1.0 
2 1.0 0.0 
3 1.0 o.o 
4 1.0 0.0 
5 0.5 1.0 
As the data is already scaled to a maximum of 1 the 
similarity value between the Average member and item 3 
may, be calqulated thus -
1 . H1. 2 , 3 = 1 - 5 (/1-1/+/1-0/+/1-0/+/1-0/+/0.5-1/) 
1 1 0+1+1+1+0.5) = --( 5 
1 1 3.5 ) = - - ( 5 
. H' 
1.2,3 = 0.3 






As there are no further items the clustering is com-
plete. The linking order and level of clustering 
is then plotted on a dendogram thus -
1 2 3 1.0 ----....-~~....-~~.--
o.o 
To aid.the interpretation of this dendogram a series 
of similarity histograms may be prepared, which compare 
each item with all the other items in turn, and also 
the clusters with all the other items. The preparation 
of such histograms will be described below. 
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2.0.0 Clustering of the 11 items 
The Frequency Modulated Relative Homogeneity function 
described above was used to cluster the 11 items in 
terms of their 992 property state~. The items were 
clustered in a series of ten cycles, ·each having three 
stages. In stage one the basic similarity matrix is 
scanned and the highest value is located. This value 
establishes the Homogeneity level of the first link. 
In stage two the property-states of the two items 
selected for linkage are averaged and rescaled to a 
maximum of 1 (as indicated above this rescaling is 
necessary to avoid the standard deviation computation 
which would substantially increase the computer time 
· required for the clustering. Using the simplified 
function the clustering was completed in 95 minutes) 
In stage three the full similarity mat,rix is recal-
culated to show the similarity values of the Average 
Member compared to all the other items. Stage one 
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of the second cycle scans this second matrix ~nd locates · 
the highest similarity value to establish the Homogeneity 
level of the second link. In stage two the Average Mem-
ber is calculated and in stage three the next similarity 
matrix is recalculated and so on until all the items have 
been clustered. 
The similarity matrices involved in this computation 
are given below (the single column of figures were 
printed out for checking purposes only and may be dis-
regarded here). 
In view of this description and the model described 
previously no further explanation of the actual clus-
tering procedure seems necessary. In terms of the 
model, the similarity values for the 11 items are 
calculated thus -
The results of the 'clustering procedure are displayed 
in the dendogram below. 
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C.H. BCRLANO 1970 
TAELE FC~ FIRST CHECK OF DATA STRINGS. 
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966 0 
967 0 
96 8 0 
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986 - 0. 
.. 9l:: 7 l' 
988 l 
989 G 
c; so 0 
S<Jl 0 
C~P FCRM1NG USING HOMOGENEITY FUNCTIONS. 
~~W CATA FROM CARO DECK 
11 lTEi-'.S 
S~l QUANTITATIVE PROPERTIES 
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GC~ITHM USES F~EQUENCY MODULATED l~ELATIVE HOMOGENEITY WITH SPACE-CD~S~RV~~ 
E SPACE-CONSERVATION IS BASED ON ARRAY-SCALING ANO IS LESS MA~KEO THAN ~y 
GG~A~ CODE IS G-Q/2ST-F~-AML-AS. 
HCMOGENEitY ~ATRIX FOR CCMPARISCNS OF ITEMS. 
------------------------------------~-------
i· 2 3 4 5. 6 7 9 10 
2 0.616 
3 o.ses c.675 
--~--~~-~··~-------
5 0.350 0~363 C.372 0.710 
6 0.521 O.S69 0.542 0. 51 7. 0.3S9 
7 0.467 0.520 0.513 0 .. 456 0.341 C.627 
8 0.601 c .·707 0.619 0.507 0.351 c.s40 0.517 
9 0.48<J G.569 C.508 0.450 0.317 G.542 0.538 0.632 
0 0.492 0.587 0.538 0.430 0.316 C.525 0.510 0.623 0.633 
l 0.252 C.266 0.271 0.267 0.188 C.297 0.352 0.2'.:i') 0.279 c. r1s 
LINKAG[S BETKEEN ITEMS AND CLUSTERS. 
LI :~K 2. 2 'LINKS TO ·· 8 'AT HO~OGENEITY LEVEL 0.7G7 
~ULL MATRli RE-CALC~LATION AFTER THE CATA HAS BEEN. RESCALEC 
l 2 3. 4 6 7 'g lC 
2 0.613 
----------.....--..,-~----~~ . ...---- -~----~-
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4 C. 1118 0.456 0.435 
6 0. s 2·1 0.'.:>64 C.542 C.450 
1 C.467 0.527 0.513 0 .-393 0.627 
9 c •. '-! 89 0.607 C.508 0.380 C.542 0.538 
10 0 .492 0.610 0.538 C.372 C.525 C.5lC c. 633 . 
11 0.252 0.281 0.271 C.229 0.297 0.352 c.21g 0.279 
L U~K 3. 2 L:.INKS·TO. 3. AT HOMOGENEITY·.LEVEL· 0.649. . ... . . :~; ... • . ..,/ :. : . 
. FULL k~TRIX RE-CALCGLATION.AFTER THE DATA HAS BEEN RESCALED 
l 2 4 "6 
.. .. 7 .. .. c; 10 
.. ... ; ' 
2 U.6Gl ... 
. . . ·.;:.: .. . . 
4 0.417 0.464 
.. .. 
6 0.521 0.561 G.44'J : - . ·- .. 
7 0.467 0. 5·2 8 Q.392 0. 62 7. 
9 0 ._4 8 CJ 0.578 0.379 0.542 o.53c 
10 0.492 0.588 C.371 0.525 o.·s 10 0.633 .. 
11 0.252 0 .-291 0 • .229 .0.297 o •. 352 0.21<; C.279 
LH;K 4. '9 LINKS TO 10 AT HO~OGENEITY LEVEL 0.633 _____ _,. ___ .. 
FULL ~AT RIX RE-CALCULATION AFTER THE DATA HAS' BEEN RESCALED 
l 2 4 . 6. - 7 : .·9. . - . 
. . 
2 o.~97 - .. 
4 G.415 0.45<; ' . ··- -· .... - . ... - . . 
6 C.521 . 0.557 c .L..4 7 . 
7 0.467 0.524 0.390 0. 62 7- : ... 
9 o.4g1 o.613 0.398 0.52<; C.527 
11 0 •. 252 0.287 0.227 0 .. 297 0.352 0.282 
5 •. 6. LINKS TO 7 AT HOMOGENEITY lfVEL 0.627 
-~----··---- ----·~--·-·---·---· ---
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l 2 4· 6 
2 c.~gi; 
4 C.'111 0.452 
6 0.499 0. ';) 73 C.448 
g o ."4 e e 0.6C7 0•3S2 C.568 
ll 0.252 0.284 0.224 0.330 C.279 
LINK 6. 2 LINKS TO 9 AT ·HOMOGEN~ITY "LEVEL 0~607 
. .. , ~ .. .. . . 
FULL MATRIX RE-CALCULATION AFTER THE DATA HAS BEEN RESCALED 
l 4 
' . : . ~ . -· · .. :. . 
2 0.547 
-:· .. . ~ - . : ~· : 
LLNK 7 •. 2 LINKS TO 6 AT HOMOGENEITY LEVEL 0.5~7 
FULL ~ATRIX ~E-CALCULATION AFTER THE: DATA HAS BEEN RESCALED 
. . . . . 
LINK 8 ... l LINKS TO 2 ·AT HOMOGENEITY LEVEL 0.526 






l l c .. 265 0.217 
LlNK 9. l LINKS TO 4 AT HO~OGENEITY LEVEL C.417 
--- ---·- - - . 
II * 
LINK 10. . l LINKS TO 11 ,fT .. H.OMOGENt:ITY LEVEL. 0.225 
~ ... , . ; . 
GaouP-FCRMING COMPLETED. 
DA T~ CF RUN 17 S_ e.1:>f.c.rn.6..d.r; 1'77° 1l: ' I.•.••••••••••' ~ , 
EXECUTION TIME •••••• ; •.. </5 minv.-le.s 
OENOROGRAM CRA~N ON ;.; 17 
PROTECTION FROM CATA-OVER-READ-~ 
. .. .... ·-· . . ·····- ....... . 
.. ·.:.' - . 
The dendogram displays the best possible clustering 
pattern.· In practice it is valuable to have infor-
mation regarding the similarity values of individual 
items dispalyed.in convenient form. To this end a 
number of similarity histograms were prepared. Both 
individual items and item-clusters as established in 
·the dendogram were compared to each item in turn, 
us~ng for this comparison the Frequency Modulated 
Relative Homo~eneity Function describ~d above. To 
compare clusters with individual items the Average 
Member of the cluster was calculated and this was 
then compared to all the other items in turn ~ including 
the irems occurring in the cluster •. 
Histograms 1 to 11 show the similarity values of all 
the items in turn, and histograms 12 to 18 show the 
similarity values of clusters compared to items, viz. 
•. 
Histogram 12 compares cluster comprising item 1 with 
all the other items in turn. 
Histogram 13 compares the cluster comprising items 
2-3-8-9-10 with all. the items in·turn. 
Histogram 14 compares the cluster comprising items 
2-3-6-7-8-9-10 with .all the items in turn. 
Histogram 15 compares the cluster comprising items 
4-5 with all the items in turn. 
Histogram 16 compares the cluster comprising items 
11 with all the items in turn. 
Histogram 17 compares the cluster comprising items 
6-7 with all the items in turn. 
Histogram 18 compares the cluster comprising items 
9-10 with all the.items in turn. 
In histograms 12 to 18 the items are arranged in 
serial order according to similarity. 
As a further aid to data interpretation these histo-
grams were used to display similarity values in a 
.series of maps. The radius. of each circle on these 
maps i~ eq~il to the item~.column height in the 
relevant histogram. The maps are arranged in the 
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3.0.0 Interpretation of results 
Groups and sub-group,s are marked in the dendogram by 
a relatively large increase in heterogeneity with the 
linking of new items.. Approximately equal increases 
in heterogeneity are indicative of ·sub-groups. The 
dendogram should be studied in conjunction with the 
histograms and maps which will reveal individual and 
group similarities that are not included in the dendo-
gram. 
The most homogeneous group in the classification com-
prises dialects. 4 and 5-Hwesa which link at a homo-
geneity level of 0.710 • This group is a very dis-
tinctive one since both members are very dissimilar to 
all other dialects (see Histograms 4 and 5). It is 
noteworthy that 4.:...Hwesa is less distinctive than 5-Hwesa 
in relation to the other dialects. Thus in histogram 4 
the general column levels are higher than in histogram 5. 
Jn linguistic terms this indicates that all the dialects 
have more lexical data in c.ommon with 4-Hwesa than with 5 
although they have little in common with-either. 
Although dialects 4 and 5-Hwesa constitute the most 
homogeneous group the next best grouping, that between 
2-Korekore and 8-Zezuru is of far greater significance 
as far as the overall classification is concerned. 
This group, which is only slightly less homogeneous 
than the first group (0.707 vs. 0.710) constitutes the . . 
core of a large'8 membered group with several sub-groups~ 
The first sub-group comprises 3-Toko. Histogram 3 
indicates that this dialect is most similar to 2-Kore-
kore with it's next best similari~y value with 8-Zezuru. 
This single membered group is thus very well placed in 
relation to the cor~ having high similarity values with 
both core. dialects. 
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The next best sub-group comprises dialects 9-Hera.and 
)0-Karanga which themselves link at a slightly lower 
level than the link up of dialect 3-Toko to the core. 
Of this group dialect 9-Hera is more similar to 8-Zezuru 
(see histogram 9) than is diale.ct 10-Karanga (0.632 vs. 
0.623) but dialect 10-Karanga is more similar to the 
other two dialects comprising the core, viz. 2 and 3. 
This rather significant homogeneity value is not in-
d;i.cated in the ·dendogram and the relevant histograms 
~ust be consulted. 
Linking at a sligh~ly lower homogeneity level, dialects 
6-Manyika and 7-Bocha constitute a two-membered sub-
group of the core; which then comprises 7 dialects. 
The drop in homogeneity values as each sub-group links 
with the core decreases with each successive link up 
.to this point. Thus the drop is highest when 3-Toko 
linls and lowest when 6/7 links. With the next link, 
however, between 1-Korekore and the core the homogeneity 
drops considerably. Dialect 1-Korekore is, however, 
well placed and has highest similarity values with 
dialects 2-Korekore, 8-Zezuru, 3-Toko and 6-Manyika in 
descending order. It is thus well related to many core 
members. 
The inclusion of 1-Korekore in the core-group raises 
it's heterogeneity significantly. However, it seems 
inappropriate to classify this dialect outside the core 
group in view of the f~ct that the increase in hetero-
geneity with it's inclusion is less than the increase 
ip. heterogeneity with the inclusion ·of dialect 3-Toko 
as the first core sub-group. This dialect is thus 
classified as a single membered sub-group of the core 
group. (This dialect.is treated as a distinctive group 
for the purposes of calculating the similarity histogram 
[number 12] · .With single mebered groups such as this one 
the hypothetical Average Member of the group is of course 
exactly equal to that one member. Thus the single-membered 
group histograms 12 and 16 are a repetition of histograms 
·1and11 respectively, save that in the formes'the items 
are. arranged according to ranking similarity. Maps number 
1 and 11 thus display both sets of histograms. 
'The Linkage of group-4/5 with the core considerably 
increases the heterogeneity level and this group is 
thus classified outside the core. Dialect 4-Hwes!l 
is most similar to 3-Toko which lies to the North of 
it, while dialect 5-Hwesa is most similar to 6-Manyika 
lying to the South. This indicates ·the intermediate-
ness of the group. It will be seen (histogram 15) 
that the Average Member of this group is most similar 
to 6-Manyika, 03-Toko and 2-Korekore in that order. 
The group comprising 4 and 5-Hwesa lies in am inter-
mediate position between the core group and the most 
distinctive single membered group comprising dialect 
11-Ndau •. This group is the most distinctive in the 
classification and it's link to the core group via 
the intermediate 4/5 group increases the heterogeneity 
of the whole group by more than the range of hetero-
geneity of the core group. The core group has highest 
' similarity value of 0.707 and lowest of 0~526, a range 
of 0.181. This is increased by 0.109 with the linkage 
. of the 4/5 group, and by 0 .192 with the fu.rther linkage 
of dialect 11. ·· Histogram 11 indicates that 11-Ndau' s 
most similar dialects are 7-Bocha, 6-Manyika, 9-Hera 
and 10-Karanga in that order. Map 11 shows that 
heterogeneity increases with distance from this dialect 
with dialect 1-Korekore and dialect 5-Hwesa having the 
lowest similarity values with this dialect. The position 
of dialect 5-Hwesa is anomalous as it lies closer ·to 
11-Ndau than many other dialects with higher similarity 
values with Ndau - for example dialect 3 lies to the 
North of 5-Hwesa, but has a higher similarity value 
with 11-Ndau. Histogram 16 indicates that the serial 
order of items is rather unusual although all similarity 
values are very low indeed and the· order is thus not 
really significant on a practical level. 
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In linguistic terms the centroid established with the 
fusion of dialects 2 and 8 constitutes a focus area 
in contrast to the other two groups which constitute 
.transition areas. The order of clustering to this 
centroid i"ndicates that the "heterogeneity gradient" 
varies in steepness in different dire·ctions. It is 
particularly steep North of the centroid and very 
shallow South of it. Thus the distant dialects 
9-Hera and 10-Karanga link with the. centroid well 
in advance of dialect 1-Korekore which lies very close . 
to the centroid'. Similarly, dialects 9-10 link wj,. th 
the centroid in advance of 6-Manyika and 7-Bocha which 
lie closer to centroid. If it were feasible to draw 
992 isoglosses on a map of this area the differential 
spacing in different directions would be apparent. 
The significant distinctions between dialects 1 and 2 
indicate that dialects with the same name do not neces-
sarily have higher mutual relations than external 
relations. 
The final grouping pattern adopted includes 
(1) A Central relatively homogeneous group comprising 
five sub-groups. 
(a) The centroid cluster 2-Korekore and 8-Zezuru 
(b) The single membered group comprising 3-Toko 
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(c) The two-membered group comprising .dialects· 9-Hera 
and 10-Karanga 
(d) The sub-group comprising 6-Manyika and 7-Bocha 
(e) The single membered sub-group comprising dialect 
1-Korekore 
(2) The very homogeneous peripheral group comprising 
dialects 4 and 5-Hwesa 
(3) The distinctive single-membered group comprising 
dialect 11-Ndau. 
It is thus clear that by using the computer the linguist 
is able to classify speech forms with great precision. 
In addition to this precision the computer is able to 
·handle data strings of immense length. The validity 
of the final classification rests of course upon the 
validity of the data used. For.this reason the ab-
straction of data and the relation of data sets to the 
general structural framework has been described in some 
detail. 
. . 
The classification presented here may be regarded as 
the beginning of a· general classification. Succeeding 
stages of classification will consider additional items 
and. also additional data once. the data restrictions 
have been removed. Some refinement is necessary, 
particularly in the coding of significant ·characters. 
A two-state format·as·used here has many computational 
disadvantages, but no alternative of scoring linguistic· 
data seems to be available. Some valid method of de-
weighting homological characters must be devised. A 
.basic de-weighting method was used in this study (thus 
regular phonem~ · c.o:z;-respondences .between dialects were 
scored as distinctive once to establish the contrast, 
but thereafter this distinc'tion was de-w~ighted and 
correspondences were scored as identical) but what is 
'needed is a.new approach to the abstraction of linguis-
tic data based upon a constituent analysis as outlined 
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/ nyatwa 9/10 
/ / mukuru 1/2 muchembere 1/2 
/ / 
1/2 muk~r~ 
muk11ry. 1/2 mus eye 1/2 
mukuru 1/2 muse ye 1/2 
/ / mukuru 1/2 
/ / 1/2 mukuru 
muk:Uru 1/2 
/ / 1/2 mukuru / / I mukuru 1 2 





nyaya 9/10 · mhak~ 9/10 



















/ / mas1kat1 6 
















/ / / 9/10 rnhepo mwe~a 9/10 
mweya 9/10 moya 9/10 
• 
006 anger 
01 uka'r{ 14 
02 hasha 9/1q, 
03 kushatirwa 15 
/ / / 
04 kushatirwa 15 
05 ukari 14 
06 shyngg 9/
1
10 / / / 
07 . shungu 9 10 kushatirwa 15 
08 kushatirwa 15 
09 hashii 9/10 
10 hasha 9/10 












































s6nz:.L (s) 5/6 
sundz{ (s) 5/6 
svesve (sv) 5/6 
svosve (sv) 5/6 
svosv~ (.sv) 5/6 
dzunzi 9/10 mudzwa 3/4 
009 ant (white) 
01 itsw~ 9/10 
02 ishwa 9/10 
03 muchenje 3/4 
04 :Lnzya 9/10 
05 {nzya 9;10 
06 mujuru 3/4 mutate 3/4 
07 churu 7/8 
08 ishwa 9/10 / 
09 mujuru 3/4 juru (j) 5/6 
10 jurU: (j) 5/6 
11 itswa 9/10 
010 arm 
01 ribkb ma6k~ 5/6 
02 ru6ko (o) 11/6 
03 wookb (0).3/6 
04 b6k6 (w) 5/6 
05 boko Cw) 5/6 
06 ru6ko ( o) 1·1/6 
07 ru6k6 (o).11/6 or:11/4 
08 rubko /o) 11/6 
09 ruwoko (w) 11/6 
juru (j) 5/6 
/ / C ) I 10 ruoko o 11 6 / 

























01 dota (r) 5/6 
02 dota Cr) 5/6 
03 rota (r) 5/6 
04 dota (r) 5/6 
05 dota (r) 5/6 
06 dota (d) 5/6 
07 dota (d) 5/6 
08 dota (d) 5/6 
09 dota (d) 5/6 
10 dota ( d) 5/6 
/ 
mupasha 3/4 
11 dota (d) 5/6 rota (r) 5/6 
013 axe 
01 s~n~hu (s) 5/6 ./ / / 
02 demo (t) 5/6 d.imuro (d) 5/6 
03 d8'rn6 ( t) 5/6 
04 nkhuwa 9/10 
05 nkhuwa 9/10 
06 dern6 Ct) 5/6 
07 dem6 Ct) 5/6 
08 demo' ct) 5/6 
.09 dem6 (t) 5/6 
10 s&ndu (s) 5/6 














bveni (pf) 5/6 
bveni (pf) 5/6 
pfeni {pf) 5/6 
nkhuruwa 9/10 r 
pfene 9/10 mutiri 
d{r6 (t) 5/6 
gudo (k) 5/6 
bveni (pf) 5/6 
gudo (k) 5/6 
gudo (k) 5/6 
ded{ (t) 5/6 
015 baby 
01 kachec.he 12/13 
02 kachech6 12/13 
3/4 mut{ro 3/4 
03 kacheche 12/13 mucheche 1/2 
04 kach~ya 12/13 
05 kachiya 12/13 
06 cheche 1a/2 kacheche 12/13 
07 kachech~ 12/13 
08 mucheche' 1/2 
09 chan~ 7/8 
10 rush{ye 11/10 
11 ruchiya 11/10 
016 back 
/ / 
01 musana 3/4 
02 musana 3/4 
03 musi:3.na 3/4 
04 kuwirira 15 
05 kuwirira 15 
06 mus~na 3/4 
07 musana 3/4 
08 musan·a 3/4 
09 musana 3/4 
10 msB:na 3/4 
11 mushan& 3/4 
017 ball 
01 nh&bvu 9/10 
02 nh~bvu 9/10 bora 9/10 
03 b6ra 9/10 
04 nhabvu 9/10 
05 nhabvu 9/10 
06 nhabvli 9/10 
07 nhabvu 9/10 
08 nhabvu 9/10 
09 b6ra 9/10 
10 nhabvii 9/10 



























r<?mba (r) 5/6 











gwat{ (kw) 5/6 
gwat{ {kw) 5/6 
gwati (kw) 5/6 
kh'oko C kh) 5/6 
kh6ko (kh) 5/6 
r~dzi (r) 5/6 
rudzi ( r) 5/6 
gwati (kw) 5/6 
gwat{ (kw) 5/6 
gwat{ (kw) 5/6 























gav{ /k) 5/6 
tambo 9/10 
g6da (g) 5/6 
/ tambo 9/10 · 
tambo 9/10 
g6dha ·9;10 d . / n irima 9/10 
021 barren woman 
01 ngomw~ 9/10 
02 ngomwa 9/10 
03 ngomwa 9/10 
04 ng6mwa 9/10 
05 ngomwa 9/10 
06 mhanje 9/10. 
07 ngomwa 9/10 
08 mhhnje 9/10 
09 using~ber~k{(NQ) 
10 ngomwB: 9/10 
11 ngomwa 9/10 
022 basket 
01 tswanda 9/10 
02. tswanda 9/10 
03 tswanda 9/10 
04 chisero 7/8 
05 chisero 7/8 
06 ,dengu (t) 5/6 rusero 11 
07 dengu (t) 5/6 rusero 11 musira 3/4 
08 tswanda 9/10 
09 tswanda9/10 
10 hwanda 9/10 
11 rusero (tsero) 11/10 
023 bat 
01 j~nya (j) 5/6 
02 kamur~mwaremwa 12/13 
03 karemwaremwa 12/~3 
04 nyakaremwar~mwa 9/10 
05 nyakaremwaremwa 9/10 
06 chir~mwaremwa 7/8 
07 chiremwaremwa 7 /8 · 
08 kanyamuremwar~mwa 12/13 or 12/4 
09 chiremwar~mwa 7/8 
10 chamur~mwar~mwa 7/8 



























ChUIDC) 7 /8 
/ chuma 7/8 matombo 6 









usanga 14 / / uhlayo 
beam 
/ / . 
mharopharo 9/10 
mh'B.ropll'aro 9/10 
bangy /p) 5/6 
mutararo 3/4 / / I mutararo 3 4 
b~ngo (p) 5/6 · 
ru~o (r) 5/6 
ml)arup&iru 9/10 





01 nyemba 9/10 
02 · nyemba ·9/10 
03 nyemba 9/10 
04 nyimo 9/10 
05 nyimo 9/10 
06 shushururu 9/10 
07 shushururu 9/10 
08 nyemba 9/10 
09 nyemba 9/10 
10 ny~mba 9/10 
11 chuchururu 9/10 bojisi 9/10 
027 beehive 
01 mukok6 3/4 
02 mukok6 3/4 
03 muzinda 3/4 
04 niukok6 3/4 
05 mukok6 3/4 
06 mhango 9/10 
07 mukubva 3/4 
08 / / I mukoko 3 4 
09 mukoko 3/4 
10 mukoko 3/4 
. " 11 mukokb 3/4 mukwati 3/4 
028 bee 
01 nyq:chi 9/10 
02 / / I nyuchi 9 10 
03 nyuch{ 9/10 
04 nyochi 9/10 
05 nyochi 9/10. 
06 nyc;_ch~ 9/10 
07 nyu,chi 9/10 
08 n~ch~ 9/10 
09 nyu,chi 9/10 
10 / ,, I nyu,chi 9 10 
. 11 / ./ I nyuchi 9 10 
029 ·beeswax 
01 / uchi 14 
02 nhamo 9/10 
03 nhamo 9/10 
04 nhamo 9/10 
05 · nhamo 9/10 
06 mh6ra 9/10 
07 mhora 9/10 
08 nhamo 9/10 
09 nhamo 9/10 
10 / / I mhondo 9 10 
11 / / I mbondo 9 10 
030 beer 
01 haha 9;10 
02 hwahwa 9/10 




05 hwarwa 9/10 
06 doro (d) 5/6 
07 doro (d) 5/6 
08 hwahwa 14 
09 doro (d) 5/6 
10 doro (d) 5/6 









































































burnhe (b) 5/6 / . 6 rnangisi 
./ . 6 rnangisi 
















d~re (t) 5/6 
d~re (t) 5/6 
dare (t) 5/6 
. / 
dare (t) 5/6 
dar~ (t) 5/6 
dare Ct) 5/6 
d§.r8 (t) 5/6 
d&re ( t) 5/6 
di3.re (t) 5/6 
dare (t) 5/6 
s{mb{ 9/10 
berry 


























01 shiri 9/10 




04 shiri 9/10 
05 shiri 9/10 
06 shiri 9/10 
07 shiri 9/10 
08 shiri 9/10 
09 shiri 9/10 
10 shiri 9/10 
11 shiri 9/10 
037 blood 
01 murombe 3/4 
/ 02 ropa (r) 5/6 gazi 
03 ropa (r) 5/6 
04 ropa (r) 5/6 
05 maropa 6 
06 ropa (r) 5/6 
07 ropa (r)5/6 
08 ropa (r) 5/6 
09 ropa (r) 5/6 
10 ropa (r) 5/6 
11 ngazi 9/10 
038 body 
01 muwiri 3/4 
02 muviri 3/4 
03 muwiri ·3/4 
04 muwiri 3/4 
05 muwiri 3/4 
06 ·. muwiri'3/4 
07 muwiri 3/4 
08 muviri 3/4 
09 muvhiri 3/4 
10 muviri 3/4 
11 muiri 3/4 
039 bone. 
01 pf~pa (pf) 5/6 
02 b6ndo (b) 5/6 
03 pf§p~ (pf) 5/6 
04 pfupa (pf) 5/6 
o 5 pf6pa c pf) 5/6 · 
06 g6d6 (g) 5/6 
07 g6d6 (g) 5/6 
08 b6nd6 (p) 5/6 
09 god6 (k) 5/6 
10 b~p~ (pf) 5/6 
11 godb (g/k) 5/6 
040 bottle 
(g) 5/6 
01 bojgera (b) 5/6 
02 bbdor6 (b) 5/6 
03 b6dor6 (b) 5/6 
04 garafa (g) 5/6 
05 garafa (g) 5/6 
06 garafa (g) 5/6 
07 b6jere (b) 5/6 bbtbr~ (b) 5/6 
08 bojger~ (b) 5/6 
09 chitend~ 7/8 
10· bodlera (b) 5/6 bojgera (b) 5/6 / / 
11 bodleya (b) 5/6. botoro(b) 5/6 garafawe (g) 5/6 
041 boulder 
01 dombb (t) 516 
02 dombo (t) 5/6 
03 dombo (t) 5/6 
04 domb6 (t) 5/6 
05 domb6 (t) 5/6 
06 domb6 (t) 5/6 
07 dbmb6 (t) 5/6 
08 domb~ (t) 5/6 
09 dombo (t) 5/6 
10 barabwe 9/10 
11 buwe (p) 5/6 
042 ·boundary 
' / 
01 muganho 3/4 
02 muganho 3/4 
03 mug~nho 3/4. 
04 muganho 3/4 
05 muganho 3/4 
06 mug~nho 3/4 
07 mug~nho 3/4 
08 mug8.nho 3/4 
09 muganho 3/4 
10 muganho 3/4 







































pfun9w§. 9/10 / / 
Qzoko 14 hurupi 14 
/ / urupi 14 






urozv{ 14 uqopo 14 nqondo 9/10 
045 branch 
;\ 
01 mutai 3/4 
02 bazi (p) 5/6 
03 'mutayi ·3/4 
04 t~wi (t) 5/6 
05 tawi (t) 5/6 
06 mhanda 9/10 / 
07 rutayi 11/6 runhayi 11/10 
08 bhazi (p) 5/6 
09 bazu (p) 5/6 
10 davi (t) 5/6 / / 
11 da{ (t) 5/6 nth~{ 9/10 mutayi 3/4 
046 bread 
01 chingwa 7/8 
02 chingwa 7 /8 
03 chingwa 7/8 
04 chingwa 7/8 
. 05 chingwa 7/8 
06 chingwa 7/8 
07 chingwa 7/8 
08 chingwa 7/8 chipapata 7/8 
09 chingwa 7/8 
10 chingwa 7/8 
11 chingwa 7/8 
047 bream 
01 chib~nde 7/8 
02 chib&nde 7/8 
03 chib~nde 7/8 
04 gway~ (gw) 5/6 
05 gway~ (gw) 5/6 
06 honho 9/10 bahlya (b) 5/6 
07 tuwi (t) 5/6 
08 chigway~ 7/8 
09 mupendero 3/4 
10 gwaya (kw) 5/6 
11 gwaya (kw) 5/6 
048 breast 
01 
/ / ( z) 5/6 zamu 
02 
I I 
(z) 5/6 zamu 
03 
I I ( z) 5/6 zamu 
04 dzamu (z) 5/6 
05 
/ / ( z) 5/6 zamu 
06 / 
/ 
(z) 5/6 zamu 
07 
/ I (z) 5/6 zamu 
08 
/ (z) 5/6 zam 
09 
/ I (z) 5/6 zamu 
10 
/ I ( z) 5/6 zamu 
11 
/ / 
(z) 5/6 zamu 
049 brick 
01 chidinha 7/8 
02 chidinha.7/8 
03 chid{nba 7/8 
04 chid:l.nha 7 /8 
05 chid{nha 7/8 
06 chid{nha 7/8 
07 ·chid{nha 7 /8 
08 chid{nba 7/8 
. 09 chitinha,7/8 
10 chitinha 7/8 
11 chid:l'.nha 7/8 
050 broom 
01 mutsva'iro 3/4 
02 mutsvEl'ir6 3/4 
03 mutsvairo 3/4 
04 mut~vairo 3/4 
05 psvairo 9/10 




08 mutsvairo 3/4 
09 mutsvairo 3/4 
10 // I mutsvairo 3 4 
I/ 
11 I .I I mutsvairo 3 4 dzvairo. (tsv) 5/6 
051 brother (elder) 
01 mukoma 1/2 
02 mukoma 1/2 
03 mukoma 1/2 
04 mukoma 1/2 
05 mukoma 1/2 
06 mukoma 1/2 
07 mukoma 1/2 
08 mukoma 1/2 
09 muk6m6. 1/2 
10 muk6ma 1/2 
11 I 1/2 mukoma 
052 brother (younger) 
01 / I I mununguna 1 2 
02 / / I munung11na 1 2 
03 mun{ngina 1/2 
04 ,,. " I muningina 1 2 
05 mukw~tu 1/2 
06 / / I muningina 1 2 
07 muningina 1/2 
08 / / I mununguna 1 2 
09 / / I mun7ng7.na .1 2 
10 muningina 1/2 





02 ny&i.ti 9/10 
03 ny6.ti 9/10 
04 /t. 9/10 nya i 
05 ny~ti 9/10 
06 nhuka 9/10 
07 nyati 9/10 












02 nz6mbe 9/10 
03 
/ I 3/4 mukono 




06 muk6n6 3/4 
07 muk6n6 3/4 
/ / 
08 ngunzi 9/10 
09 hando 9/10 
10 handira 9/10 




(t) 5/6 dako 
02 / / (t) 5/6 dako 
03 dak6 (t) 5/6 
04 t&k6 (t) 5/6 
05 ta:ko ( t) 5/6 
06 d8:k6 (t) 5/6 
. 07 d~k6 (t) 5/6 
08 d&:k6 (t)· 5/6 
09 .. garo ( g) 5/6 
10 dfk6 (t) 5/6 















danga (d) 5/6 
zumbu (z) 5/6 





chirimba 7 /8 . 
chirligw{ 7/8 
zumbu (z) 5/6 
chiphara 7/8 
dendere (t) 5/6 
calabash 
mude'nd~ 3/4 / / I mud~nde 3 4 
mudende 3/4 
d~nde (t) 5/6 mukbmbe 
p~en9we (pf) 5/6 
dendj (t) 5/6 
d&'nde (t) 5/6 
muk6mbe 3/4 
d~de Ct) 5/6 














11 dumb6 (d) 5/6 d~sa 5/6 / / / dukuduri ( d) 5/6 
058 calf 
/ 



































chikwepa 7/8 igwa/zvigwa 9/8 
hwat6 9/10 mwad~a 9/10 
hwat6 9/10 mwadiya 9/10 
mwad{ya 9/10 igwa (gw) 5/6 
garawa (g) 5/6 chiklp6 7/8 





01 mug6nEibwino 3/4 
02 mug6nabwino 3/4 
03 muf ar{nya 3/4 
04 muf ar{nya 3/4 
05 mufar{nya 3/4 
06 musabwarara 3/4 
07 mujumbuya 3/4 
08 mufar:lnya 3/4. 
09 mufar{nya 3/4 
10 muj{mbura 3/4 
11 mujumbuya 3/4 




01 mombe 9/10 
02 mombe 9/10 
03 ngombe 9/10 
04 mombe 9/10 
05 mombe 9/10 
06 mombe 9/10 
07 ngombe 9/10 
08 ngombe 9/10 
09 ngombe 9/10 
10 ngombe 9/10 
11 ngombe 9/10 
062 · cattle enclosure 
01 dang~ (t) 5/6 
02 d~ng~ (t) 5/6 
03 danga (t) 5/6 
04 t~nga (t) 5/6 
05 t~nga (t) 5/6 
06 dan~a (t) 5/6 
0/ 
07 danga (t) 5/6 
08 dang~ ( t) 5/6 
09 dang~ (t} 5/6 
10 dang~ (t) 5/6 
11 danga (t) 5/6 chibaya 7/8 
063 cave 
01 bako (p) 5/6 
02 bako (p) 5/6 
03 bako (p) 5/6 
04 mhako 9/10 
05 mhako 9/10 
06 bako (p) 5/6 
07 bako (p) 5/6 
08 bako (p) 5/6 
09 bako (p) 5/6 
10 bako (p) 5/6 
11 bako (p) 5/6 
064 chair 
01 chigaro 7/8 
02 chigaro 7/8 
03 chigaro 7/8 
04 chigaro 7/8 
05 chigaro 7/8 
06 chigaro 7/8 
07 chigaro 7/8 
08 chigaro 7/8 
09 chigaro 7/8· 
10 .chigaro 7 /8 
11 chigaro 7/8 chihl~yo 7/8 
065 chamelion 
01 nyahavhi 9/13 
02 karuravhi/rwavhi 12/10 
03 kah&vhe 12/13 
04 nyavh~rwe 9/10 
05 nyavharwe 9/10 
06 rwavhi 11 
07 rwa{vhi 11 
08 rur~vhi/mbavhi 11/10 
09 rwaivhi 11 
10 gwa{vhi 11 
11 rwa{vhi (rw) 5/6 
066 charcoal 
01 NC / 
02 tsit6 9/10 dota (d) 5/6 
03 masimbi 6 
04 tsidzi 9/10 
05 tsidzi 9/10 
06 masimb~ 6 
07 masimbe' 6 
08 marasha 6 
09 mazimbe 6 
/ . 
10 mazimbe 6 
11 simbe (s) 5/6 rahla (r) 5/6 
067 charm 
01 z&ngo (z)5/6 
02 z~ngb (z) 5/6 d~mwa (t) 5/6 
03 mushonga 3/4 
04 tumwa (t) 5/6 
05 tumwa (t) 5/6 
06 mushonga 3/4 
07 chitumwa.7/8 hamb{ 9/10 
08 zango (z) 5/6 
09 zango (z) 5/6 
10 z~ng6 (z) 5/6 / / 
11 hamb{ 9/10 chitsunguro 7/8 
068 · cheek · 
01 dama Ct) 5/6 
02 dama ct) 5/6 
03 shaya (sh) 5/6 
04 putu (p) 5/6 
05 putu (p) 5/6 
06 da'ma Ct) 5/6 
07 dama ct) 5/6 
08 d<ima'.'. ( t) 5/6 
09 d§.m~ (t) 5/6 
10 d~ma Ct) 5/6 
11 d8:ma' (t) 5/6 
069 chest 
01 chipf~w~ 7/8 nhetema 9/10 
02 dund6ndu (d) 5/6 
03 chipfuwa 7/8 
04 diti (d) 5/6 
05 diti (d) 5/6 
06 diti (d) 5/6 
07 diti ~d) 5/6 
08 chipfuv~ 7/8 
09 chipfuv~ 7 /8 
10 chipfli'va 7/8 
11 dithi (t) 5/6 
070 chief 
01 mambo 1b/2b 
02 mambo 1b/2b 
03 mambo 1b/2b 
04- mambo 1b/2b 
05 mambo 1b/2b 
06 mambo 1b/2b 
07 m§..mbo 1b/2b 
. 08 mambo 1b/2b . 
09 mambo 1b/2b 
10 ·mambo 1b/2b 
11 mambo 1b/2b 
071 chief's court 
01 dare (t) 5/6 
02 dare (t) 5/6 
03 dandare (t) 5/6 
04- d~re ( t) 5/6 
05 d~re (t) 5/6 
06 dare (t) 5/6 
07 dare (t) 5/6 
08 dare (t) 5/6 
09 dare (t) 5/6 
10 dare (t) 5/6 
11 bandla (b) 5/6 
072 child 
01 mwan§. 1/2 
02 mwana 1/2 
03 mwan& 1/2 
04- mwan& 1/2 
05 mwana 1/2 
/ 
06 mwana 1/2 · 
07 mwana.1/2 
08 mwana 1/2 
09 mwan& 1/2 
10 mwan& 1/2 











































mupwere 1/2 / / / 
mupwere 1/2 ndumure 9/10 
mudanhairi 1/2 
pw~re 1a/2a 
pwere 1a/2a mucheche 1/2 
ndumure" 9/10 
chin 













d~nd6redzwa (t) 5/6 
denderedzwa (t) 5/6. 
d~nderedzwa (t) 5/6 
denderedzwa Ct) 5/6 
d~nd6redzw~ (t) 5/6 
d&rir6 (d/t) 5/6 
dend6redzwa (t) 5/6 
d~nd~n~dzi (t) 5/6 
d~ndefnedzi 1 (t) 5/6 . 














/ / matapo 6 
/ I 
matapo.6 / ·/ I mupunzo 3 4 
dongo (d) 5/6 
dong6 (d) 5/6 
dong6 (d) 5/6 
dong6 (d) 5/6 
mutapo 3/4 
daka (d) 5/6 
chinhamwe 7/8 










mut~ru 3/6 . 





pani (p) 5/6 
pan~ ~p) 5/6 A/ ./ 
mawere 6 mangonJo 6 // ~/./6 mawere 6 man5 onJO 
ruwere 11/6 · 
chikomo 7/8 
mawere 6 















b{za (p) 5/6 
j:lra (ch) 5/6 
j:lra (ch) 5/6 
j{r~ (ch) 5/6 
nguwo 9/10 
jira (ch) 5/6 
j~r~ (ch) 5/6 
j1ra (ch) 5/6 
much6'ka: 3/4 
rucheka 11 




01 guti (k) 5/6 
02 gute (k) 5/6 
03 guti (k) 5/6 
04 gore (k) 5/6 
05 · gore (k) 5/6 
06 guti (g) 5/6 
07 fuwa (f) 5/6 
08 gore' (k) 5/6 
09 gor~ (k) 5/6 
10 gore (k) 5/6 
11 gore (k) 5/6 
080 cock 
01 jongwe 9/10 
02 jongwe 9/10 
03. jongwe 9/10 
04 jongw~ 9/10 
05 jongwe 9/10 
06 jongwe' 9/10 
07 jongwe 9/10 
08 jongw~ 9/10 
09 jongw~ 9/10 
10 jongwe 9/10 
11 jongwe 9/10 
I / 













































mhando 9/10 ruvar~ 11/6 
ruvara 11/6 
ruv~ra: 11/6 
ruv~r~ 11/6 / / · 
muira 3/4 ara (r) 5/6 
083 corpse 
01 mutumbi 3/4 
02 chitunha 7/8 
03 chitunh~ 7/8 
04 chitunha 7/8 
05 chitunha 7/8 
06 f / 6 / / 'd 6 map upa marangwan a 
07 mutumbi/3/4 
08 chitunha 7/8 
09 mutumba 3/4 
10 chitunh8: 7/8 
/ / 
mubaya 3/6 
11 chitu~tha 7/8 chidumbo 7/8 
084 country 
01 nyika 9/10 
02 nyik~ 9/10 
03 nyika 9/10· 
04 nyika 9/10 
05 nyika 9/10 
06 nyika 9/10 
07 nyika 9/10 
08 nyika 9/10 
09 nyika 9/10 
10 nyika 9/10 
11 nyika 9/10 
085 court"-_:ease 
01 dare (t) 5/6 
02 d§_re /( t) 5/6 
03 mhaka 9/10 mhosva 9/10 
04 murandu 3/4 
05 murandu 3/4 
06 dare (t) 5/6 . 
07 dare (t) 5/6 
08 dare/(t) 5/6 
09 nyaya 9/10 
10 mh6sva 9/10 
11 ndaa 9/10 --
086 courtyard 
01 chiw~nzi 7/8 
02 NC 
03 mukowa 3/4 dandare (t) 5/6 
04 dare (t) 5/6 
05 dare (t) 5/6 
06 mukowa 3/4 
07 dare (t) 5/6 
08 dare (i). 5/6 
09 . ruzhowa 11/10 
'10 dare (t) 5/6 



























01 ngwena 9/10 
02 ngwena 9/'10 garwe 9;10· 
03 ngw~na 9/10 
04 ngwsma 9/10 
05 ngwena 9/10 
06 ngwena 9/10 
07 gok.6 Ck) 5/6 
08 ngwena 9/10 
09 garwe (k) 5/6 
10 gamb{nga (k) 5/6 
~1· ngwena 9/10 ngwenya 9/10 
089 cross 
01 much{njik6 3/4 
02 nch{njikwa 9/10 
03 much{nj{ko 3/4 
04 muchyijiko 3/4 
05 muchinjik6 3/4 
06 much~njiko 3/4 
07 muchinjiko 3/4 
08 muchfnjikw~ 3/4 
·09 muchfnjikwa 3/4 
10 muchinjiko 3/4 
11 much{nj{k6 3/4 
090 crow 
01 g§ng~wo (k) 5/6 
02 kUnguwo (k) 5/6 
03 gungU'.wo ( g) 5/6 
04 kunguwo (k) 5/6 
05 k~nguwo (k) 5/6 
06 sawira (s) 5/6 
07 gungu (k) 5/6 
08 g~nguwo (k) 5/6 
09 gunguwo (k) 5/6 
10 g6nguwo (k) 5/6 
11 gung-6.wO' (k) 5/6 
I 
091 crowd 
01 gungBno (g) 5/6 
02 gung~no (g) 5/6 
03 gungano (g) 5/6 chikwata 7/8 
04 boka (p) 5/6 
05 boka (p) 5/6 
06 chit~ 7/8 
07 chikwata 7/8. 
08 hwand~ 9/10 
09 boka (p) 5/6 
10 chaU:nga 7/8 
11 chi0:ng8: 7/8 
·092 cup 
01 NC 
02 chinhG.w{ro 7/8 
03 mukombe 3/4 komichi 9/10 
04 nheka 9/10 komishe 9/10 . 
05 nheka ~/10 
06 muk6mbe 3/4 
07 b{kiri (b) 5/6 komichi 9/10 
08 k6michi 9/10 
09 mukbmbe 3/4 
10 k6michi 9/10 





















































. t/ b/ 3/4 mu am o / / I mutambo 3 4 
kubzva / 15 
mutB:mbo 3/4 / / I mutambo 3 4 / / I mutambo'3 4 
mutB:mbo 3/4 
/ / / /1 shangara 9 0 / / I mutambo 3 4 
day/sun 
/ / ) 5/6 zuwa (z 
zuv~ ( z) 5/6 
z6wa (z) 5/6 
zuw§. (z) 5/6 
zuw& (z) 5/6 
zU:wS: ( z) 5/6 
zuwa (z) 5/6 
z6va'. (z) 5/6 
zuva (z) 5/6 
z6v~ (z) 5/6 











































































mwanasikana 1f2 / .,, / I 
mwanasik~a 1 2 
mwanas{kana -~/2. 
depth · 

























mhut~ 9/10 / / I dova 9 10 
NC 
chero 9/10 · 
chero 9/10 
beto (:t>) 5/6 


















01 tsvinha 9/10 
02 tsvinha 9/10 
03 tsvina 9/10 
04 ntsambwa 9/10 
05 ntsambwa 9/10 
06 tsvinha 9/10 
07 tsvinha 9/10 
08 .tsvinha 9/10 
09 tsvinha 9/10 
10 tsv:i'.na 9/10 
11 tsvina 9/10 
102 dish 
01 / 9/10 nd1ro 
02 / 9/10 / 9/10 nd1ro mbenge 
03 ndl.ro 9/10 
01+ ndl:ro 9/10 
05 ndiro 9/10 
08 ndiro 9/10 
07 ndiro 9/10 
08 gate (k) 5/6 
09 / / I nd1ro 9 10 
10 / / I nd1ro 9 10 
11 _, / I nd1ro 9 10 
103 diviner 
01 ne;anga 9/10 
02 nganga 9/10 
03 nganga 9/10 
04 nganga 9/10 
0'5 nganga 9/10 
06 nganga 9/10 




09 nganga 9/10 
10 nganga 9/10 
11 nganga 9/10 
104 doctor 
01 / murapi 1/2 
02 murap{ 1/2 
03 murap{ 1/2 
04 chiremba 1a/2a 
05 chiremba 1a/2a 
06 chiremba'.' 1 a/2a 
07 ·· chiremba 1 a/2a 
08 chiremb§: 1a/2a 
09 chiremb§. 1a/2c 
10 chiremba 1a/2c 
11 chiremba 1a/2c 
105; dog 
01 . b / 9/10 im wa 
02 imbwa 9/10 
03 imbwa 9/10 
04 imbwa 9/10 
05 i.mbwa 9/10 
06 imbwa 9/10 
07 imbwa: 9/10 
08 imbwS: 9/10 
09 . b / 9/10 im wa 
10 imbwa 9/10 





02 mbongoro 9/10 
03 mbongoro 9/10 
04 mbongoro 9/10 
05 mbongoro 9/10 
06 b6mhe 9/10 
07 bongoro 9/10 
08 mbongoro 9/10 
09 dongi (d) 5/6 
10 mb6ng6r6 9/10 





01 sas~ (s) 5/6 
02 s~s~ (s) 5/6 
1
g6nhi (g) 5/6 
03 sasci (s) 5/6 
04 ts~s~ (ts) 5/6 
05 NC 
06 NC 
07 g6nh{ (g) 5/6 
08 g6nhi (g) 5/6 
09 g6nhi (g) 5/6 
10 g6nhi (g) 5/6 































































h. /t/ 7/8 c iro 9 
chir6to 7/8 / / I hope 9 10 
chir6t6 7/8 







' / / musiwo 3/4 
jiwa (j) 5/6 ' 
/ / hope 9/10 
h6pe 9/10 
dhoki (dh) 5/6 
111 drum 
01 ngoma 9/10 
02 ngoma 9/10 
03 ngoma 9/10 
OL~ ngoma 9/10 
05 ngoma 9/10 
06 ngoma 9/10 
07 ngoma 9/10 
08 ngoma 9/10 
09 ngoma 9/10 
10 ngoma 9/10 







(g) 5/6 gur~va 








07 bukuta (p) 5/6 
08 uriivh~ 14-
09 
/ / (k) 5/6 guruva 
10 / / huruva 14 
11 bukutha (b) 5/6 mphukutha 9/10 
113 eagle 
/ 
5/6 01 gondo (k) 
02 gond6 (k) 5/6 
03 jiri /ch) 5/6 
04 gond9- (g) 5/6 
05 gond9- (g) 5/6 
06 gondo (k) 5/6 
07 gondo (k) 5/6 
08 gond6 (k) 5/6 
09 gond6 (k) 5/6 
10 gondb (k) 5/6 
11 g6dzi (k) 5/6 
114- ear 
.01 nzew~ 9/10 
02 nzev~ 9/10 
03 I / I nzewe 9 10 
04- dzitwi/matwi 10/6 
05 dzitwi/matwi 10/6 
06 nz6w~ 9/10 
07 nz~w~ 9/10 
08 / / I nzeve 9 10 
09 nzeve 9/10 
10 . nzeve 9/10 
11 nzee 9/10 
115 East 
01 k b . / / uma virazuwa 16. 
02 kumabvirezD:v~ 16 
03 mabvazliw& 6 
04- / I mabv.azuwa 6 
05 ma9v17zuwa'. 6 
06 mbiriso 9 
07 mabvazi'.lwa 6 
08 kuma bv~rc;, 16 
09 mabvaz~va 6 































































z&yi (z) 5/6 
Z~;'?i (z) 5/6 
zai (z) 5/6 
zcii ( z) 5/6 
zai ( z) 5/6 
zanda (z) 5/6 
z~nda'. (z) .5/6 
zayi (z) 5/6 
z6.yi (z) 5/6 
zS:yi (z) 5/6 



































kwakaperera kuperera 17 
mugum6 18.-
/ / mumagumo 3 




/ / / muvengi 1,2 / / I muweng1 1 2 
muwengi 1/2 / / I muwengi 1 2 
mhandu 9/10 
mhandu 9/10 / / I muveng1 1 2 
/ " I muv~en91 1 2 
muvengi 1/2 
bandu (p) 5/6 
mhandu 9/10 
























made kw ana' 6 
madeekoni 6 
122_ eye 
01 z{s6 ( z) 5/6 
02 zis6 (z) 5/6 
03 z{s6 (z) 5/6 
Olt dz{s6 (dz) 5/6 
05 dzis6 (dz) 5/6 
06 z{s6 ( z) 5/6 
07 ziso (z) 5/6 
08 zisO' ( z) 5/6 
09 z{s6 ( z) 5/6 
10 ziso)z) 5/6 
11 dz{so (dz) 5/6 
. 123 eyebrow 
01 · ts:i'.ye 9/10 
02 ts~o 9/10 
03 tsiye 9/10 
Olt ts:lye 9/10 
05 ts{ye 9/10 
06 ts:Lye 9/10 
I / I 07 tsiyo 9 10 
08 ts{ye 9/10 
09· ts:iye 9/10 
10 . ts{ye 9/10 
11 ts{yo 9/10 
124 family 
01 mhuri 9/10 
· 02 mhuri 9/10 
03 mhuri 9/10 
04 mhuri 9/10 
05 mhuri 9/16 
06 mhuri 9/10 
07 mhuri 9/~0 
08 mhuri 9/10 
09 mhuri 9/10 
10 mhuri 9/10 






































































bab~ mukD:r~/munini / / I sek:Uru 1a 2a 
b b / k/ // . . a a mu uru munini / / I sekilru 1a 2c 
bab& mukUru/munini 
/ / // / . baba mukuru munini 
/ / // ./ . baba mukuru munini 
/ / // " . baba mukuru munini 
128 father's sister 
01 w~tet~ 1b/2b 
02 v~tet6 1b/~b 
.03 tete 1 a/2c 
04- tete' 1 a/2a 
05 b~mbo muk~nda 1a/2a 
06 tete 1a/2b/2c 
07 tete 1a/2c 
· 08 tete 1 a/2b 
09 vatet~ 1b/2b 
10 vatete 1b/2b 
11 ~tet~ 1c/2b/2c 
129 feather 
01 mude'ng~ 3/4-
02 · munheng.9: 3/4-
03 mudenga 3/4-
04 teng~ (t) 5/6 
05 nhenga ~t) 9/6 
06 munhenga 3/4 









(k) 5/6 mvere 9/10 
09 nhenga 9/10 
10 gushe ~k) 5/6 
11 nthenga 9/10 siva 9/10 
130 fence 
' 01 ruw{y6 (r) 5/6 
02 rusvingo (r) 11/6 
03 NG 
04 NC 
05 danga (t) 5/6 
06 rushanga 11/6 
.07 rutand~re (r) 11/6 
08 ruzhow~ 11/6 
09 ruzhow& 11/6 
10 ruzhowti 11/6 rudz{t6 11/6 
11 rushosh~ 11/6 ruthangwe 11/6 
131 finger 
01 chikumo 7/8 
02 rpunwe 3/4 
03 munwe 3/4 chigunwe 7/8 
04 kaneshe 12/13 
05 kanenche 12/13 mune 3/4 
06 munwe 3/4 
07 chikunwe 7/8 
08 munwe 3/4 
09 munwe 3/4-
10 munwe 3/4 

































































mo to 3/4_ 
moto :3/4 
muriro 3/4 
muriro 3/4 / / I mwotg. 3 4 













hun:l 9/10 / / I hl9ll 9 10 
huni 9/10 
/ "' I huni 9 10 
huni 9;10 / / I huni 9 1·0 
fish 
/ / 
9/10 ho we / / I hove .9 10 
h6we o/10 
nkh6we 9/10 
nkh6we 9/10 / / I howe 9 10 
h6we 9;10 




01 chira~ro 7/8 
02 chirauro 7/8 
03 .. chiraur-0 7 /8 
04 mbedzo 9/10 
05 mbedzo 9/10 
06 chiwedzo 7/8 
07 chiy~dz6 7/8 
08 chirauro 7/8 
09 chivhedzo 7/8 
10 chire'dz'6 7/8 
11. chiyedzo 7/8 



























01 nyama 9/10 
02 nyama 9/10 
03 nyama 9/10 
04 nyama 9/10 
05 nyama 9/10 
06 nyama 9/10 
07 nyama 9/10 
08 nyama 9/10 
09 nyama ·9;10 
10 nyama 9/10 
11 nyama 9/10 
139 flower 
01 ruwa (r) 5/6 
02 ruva (r) 5/6 
03 ruwa (r)'5/6 
04 ruwa (r) 5/6 
05 ruwa (r) 5/6 
06 ruwa (r) 5/6, 
07 ruwa (r) 5/6 
08 ruva (r) 5/6 
09 ruva (r) 5/6 
10 ruva (r) 5/6 































































/ / / 
zambuko (z).5/6 
zambuk6 (z) 5/6 
zambuk6 (z) 5/6 
zambuk6 (z) 5/6 
zambuko (z) 5/6 
z~mbuk6 (z) 5/6 
z&mb~k6 (z) 5/6 
z&mbU'ko (z) 5/6 
zambuk6 (z) 5/6 
z~mbuk6 (z) 5/6 
gwenga (kw) 5/6 
143 forest 
01 j~s~ (dh).5/6 
02 · s~ng6 (s) 5/6 
03 sang6 (s) 5/6 
04 denhere (t) 5/6 tenhere (t) 5/6 gwenzi (kw) 5/6 
05 tsanga 9/10 
06 tsoka 9/10 
07 dondo (t) 5/6 
08 sangS Cs) 5/6 
09 s~ng6 (s) 5/6 
10 dondo (t) 5/6 
11 gwasha (kw) 5/6 bungu (b/p) 5/6 
144 . forehead · 
01' NC / 
02 mhanza 9/10 
03 huma 9/10 
04 NC 
05 nkh~ma 9/10 
06 huma 9/10 
07 huma 9/10 
08 mhanza 9/10 
09 huma 9/10 
10 huma 9/10 

















sh&mwar{ 9/10 / / I shamwari 9 10 
shamwari 9/10 · / / I shamwari 9 10 
















zura / z) 5/6 
chura 7/8 






dahwa (t) 5/6 
jerye (ch) 5/6 
zura:' ( z) 5/6 
da'.chya (t) 5/6 
dacha (t) 5/6 
jerye (j) 5/6 mut~nje 3/4 
147 frost 
01 chando 7/8 
02 chando 7/8 
03 chando 7/8 
04 chero 7/8 
05 chero 7/8 
06 chando 7/8 
07 chando 7/8 
08 chur~ 7/8 
09 chando 7/8 
10 chando 7/8 
11 rnbhute 9/10 
148 fruit 
01· tnuchero 3/4 
02 rnuchero 3/4 
03 rnuchero 3/4 
04 rnuchero 3/4 
05 rnuchero 3/4 
06 rnuchero 3/4 
07 rnuchero 3/4 
08 rnuchero 3/4 
09 chibereko 7/8 
10 rnuchero 3/4 
11 rnuphando 3/4 
149 fur 
01 / ukuse 14 bvudzi 9/10 
02 rnvere 9/10 
03 9/10 
/ 
14 rnvere uk:Use 
04 ukuse 14 
05 ukG.se 14 
I 
06 rnanhenga 6 
07 rnvere 9/10 . 
08 rnvere 9/10 
09 nheng~ 9/10 
10 . gushe / k) 5/6 
11 rnuboya 3/4 
150 garden 
01 d{rnba ( d) 5/6 
02 bindU: (p) 5/6 
03 d{rnba (t) 5/6 
04 d{rnba ( d) 5/6 
05 tirnba (t) 5/6 
06 / / 3/4 rnunda 
07 rnlinda 3/4 
/ I Ct) 5/6 . doro 
08 rnunda 3/4 
09 rnunda 3/4 / / . 
10 rnunda 
danja (d) 5/6 
3/4 bindu (p) 5/6 
11 rnunda 3/4 museura 3/4 chidza 7/8 
151 gift 
01 chipb 7/8 
02 chipb 7/8 
03 chipo 7/8. 
04 chipo 7/8 
05 chipo 7/8 
06 chip6 7/8 
07 chip6 7/8 
08 chip6 7/8 
09 chip6 7/8 
10 chipo 7/8 




































































































. 156 grandfather 
/ 
01 asekuru 1b/2b 
02 sekliru 1a/2b 
. / 
03 vasekuru 1c/2c 
04 sekuru 1a/2a 
05 sekurU' 1a/2a 
06 s~kuru 1a/2b/2c 
07 baba mukuru 1a/2c 
08 vas~kuru 1c/2b 
09 sekliru 1a/2b 
10 sekuru 1a/2b 

















































. shangu 9/10 
159 grass-hopper 
01 b6mbo (b) 5/6 
02 hw:lza 9/10 
03 hw{za 9/10 dzomba (dz) 5/6 mhipi 9/10 
04 NC 
05 nhete 9/10 
06 ndon~w~ 9/10 · 
07 chit6ta 7/8 
08 hw{za 9/10 
09 chitota 7/8 
10 mhashu 9/10 / 
11 gw{za (kw) 5/6 qwad{ (qw) 5/6 bupwe (p) 5/6 
160 grave 
01 dzimbahwe (dz) 5/6 
02 guva (k) 5/6 
03 mlw~o 9/10 
04 guwa (g) 5/6 
05 guwa: (k) 5/6 
06 guw~ (k) 5/6 
07 g~wa (k) 5/6 
08 g~va (k) 5/6 
09 guva (k) 5/6 
10 rin~a (r) 5/6 
11 g~wa (k) 5/6 thunha (th) 5/6 thitha (th) 5/6 {b~ (i)5/6· 
161 ground nut 
01 d~w~l~ (t) 5/6 
02 nzungu 9/10 
03 deere Ct) 5/6 
/ 
9/10 nzungu 
04 te'w~r~ (t) 5/6 
05 t~w~r8' (t) 5/6 
06 dzungU: 9/10 
07 nzungu 9/10 
08 nzungu 9/10 
09 nzungu 9/10 
'10 nzungG. 9/'10 
'1 '1 ndowi (nd) 9/6 
162 guilt 
0'1 / 9/'10 mhosva 
02 mh6sva 9/'10 
03 mh6sva 9/'10 
04 mh6sva 9/'10 
05 mh6sva 9/10 
06 mhosva 9/'10 
07 mhosva 9/'10 
08 mhosva 9/10 
09 mh6sva 9/'10 
'10 . mh6sva 9/10 
'1 '1 ndaa 9/10 ., 
'163 guineaf owl 
0'1 hB:nga 9/'10 
02 / / I hanga 9 '10 
03 / / I hanga 9 '10 
04 7 / I 1 nkan~a 9 '10 
05 nkB:n~a 9/'10 
06 hang 9/10 
07 / / I hanga 9 '10 
.08 / / I hanga 9 '10 
09 / / I hanga 9 40 
10 hanga 9/'1o · 
'11 / / I hanga 9 '10 
'164 gun 
01 pfuti 9/'10 
02 pfuti 9/'10 
03 pfuti 9/'10 
04 mpfuti 9/'10 
05 pfuti 9/10 
06 pfuti 9/'10 
07 pfuti 9/10 
08 pfuti 9/'10 
09 futi 9/'10 
'10 pfuti 9/'10 
1 ·1 chibamho 7/8 
165 hair 
01 NC 
02 bvudzi 9/'10 
03 bvudzi 9/10 
04 tsewe 9/'10 
05 tsewe 9/'10 
06 bvudzi 9/'10 
07 bvudzi 9/'10 
08 bvudzi 9/'10 
09 fU'dzi 9/10 
10 vhudzi 9/10 
/ / '1 '1 vhudzi 9/'10 gushe (k) 5/6 
166 half 
01 chidlmbu 7/8 
02 chid{mbu 7/8 
03 chi dim bu 7/8 
04 chid{mbu 7/8 
05 chidimbu 7/8 
06 dimbu (d) 5/6 
07 chid{mbu 7/8 
08 chimh~du 7/8 
09 chidimu 7/8 
10 chid:lmbu 7/8 
11 chid{mbvu 7/8 chigurwa 7/8 
167 hammer 
01 NC 
02 nyundo 9/10 
03 sando 9/10 
04 s§.ndo 9/10 · 
05 sando 9/10 
06 sando 9/10 
. 07 'sandhu 9/10 
08 nyundo 9/10 
09 nyundo 9/10 
1.0 nyundo 9/10 
11 hamera 9/10 
168 happiness 
/ / 
15 01 kuf ara 
02 kuf ara 15 
03 
/ / 
11 ruf aro 
/ / 04 muf aro 3 
/ / 
05 muf aro 3 
06 ruf cir6 11 
07 rufcir6 11 
08 kufara 15 
09 
/ / 
muf aro 3 
/ I 
10 muf aro 3 
11 .rufar6 11 
169. hare 
01 tsuro 9/10 
02 tsuro 9/10 
03 tsuro 9/10 
04 suro 9/10 
05 su.ro 9/10 
06 tsuro 9/10 
07 tsuro 9/10 
08 tsur.o 9/10 
09 tsuro 9/10 
10 sh~ro 9/10 
11 tsuro 9/10 muvhG.ndla 3/4· 
170. hat 
01 ngundu 9/10 
02 nguwan{.9/10 
03 nguw~n:L 9/10 
04 nguwan:l 9/10 
05 nguwan{ 9/10 
06 nguwan{ 9/10 
07 nguwan{ 9/10 
08 I / I ngUWIJil~ 9 10 
.09 nguwan1 9/10 
10 ngow~n{ 9/10 
11 chigogo 7/8 chigxogo 7/8 
171 head 
01 musoro 3/4 
02 mus6r6 3/4 
03 msoro 3/4 
01+ musoro 3/4 
05 mus6r6 3/4 
06 musoro 3/4 
07 mus6r6 3/4 
08 mus6I'.6 3/4 
09 mus6r6 3/4 
10 mus6r6 3/4 





















































02 kupisa 15 kudziya 15 
03 kupisa 15 
04 kupisa 15 
05 kupisa 15 
06 kupisa 15· 
07 kupisa 15 kudziya 15 
08 kupisa 15 kudziya 15 
09 kupisa 15 
10 kupisa 15 




























.01 gomo (k) 5/6 
02 gomo (k) 5/6. 
03 gomo (k) 5/6 
04 bango (w) 5/6 
05 NC 
06 gomo (k) 5/6 
07 gomo (k) 5/6 
08 gomo (k) 5/6 
09 gomo (k) 5/6 
10 gomo (k) 5/6 . 
11 duth~ (t) 5/6 mugang~ 3/4 chipangt 7/8 
177 hippopotamus 
01 mvuD: 9/10 
02 mvuu 9/10 
03· mvuu 9/10 
04. mvuU: 9/10 
05 mvull 9/10 
06 mvuu 9/10 
07 mvuu 9/10 
08 mvmi 9/10 
09 ngwind{ 9/10 
10 mvu~ 9/10 . / 
11 mvuU: 9/10 mboma 9/10 
178 hoe· 
. I 
· 01 badz~ (p) 5/6 
02 badz~ (p) 5/6 
03 badza (p) 5/6 




06 · badza·(p) ·5/6 
07 badz~ (p) 5/6 
08 badza (p) 5/6 
09 badz~ (p) 5/6 
10 badz~ (p) 5/6 
11 badza (p) 5/6 chis~rim~ 7/8 
179 hole (lair) 
. 01 musima 3/4 guru (g) 5/6 
02 musima 3/4 guru ( g) 5/6 
03 musenha 3/4 
04 guru (k) 5/6 
05 guru (k) 5/6 
06 guru (g) 5/6 
07 mwina·3;4 
08 musima 3/4 
09 mwen~ 3/4 
10 mwena 3/4 / / 




uch1 14 ·. 




04 uch1 1L~ 
05 uchl. 14 
06 / uch1 14 
07 
/ uch1 14 
08 / uch1 14 
09 
/ uch1 1L~ 
10 uch~ 14 





02 /' makore 6 
03 mumh~p6 18 
04- NC 













02 nyc;ngc; 9/10 
03 nyanga 9/10 
04- nyanga 9/10 
05 nyanga 9/10 
06 nyanga 9/10 
07 runyanga 11/10 
08 nyanga 9/10 
09 runyanga 11/10 
10 nyang~ 9/10 
11 .nyanga 9/10 
183 horse 
01 bizB: (b) 5/6 
02 biza (b) 5/6 
03 biza (b) 5/6 
04- bhizB.: (bh) 5/6 
05 bhiza (bh) 5/6 
06 bizB: /p) 5/6 h'3:chi 9/10 
07 bhiza (bh) 5/6 
08 bhiza (bh) ·5/6 
09 bhiza (bh) 5/6 
bhizci (bh) 5/6 10 
11 hachi (h) 
184- hut 
01 imba 9/10 
02 imba 9;10 
03 imba 9/10 
04- imba 9/10 
05 imba 9/10 
06 umba 14-/10 
07 umba 14-/10 
08 imba 9/10 
·09 imbB.: 9/10 
10 imba: 9/10 
5/6 
11 mphadzo 9/10 
185 hyama 
01 svitsi 9/10 
02 b~re (p) 5/6 
03 . bere (b) 5/6 
04- tika (t) 5/6 
05 tika (t) 5/6 
06 / / I magondo 1a 1c 
07 bere (p) 5/6 
08 bere (p) 5/6 
09 bere (p) 5/6 
10 bere (p) 5/6 






























09 mbira 9/10 
10 mbl.ra 9/10 
11 mb:Lra 9/10 
187 illness 
01 
.. / / 
7/8 chirwere 
02 chirwer~ 7/8 
03 chirwere 7/8 
04 NC 
/ / 
05 kuruwara 15 
06 / / kurwara 15 
07 . hos he;, ~/10 
08 kurwara 15 
09 kurwS.:ra'. 15 
10 chirwe"re 7/8 





/ 12 tumbuy1::> 
02 tumbuyu 12 




05 turombo 12 / / 
06 12 14 tumbuyu unyunyu 
chimbuu 7/8 07 
08 tupuka 12 
09 chipembenene 7/8 
10 chipemben~ne 7/8· 
11 chimbuthu 7/8 
189 intestines 
01 ura 14 
02 ura 14 
03 ura 14 
04 utumbo 14 
05 utumbo 14 
06 ura 14 
07 muhumbu 18 
08 matumbu·6 
09 ura 14-
10 ura 14 
11 th um bu (th) .5/6 
190 island 
01 chits~wa 7/8 
02 chitsuwa 7/8 
03 chitsuwa 7/8 
04 ntsuwa 9/10 
05 chitsuwa 7/8 
06 chitsuwa 7/8 
07 chitsuwa 7/8 
08 chiw:l 7/8 
09 chiwi 7/8 
10 chitsG.wa 7/8 
11 chiwi 7/8 
/ 






























































pfunde (pf) 5/6 
mhunga 9/10 
mhun9a ~/10 
mapfunde 6 mapira 6 
NC I / 
mapfunde 6 


















funde (f) 5/6 chikbmb~ 7/8 
194 knee 
01 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 
02 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 
03 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 
04 'pondo (p) 5/6 
05 ,pondd (p) 5/6 
06 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 
07 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 
08 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 
09 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 
10 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 
11 ibv{ (bv) 5/6 doyo (d) 5/6 
195 knife 
01 chipanga 7/8 
02 b~nga (p) 5/6 
03 banga Cv) 5/6 
04 chip~nga 7/8 
05 chip&nga 7/8 
06 b~ng~ (p) 5/6 
07 banga (p) 5/6 
08 b~ng£ (p) 5/6 
09 b~ng~ (p) 5/6 
10 banga (p) 5/6 
11 banga (p) 5/6 





01 musungo 3/4 
02 pfundo (pf) 5/6 
03 pf~nd6 (pf) 5/6 
o4 pfundo (pf) 5/6 
05 pfund6 (pf) 5/6 
06 fund6 (f) 5/6 
07 fundo (f) 5/6 
08 pfund6 (pf) 5/6 
09 pfund6 (pf) 5/6 
10 fund6 (f) 5/6 
11 fund6 (f) 5/6 
197 ladder 
01 t£mbik6 (t) 5/6 
02 d&nh{k<f (t) 5/6 
03 matanhiko 6 
04 . NC 
05 NC 
06 d§.nho (t) 5/6 
07 danhidzo (t) 5/6 
08 nhera ·9;10 
09 danho (d) 5/6 
10 d~nho (d) 5/6 
11 , khwiro (kw) 5/6 
198 law 
01 mut~m6 3/4 
02 mut~mO' 3/4 
03 mur~w9 3/4 
04 mutemo 3/4 
05 nzero 9/10 
06 mut8'mb 3/4 
07 mut~mb 3/4 
08 mut~m6 3/4 
09 murayiro 3/4 
10 mut~m6 3/4 murawo 3/4 
11 murawo 3/4 muthetho 3/4 
199 leaf 
01 zanhe (z) 5/6 
02 zanh{ (z) 5/6 · shizha (sh) 5/6 
03 z~nhi (z) 5/6 shizha (sh) 5/6 
04 ·dzasi (dz) 5/6 
05 dzasi (dz) 5/6 
06 z~nh{ (z) 5/6 
07 sh{zha (sh) 5/6 
08 shizha (sh) 5/6 
09 sh}zha (sh) 5/6 
10 shizha (sh) 5/6 















/ / manzere 6 
manz~re' 6 







ruoshwe' 11 muboshw~ 18 
.. 
201 leg 
01 gumbo (k) 5/6 
02· gumbo (k) 5/6 
03 gumbo (k) 5/6 
04 NC 
05 murenje 3/4 
06 gumbo (k) 5/6 
07 gumbo (k) 5/6 
08 · gumbo (k) 5/6 
09 gumbo (k) 5/6 
10 gumbo (k) 5/6 













/ mbada 9/10 ingwe 9/10 
mbada 9/10 










01 rugwaro 11/6 
02 rugwaru 11/6 tsamba 9/10 
03 tsamba 9/10 
04 tsamba 9/10 
05 tsamba 9/10 
06 tsamba 9/10 
07 tsamba 9/10 
08' tsamba 9/10 
09 tsamba 9/10 
10 tsamba 9/10 















chibwodo 7/8 / . 












01 upenyl3- 14 
02 upenyi;. 14 
03 upenyu 14 
04 upeny~ 14 
05 upenylf 14 
06 upenyu 14 
07 upeny6. 14-
08 upenyD. 14 
09 upeny6. 14 
10 upeny6. 14 



















































































03 mutoro 3/4 
04- mutoro 3/4-
05 mutoro 3/4 
06 mut6ro 3/4-
07 mutw~rb 3/4 
08 mutwaro 3/4 






















/ / 7 chokusunga rnuchuuno / / I / rukusha 11 10husha. 

















papo (p) 5/6 
bapU: (p) 5/6 
/ 
zazo (z) 5/6 
bapU: (p) 5/6 
bapd (p) 5/6 
zazU: (z) 5/6 
oapu (p) 5/6 
bapu(p) 5/6 
bapu (p) 5/6 
bapli C)J) 5/6 









tonho (t) 5/6 
gwere (gw) 5/6 














chib~ge 7/8 mab,ge 6 
chib~9we 7/8 · / / 



























01 zenze (z) 5/6 
02 zenze (z) 5/6 
03 zenze (z) 5/6 
04 zenze (z). 5/6 
05 dz~ndze (dz) 5/6 
06 zenz~ (z) 5/6 
07 zenzerere (z) 5/6 
08 zenze (z) 5/6 
09 zenze (z) 5/6 
'10 .zenze (z) 5/6 
'1'1 muhlanja 3/4 
21.5 marimba 
0'1 mbira 9/'10 
02 mbira 9/10 
03 mbira 9/10 
04 mbira 9/10 
05 mbira 9/10 
06 mbira 9/'10 nj'r~ 9/10 
07 mbira 9/'10 
08 mbira 9/10 
09 rimba (r) 5/6 
'10 mbira 9/10 
'11 mbira 9/10 
216 market 
.musika 3/4 / 
/ / / / / 














rnus{ka 3/4 / / / / / / I . nzvirnbo yokutengesera 9 10 
./ / L' / / / I nzvirnbo yokutengesera 9 10 
musika 3/4 
/ / / panotengeserwa 16 
musika 3/4 
rnusika 3/4 
217 mat (sleeping) 
01 bond~ (p) 5/6 
02 bond~ (p) 5/6 
03 bond~ (p) 5/6 
04 bonde (p) 5/6 
05 bond~ (p) 5/6 
06 bond~ (p) 5/6 
07 bond~ (p) 5/6 / . 
08 bonde (p) 5/6 rukukwe 11/10 
09 rupas~ (mh) 11/10 
10 rupasa (rnh) 11/10 
11 bonde (p) 5/6 manth{/zinthi 6/21 
218 meat strip · 
01 muny6pfu/miny~pfu 3/4 
02 chimukfyu 7/8 
03 rnudzon?a 3/4 
04 chimukuyu 7/8 
05 chimukuyu 7/8 
06 NC 
07 NC 
08 chimuk~yu 7/8 
09 mudzon9a 3/4 
10 chimukuyu 7/8 

























mut6mb6 3/4 mbhanda 9/10 
220 messenger 
01 rnutiimwi 1/2 
02 . mu tU'mwci 1 /2 
03 mutumwf 1/2 
04 mut1~mwi 1/2 
05 mutiimwa, 1/2 
06 munyayi 1/2 
07 nhii~wci / 9/10 
08 mutumwi 1/2 
09 nhU:me 9/10 
10 mutU:mwa'. 1/2 
11 mutifme1 1/2 
221 milk 
01 mukaka 3 
02 mukaka 3 
03 mukaka 3 
04 mukaka 3 
05 mukaka 3 
06 mukaka 3 
07 mukaka 3 
08 mukaka 3 
09. mukaka 3 
10 mukaka 3 
















/ 7 / kukangan1sa 15 
/ / / 
kukangan1sa 15 
NC / / 
kunyangaza 15 
chikB:ngS.:n{so 7/8 






01 mari 9/10 
02 mari 9/10 
03 mar{ 9/10 
04 mar:l 9/10 
05 m~r~ 9/10 
06 mar1 9/10 
07 mar{ 9/10 
08 mari 9/10 
09 mar{ 9/10 
10 mari 9/10 


































































' / / 
mangwanani 6 
/ / mangwanani 6 




/ / rnangwanani 6 





01 arnai 1 b/2b 
02 amai' 1 b/2a 
03 am£i 1 b/2c 






06 rnai 1a/2a,2b 
07 'ma{ 1a/2a,2b 
08 amai 1 b/2d 
09 m~i 1a/2b // I 1·0 m~~ 1a 2b 
11 rnai 1a/2c 
228 mouse 
01 rnbewa 9/10 
02 rnbeva 9/10 
03 mbewa 9/10 goso (k) 5/6· 
04 mbewa 9/10 nhingo 9/10 
05 mbewa 9/10 
06 mbewa 9/10 
07 mbeya 9/10 
08 mbeva 9/10 
09 rnbeva 9/10 
10 rnbeva.9/10 
11 mbeya 9/10 
229 mouth 
01 muromo 3/4 
02 rnurorno 3/4 
03 murorno 3/4 
04 rnuromo 3/4 
05 muromo 3/4 
06 muromo 3/4 
07 muromo 3/4 
08 muromo 3/4 
09 murorno 3/4 
10 muromo 3/4 
11 muromo 3/4 
230. mud 
0.1 rnatope 6 
·02 daga ( d) .5/6 
03 dope (t) 5/6 
04 daka (d) 5/6 
05 mataka 6 
06 daka (t) 5/6 
07 daka (d) 5/6 
08 daka (t).5/6 
. 09. daka (t) 5/6 
10 · daka · ( d) 5/6 






















































































kosi (k) 5/6 
k6si (k) 5/6 

















rusono 11/10 sono 
tsono 9/10 
naiti 9/10 tsono 9/10 
nest 
dender~ (t) 5/6 






de'nd~re (t) 5/6 
dendere (t) 5/6 







tsasvi (ts) 5/6 
tsasvi (ts) 5/6 
mumb6re 3/6 
nhawa 9/10 








































































01 mhuno 9/10 
02 mhuno 9/10 · 
03 mhunO 9/10 
04 mhuno 9/10 
05 mhuno 9/10 
06 mhino 9/10 
07 mhino 9/10 
08 mhuno 9/10 
09 mhino 9/10 
10 mhino 9/10 




























01 zizi ( z) 5/6 
02 zizi ( z) 5/6 
03 zizi ( z) 5/6 
04- zizi ( z) 5/6 
05 zizi (z) 5/6 
06 zizi ( z) 5/6 
07 zizi ( z) 5/6 
08 zizi ( z) 5/6 
09 zizi ( z) 5/6 
10 zizi (z) 5/6. 









04- mafuta 6 
05 
/ / mafuta 6 
06 mafU'.ta 6 
07 
/ / mafuta 6 
/ / 08 mafuta 6 
09 
/ / mafuta 6 
10 / / mafy.t~ 6 
1 '1 mafuta 6 
24-3 parent 
01 / / / 1/2 mubereki 
02 / e / 1/2 muber ki 
03 
/ / / 1/2 mubereki 
04- / / / /2 mubereki 1 
05 · mubari 1/2 
06 ·mubS:r{ 1/2 
07 / ./ I mubari 1 2 
08 mubereki 1/2 
09 mubereki 1/2 
10 mubereki 1/2 . 
/ / 
'1 '1 . mubereki 1/2 mubari '1/2 
24-4- path 
01 
/ (kw) 5/6 gwara 
02 nzira 9/10 
03 nzira 9/10 
04- nzira 9/10 
05 nzira 9/10 
06 nzira 9/10 
07 gw.inz~ (kw) 5/6 
08 nzira 9/10 
09 nzira 9/10 
10 zh{r.S: 9/10· 
ph~thb (ph) 11 njira 9/10' 
buduyo '(b) mugwanxo 3/4-
24-5 pepper 
01 mhiripiri 9/10 
02 mhiripiri 9/10 
03 mhiripiri 9/~0 
04- mhiripiri 9/10 
05 mhiripiri 9/10 
06 mhiripiri 9/10 
07 mutoronga'3/4-
08 mhiripiri 9/10 
09 mhiripiri 9/10 
10 mhiripiri 9/10 
5/6 
5/6 
11 piripiri 9/10 toronga 9/10 
chikhova 7/8 
/ gwara (kw) 5/6 
246 person 
01 munhu 1/2 
02 munhu 1/2 
03 munhu 1/2 
04 munhu 1/2 
05 munhu '1/2 
06 munhu 1/2 
07 munhu 1/2 
08 munhu 1/2 
09 munhu 1/2 
10 munhu 1/2 
11 munthu 1/2 
247 place 
01 nzvimbo 9/10 
02 nzvimbo 9/10 
03 nzvimbo 9/10 
04 nzvimbo 9/10 
05 nzvimbo 9/10 
06 nzvimbo· 9/10 
07 nzvimbo 9/10 
08 nzvimbo 9/10 
09 nzvimbo 9/10 
10 nzvimbo 9/10 
11 ndau 9/10 
248 plain 
01 b~nhi (p) 5/6 
02 ganga (k) 5/6 
03 mupata .3/4 
04 NC 
05 banhi (p) 5/6 
06 / / (p) 5/6 ban hi 
07 
/ / (p) 5/6 ban hi 
08 ganga (k) 5/6 
09 banhi (p) 5/6 
10 b&.nipi )p) 5/6 
11 mphene 9/10 
249 picture 
/ / ' I 0'1 mufananidzo 3 4 / / / I 02 muf~nanidzo 3 4 
bomho (p) 5/6 
mukanha 3 I 4. 
03 mufan~nidzo 3/4 
04 chif£nikiso 7/8 
05 h . / /k/ 7/8 c ifan1 iso · 
06 mufefn~nf dzo 3/4 
07 mufananidzo 3/4 / / / I 08 mufo/1an1dzo 3 4 
09 . mufancinidzo 3/4 
10 mufa'nanidzo 3/4 


























/ / / 
mucherechedzo 3/4 
" / " I muf ananidzo 3 4 
251 pig 
01 hurnb~ 9/10 
02 ' nguruve 9/10 
03 hurnba 9/10 nguruwe 9/10· 
04 nkhurnba 9/10 
05 nkhurnba 9/10 
06 nguruwe 9/10 
07 nguruwe 9/10 
08 nguruve 9/10 
09 nguruve 9/10 
10 nguruve 9/10 
11 nguruwe 9/10 ho~h{ 9/10 
252 pot (cooking) 
01 tsa{ya 9/10 ·rn~nd~k~r~ 9/10 
02 har{ 9;10 hajgana 9/10 
03 tsaya 9/10 
04 rnhend§kari 9/10 
05 rnhend{kari 9/10 
06 har1 9/10 
07 ha'.ri 9/10 
08 h1fj9ana 9/10 tsambakbndz{ 9/10 
09 hari 9/10 . 
10 shambakodzi 9/10 
















pfiiko 9/10 / / I hari 9 10 / ,, I nkh'Jri 9 10 
nl$:har{ 9/10 
rnusudze 3/4 / / I hari 9 10 
chirong6 7 /8 
chirong6 7/8 
chirong6 7/8 / / 
h~r{ 9/10 ndhuw1 9/10 
254 pil·e 
01 rnurw{ 3/4 
/ / / C ) I 02 rnurwi 3/4 svinga sv 5 6 
03 rnuwi 3/4 
04 . rn~rw~ 3/4 
05 murwi 3/4 
06 rn-G:rwi 3/4 
07 rnurwi 3/4 
08 mG.rwi 3/4 
09 murwi 3/4 
10 du tu ( d) 5/6 
1.1 murwi 3/4 duthu ( d) 5/6 durunhuru ( d) '.5/6 
255 pipe 
01 chikw~pa 7/8 
02 chikwep~ 7/8 
03· chikwepa 7/8 
04 NC 
05 NC/ / 
06 ndudu 9/10 
07 chikw~pa 7/8 
08 chikwepa 7/8 ngidhi 9/10 
09 chiguba 7/8 
10 chihwepa 7/8 




(k) 5/6 gomba 
02 gomba (k) 5/6 
03 gomb~ (k) 5/6 
aindi 04, gomba (k) 5/6 (r) 5/6 
05 gomba (k) 5/6 
06 gomba' (k) 5/6 
07 r{nd{ (r) 5/6 
08 gomba (k) 5/6 
09 gomba' (k) 5/6 
10 gomba (k) 5/6 
11 r{nd{ (r) 5/6 
257 pocket 
01 / / I homwe 9 10 
02 h6rnwe 9/10 
03 / I I hornwe 9 10 
04 h6mwe 9/10 
05 budu (b) 5/6 · 
06 h6mwe 9/10 
07 mbudu 9/10 
08 homw~ 9/10 
09 hornw~ 9/10 / / 
10 homwe 9/10 hombodo 9/10 mbudu 9/10 
11 mukwarna 3/4 
258 point 
01 rnuromo 3/4 
02 muromo 3/4 
03 mhuno 9/10 
04 murorno 3/4 
05 muromo 3/4 
06 murorno 3/4 
07 murorno 3/4 
08 muromo 3/4 
09 rnuromo 3/4 
10 murorno 3/4 
11 rnuromo 3/4 
·259 poison 
/ I 
01 nduru 9/10 
02 / / /, nduru 9 /10 
03 mu1honga 3/4 
04 chefu 7 
05 
/ chefu 7 
06 ch~f~ 7 
07 uturu 14 / ' 
08 chepfu 7 
09 
/ I uturu 14 





01 dziwa (dz) 5/6 
02 dziva (dz) 5/6 
03 dziwa (dz) 5/6 
OL~ tawara (t) 5/6 
05 NC 
06 dziwa ( d~) 5/6 
07 dziva (dz) 5/6 
08 dziva (dz) 5/6 
09 dziva (dz) 5/6 





02 nhungu 9/10 
03 nhungU: 9/10 
04 nhungQ 9/10 
05 nhungu 9/10 
06 / / I ngwewe 9 10 
07 njanjB:re 9/10 
08 nhungu 9/.10 
09 nhungu 9/10 
10 nhungU: 9/10 




(s) 5/6 simba 
02 simba ( s) 5/6 
03 simba ( s) 5/6 
04 simba ( s) 5/6 
05 simba ( s) 5/6 
06 simb~ ( s) 5/6 
07 simba ( s) 5/6 
08 simba ( s) 5/6 
09 simba ( s) 5/6 
10 simba ( s) 5/6 
11 
. / ( s) 5/6 simba 
263 promise 
01 chitsidzirano 7/8 
02 chivimbiso 7/8 
03 chiwembeso 7/8 
04 kutenderana 15 
05 kutenderana 15 
06 chitsidzo 7/8 
07 chitsidzo 7/8 
08. chiwimbisa 7/8 ·chiimbiso 7/8 
09 mhiko 9/10 
10 mhiko 9/10 





02 / 14 urwa 
03 





/' 14 urwa 
06 urwa 14 
07 urw8: 14 
08 
/' 14 urwa 
09 
/ 14 urwa 
10 
/ 14 urwa 





02 / / 9/10 mvura 
. 03 / / 9/10 .mvura 
04 / I 9/10 mvura 
05 / / 9/10 mvura 




08 / / I mvura 9 10 
09 / / I mvura 9 10 
10 mvura' 9/10 
11 / / I mvura 9 10 
266 rat 
01 goso (k) 5/6 
02 gonzo (k) 5/6 
03 NC 
04 gonzo (k) 5/6 koso (k) 5/6 
05 gonzo (k) 5/6 
06 gonzo (k) 5/6 
07 gonzo {k) 5/6 
08 gonzo (k) 5/6 
09 gonzo (k) 5/6 
10 g6zho (k) 5/6 
11 gonzo (k) 5/6 gundwana (g) 5/6 
267 reed 
/ / I 01 tsanga 9 10 
02 tsanga 9/10 
03 tsanga 9/10 
04 tsanga 9/10 
05 rnhasa 9/10 
06 tsanga 9/10 
07 rutsanga 11/10 
08 tsanga 9/10 
09 rutsanga 11/10 
10 tsarnba 9/10 
11 tsanga 9/10 rnuhlanga 3/4 
268 Treed (edible) 
01 · nz{rnbe 9/10 
02 ndz{rnbe 9/10 
03 nz:lrnbe 9/10 
04 ·NC 
05 . rnus&re 3/4 
06 pw~r~ngu 9/10 
07 ipw~r~ngu 9/10 
08 ndz:lrnbe 9/10 
09 ipka·9;10 
10 nzirnbe 9/10 
11 .PW~r6ngu 9/10 rnbw~r~ngu 9/10 
269 relish 
01 us~yi 14 
02 US~Vl 14 
/ / 03 usayi 14 
/ / 
04 .usayi 14 
05 rnuriw~ 3/4 
06 rnuriwo 3/4 
07 rnuriwo 3/4 
/ / 
08 usa-v-- 14 
09 rnuriw6 3/4 
10 usav:L /14 
11 rnur{wo 3/4 
270 rib 
01 rnbabvu 9/10 
02 rnbabvu 9/10 
03 rnbabvu 9/10 
04 rnbabvu 9/10 
· 05 rnbabvu 9/10· 
06 rumbabvu 11/10 
07 mbabvu 9/10 
08. mbabvu 9/10 rumbabvu 1~/10 
09 rnbabvu 9/10 rurnbabvu 11/10 
10 rnbabva 9/10 
11 nthiy{ 9/10 
/ . / 
mova 9/10 rnoba 9/10 
271 rice 
01 NC 
02 mupunga 3/4 
03 mpunga 3/4 
04 mpunga 3/4 
05 mpunga 3/4 
06 mupunga 3/4 
07 mupunga 3/4 
08 mupunga 3/4 
09 mupunga 3/4 
10 mprtnga 3/4 
11 mupunga 3/4 
272 right 
01 ruJgi 11 
02 rujgi 11 
03 marujo 6 
04 rudyi 11 
05 maruji 6 
06 rudli 11 
07 muryo 18 
08 rujg~ 11 (_ 
09 rujg7 11 
10 rudli·11 





02 mhet~ 9/10 
03 mhet~ 9/10 
04 mhete 9/10 
' ·, 
05 mhet8' 9/10 
06 mhete 9/10 
07 mhete' 9/10 
08 mhete' 9/10 
09 mhete 9/10 
10 mhet~ 9/10 
11 chithivhera 7/8 
274 river 
01 rwiz{ (nz) 11/10 
/ ' 
02 rukova (h) 11/10 
03 hwiz{ 14/10 
04 rudzi 11/6 
05 NC 
06 rwiz~ 11/10 
07 rwiz7 ,11/10 
08 rwizi 11/10 rukova (h) 11/10 
09 rwizi 11/10 
10 gwizi 11/10 




(t) 5/6 denga 
02 
/ 
(t) 5/6 denga 
03 
/ (t) 5/6. denga 
04 
/ 
(t) 5/6 denga 
.05 di3nga (t) 5/6 
06 d~nga (t) 5/6 
07 
I (t) 5/6 denga 
08 
/ 
(t) 5/6 denga 
09 
/ (t) 5/6 d7nga 
10 denga (t) 5/6 
11 / (t) 5/6 deng?-
276 root 
01 mudzi 3/4 
02 mudzi 3/4 · 
03 mudzi 3/4 
04 mudzi 3/4 
05 muzi 3/4 
06 mudzi 3/4 
07 mudzi 3/4 
08 tnudzi 3/4 
09 mudzi 3/4 
10 mudzi 3/4 
11 nzinde 9/10 mus~nda 3/4 
277 rubbish 
01 marara 6 
02 marara 6 
03 manyara 6 
OL~- marara 6 
05 marara 6 
06 manyarara 6 
07 marara 6 
08 marara 6 
09 marara 6 
10 marara 6 
11 matsvinha 6 
278 ruins 
01 rusvingo 11/6 
02 matongo 6 
03 matere 6 
01+ matere 6 · 
05 matere 6 
06 matongo 6 
07 matongo 6 
08 rusvingo 11/6 
09 masvingo 6 
10 matungo 6 
11 matere 6 madongo 6 
279 · sadza 
01 sadza 9/10 
02 sadza 9/10 
03 sadza 9/.10 
04 sadza 9/10 
05 nkhura 9/10 
06 sadza 9/10 
07 sadza 9/10 
08 sadza 9/10 
09 sadza 9/10 
10 sadza 9/10 
11 sadza 9/10 
280 sand 
01 j~cha CD 5/6 
02 j{che (j) 5/6 
03 
. / 
(j) 5/6 jecha 
04 jecha (j) 5/6 
05 jecha ( j) 5/6 
06 jecha ( j) 5/6 
07 j~cha (j) 5/6 
08 j~cha (j) 5/6 
09 ·j~cha (j) 5/6 
10 mushf je 3/4 








































































ts{ng~ (ts) 5/6 
vhanga (vh) 5/6 
NC 
NC 
dcizvi ( d) 5/6 
gok6 Ck) 5/6 
bonje (p) 5/6 
chivan§?a 7/8 
v~ngci ( v) 5/6 
vanga (v) 5/6 
mukovha 3/4 
284 scorpion 
01 rise (r) 5/6 
chivhanga 9/8 
02 gakanjge (g) 5/6 
03 rise (r) 5/6 manhi 9/10 
04 rise (r) 5/6 
05 rise (r) 5/6 
06 rise (r) 5/6 chinyaride 7/8 
07 · chinyaride 7/8 
08 rise (r) 5/6 
09 chinyaride 7/8 
10 chinyavh~da 7/8 
11 chinyah~da 7/8 mphame 9/10 
285 seed 
01 NC 
02 mbe'U' 9/10 
03 mhodz{ 9/10 ts{k{r{ (ts) 5/6 
04 mbeu 9/10 
05. mb€u 9/10 
06 mbeU: 9/10 
07 mb~U'.' 9/10 
08 mhodzi 9/10 
09 mbeu'. 9/10 
10 mhl}l)Zl 9/10 / / 
11 mbeu 9/10 tsangu (ts) 5/6 
I 
286 sheep 
01 hwai 9/10 
02 hwai 9/10. 
03 hwai 9/10 
04 bira (b) 5/6 
05 bira (b) 5/6 
06 hwai 9/10 . 
07 hwai 9/10 
08 ·hwai 9/10 
09 gwayi (hw) 5/10 
10 gwai (kw) 5/6 
11 gwai (kw) 5/6 bwizhi (pw) 5/6 
287 shell (tortoise) 
01 h6zha 9/10 hese 9/10 
02 gwat{ (kw) 5/6 goko (k) 5/6 
03 goko Ck) 5/6 
04 kokb (k) 5/6 
05 kok6 (k) 5/6 
06 gokhb (k) 5/6 bande' (p) 5/6 
07 mat~k6 6 · 
08 gwat{ (kw) 5/6 
09 demh8' (t) 5/6 
10 gwat{ (kw) 5./~ 
11 dem~ (t) ,deko (t) 5/6 
288 shirt 
01 he'mbe 9/10 
02 h8'mbe 9/10 
/ 
03 hembe 9/10 
04 h~mbe 9/10. 
05 h~mbe 9/10 / , 
06 h7mb7 9/10 
07 h~mbe 9/10 
08 hembe 9/10 
09 hazu 9/10 
10 hembe 9/10 
















tsapato 9/10 shangu 9/1.0 mkwakwata 
tsapato 9/10 
tsapato 9/10 / / 
tsapato 9/10 shangu 9/10 
tsapato 9/10 / 9/10 shangu 
shangu 9/10 
shang6: 9/10 " 
gwada (gw) 5/6 sandasi (s) 
290 shore 
/ / 01 mahombekombe 6 
02 mah6mbek6mbe 6 
03 hombekombe (h) 5/6 
04 gombe (k) 5/6 
05 gombe (k) 5/6 
06 homb.ekombe 5 
07 mah6mbek6mbe 6 
08 humbekumbe. (h) 5/6 
5/6 
09 · mhendere~edzo 9/10 kumucheto 17 
10 me'nd~r~kedzo 9/10 
11 humbiklimbi (h) 5/6 
9/10 
291 shoulder 
01 b~nd~6~o 1 (b())5//6 hot~ 9/10 02 bendekete· p 5 6 
03 b§ndekete (p) 5/6 
oLJ- pe'ndekete' c P) 5/6 
05 p~wa/(p) 5/6 
06 pf~dz~ (pf) 5/6 
07 pfudzi (pf) 5/6 b{p{t~/(b) 5/6 
08 ·pfudzi (pf) 5/6 be'nd~ket~ (p) 5/6 
09 f~dzi (f) 5/6 
10 be~dekete (p) 5/6 
1.1 pfudzi (pf) 5/6 kha:'dia (kh) 5/6 
292 shrew 
01 NC 
02 mudunhe 3/4 
03 · mudende' 3/4 
04 nyamakando 9/10 tsutsutsu (ts) 5/6 
05 NC 
06 mutunh~ 3/4 munyunga 3/4 
0'7 mutunhe 3/4 · · · 
08 mutswiri 3/4 
09 . mutunhe 3/4 
10 mutsw{ri 3/4 
11 muchuchu 3/4 
293 side 
01 d{w{ ( d) 5/6 
02 divi (t) 5/6 
03 rutiwi (t) 11/6 diwi (t) 5/6 
04 rutiwi 11/6 
05 tiwi (t)~5/6 
06 rutiwi 11/6 · 
07 rutivi 11/6,10 
08 rutivi 11/6,10 
09 rutivi 11/6, 10 ' 
10 divi (t) 5/6 
11 mphiri 9/10 · j{nga· (j) 5/6 
294 sign 
01 chiratidzo 7/8 
02 chiratid2 o 7/8 
o~ chiratidzo 7/8 
04 chiratidzo 7/8 chipangidzo 7/8 
05 chibnis6 7/8 
06 chi6nfs6 7/8 
07 chipangidzo 7/8 
08 much~r~chedzo 3/4 
09 chiratidzo 7/8 
/ / / 10 . mucherechedzo 3/4 / / / ·. 
11 chi6n{s6 7/8 chikombidzo 7/8 
295 brother/sister 
01 handz~dzi 9/10 
02 handzadzi 9/10 
03 hanzv~dzi 9/10 . 
04 samuk~dz{ 1a/2a 
05 s&m6k~z{ 1a/2a 
06 hanzv~dzi 9/10 
07 hanzv~dzi 9/10 
08 hanzv&dzi 9/10 
09 · hanzv~dzi 9/10 
10 han1v~dzi 9/10 
11 mukunda 1/2 
296 skin 
01 d~he/madehwe 5/6/ 
02 dehwe (t) 5/6 ganda (k) 5/6 : 
03 gand~ Ck) 5/6 · 
04 k&nda (k) 5/6 
05 / / ( kanda k) 5/6 
06 gcinda (k) 5/6 
07 g&ndB: (k) 5/6 dehwe (t) 5/6 
08 dehwe (t) 5/6 
09 g8:nda (k) 5/6 
10 ganda (k) 5/6 











04 d~nga 5 
05 denga 5 
06 -/ 5 denga 
07 d€mga 5 
08 denga 5 









02 / / I mbama 9 10 
03 
/ 
rup~ 1,, 1 
04 . m9ama 9/10 
05 mbamci 9/10 
06 fut~dha (f) 5/6 
07 rupi 11 mbama 9/10 
08 mbama 9/10 
09 mb~ma 9/10 
10 mbama 9/10 
11 phami 9/10 
299 servant 
01 muranda 1/2 
02 muranda 1/~ 
03 muranda .1/2 
04. muranda 1/2 
05 musewenzi 1/2 
06 muranda 1/2 
07 muranda 1/2 
08 muranda 1/2 
09 mus~venzi 1/2 
10 muranda 1/2 · 
11 muranda 1/2 chish~nd{ 7/8 
300 sledge 
01 goha9/1o 
02 chir~ye 7/8 
03 chiree 7/8 
04 chir~yi 7/8 
05 chireyi 7/8 
06 chir~yi 7/8 
07 chir~yi 7/8 
08 chireyi 7/8 
09 chireyi 7/8 
10 chireya 7/8 


























01 h6zha 9/10 
02 hoh6shwa (h) 5/6 
03 honho 9/10 
01+ NC 
05 nkono 9/10 
06 hbzhwe 9/10 
07 hbndzwe 9/10 
08 gbzhwa 9/10 
09 hohoshwe (h) 5/6 
10 hozhw6 9/10 · 



























01 f 6jga 9/10 
02 mbande 9/10 
03 f6ja 9/10 
04 f 6ja 9/10 
05 f 6dya 9/10 
06 f 6dlya 9/10 
07 fodya 9;10 
08 f6jga 9/10 
09 f ojga 9;10 
10 fojga 9/10 
11 f6rga 9/10 
305 soil 
01 ivhu (vh) 5/6' 
02 ivhu (vh) 5/6 
03 ivhu (vh) 5/6 
04 ivh6 (vh) 5/6 
05 ivhu (vh) 5/6 
06 ivhu (vh) 5/6 
07 ivh6 (vh) 5/6 
08 ivhu (vh) 5/6 
09 ivhu (vh) 5/6 
10 ivhu (vh) 5/6 
11 ivhu (vh) 5/6 
306 son 
01 mwanakomana 1/2. 
02 mwanakomana 1/2 
/ 
03 mwanakomana 1/2 
04 / ' 1/2 mwanakomana 
05 mwanakomana 1/2 
06 mwanakomana 1/2 
07 .muk6~6re 1/2 
08 mwanakomana 1/2 
09 mwan&.komana 1/2 
10 muchinda 1/2 
11 much{nda 1/2 
307 song 
/ / 
01 chimbo 7/8 / 
02 / /I / 11/10 rumbo dzimbo 
03 chimbo 7/8 
04 chimbo 7/8 
05 NC / / . 
06 rwiyo/nzwiys, 11/10 
07 rwiy6/nzwiyo 11/10 
08 rumb6J,nziinbo 11/10 
09 rwiyS(nziyo 11/10 
10 rwiyo/nziyo~ 11/10 
11 ngoma 9/10 
308 .soup 
01 mu to 3 
02 mu to 3 
03 mu to 3 
/ 04 mu to 3 
05 mU:to 3 
06 
/ 
3 mu to 
07 m6to 3 
08 mu to 3 
09 mi;. to 3 
10 mu to 3 
11 mu to 3 
309 South 
. 01 ma6dzanyemba 6 
02 ·maodzanyemba 6 
03 / 6 maodzanyemba 
04 ma6dzanyemba 6 
05 ma6dzanyemba 6 
06 ma6dzanyemba 6 
07 maodzanyemba 6 
08 maodzanyemba 6 
09 maodzanyemba 6 
10 maodzanyemba 6 
11 maodzanyemba 6 
310 spear 
01 / / (pf) 5/6 pfumo 
02 / / (pf) 5/6 pfumo 
03 pfU:m6 (pf) 5/6· 
04 pf0:m6 (pf) 5/6 
05 pfiim6 (pf) 5/6 
06 pfum6 (pf) 5/6 
07 pf6m6 (pf) 5/6 
08 pflim6 (pf) 5/6 
09 pfum6 (pf) 5/6 
10 pfdrrid (pf) 5/6 
11 mukh6ndo 3/4 chixibo 7/8 
311 spider 
01 dzvatsv~tsva (dzv) 5/6 
· 02 · · da'.ndaU'. te rd)~ 5/6 
03 I// > 'A-9/10 h't/ //d 7/8 () I · n~autandau;lte c i andau e buwe b 5 6 
04 buwe (b) 5/6 
05 b~wi (b) 5/6 
06 nyaruta.ndB: 9/10 
07 dandamut~nde (t) 5/6 
08 dzvatsv~tsva (dzv) 5/6 chifU'rira 7/8 
09 dandemut~nde (d) 5/6 
10 dandemut~nde (d) 5/6 
















mweya 3/4 / 
mweya 3/4 mudzimu 1/2,4 
mudzim~ 1/2 ,4 . 
mudzimu 1/2,4 
mwiya 3/4 mudz{mu 1/2,4 
mweya 3/4 mudz{mlf 1/2,4 
mudz~mtl 1/2,4 . 
mweya 3/4 
mudzimu 1/2,4 / 
moya 3/4 mareya 6 mphongb 9/10 
313 spoon 
01 rugo (r) 11/6 
02 rugo 11/8 chigwaku 7/8 
03 rugo 11/6 
04 NC 
05 mugw~ku 3/4 
06 gwaku (gw) 5/6 
07 gwaku ~gw) .5/6 
08 rugwaku 11/4 
09 chipunu 7/8 
mvhuko 9/10 
10 ruw~pura (w) 11/10. 
11 gwakll (gw) 5/6 chicembo 7/8 · chixembo 7/8 
314 spoor 
01 dz{mba (ts) 5/6 
02 dzimba (ts) 5/6 
03 tsoka 9/10 
04 tsoka 9/10 
05 patsikwa 16 
06. rutsokha 11/6,1( 
07 rutsoka 11/10 
08 gwara (kw) 5/6 
09 rutsoka 11/10 
10 rutsoka 11/10 
11 mats6ka 6 
31S> star 
01 ny~ny~dzi 9/10 
02 ny§nyedzi 9/10 
03 ny~nyedz{ 9/10 
04 ny§nyedzi 9/10 
05 nyenyedzi 9/10 
06 ny§nyedz{ 9/10 
07 ny~redz{ 9/10 
08 nyenyedz{ 9/10 
09 nyeredzi 9/10 
10 nyeredz~ 9/10 
11 ny6redz1 .. 9/10 
316 stick 
01 / 9/10 tsvimbo 












9/10 tsvimbo mudonzvo 3/4 / / I 08 tsvimb9 9 10 
09 tsv{mbo 9/10 
10 tsvimbb 9/10 
11 ndonga 9/10 muchizo 3/4 
317 stomach 
01 
. / / 
mhimba 9/'10 
02 nhumbu 9/'10 
03 
/ / mhimba 9/'10 dumbu (t) 5/6 
04 nhenga 9/10 
05 nhenga 9/'10 
06 nhumbu 9/'10 
07 dumbu (t) 5/6 
08 nhumbu 9/'10 
09 dumbu (t) 5/6 
'10 dumbu (t) 5/6 
'1 '1 dumbu (t)· 5/6 
3'18 stone 
01 NC 
02 katombo 12/'13 
03 NC 
04 NC 
05 b6we (b) 5/6 
06 ihwe (hw) 5/6 
07 buhwe (p) 5/6 
08 ibwe 5/6 · 
09 ibwe 5/6 
10 bwe 5/6 
'1'1 buwe (p) 5/6 
319 story 
/ 
01 nyaya 9/10 
ndani 
02 nyay~ 9/10 rungano 
03 nyaya 9/'10 
04 nyay~ 9/'10 
05 nyaya 9/10 




08 rungario 11/10 
09 rungano 11/10 
10 rungano 1'1/'10 
11 ungano 14/10 ndaa 
320 stranger 
01 muyeni 1/2. 
02 muyeni 1/2 
03 muyeni 1-/2 
04 mur~ndo 1/2 
05 mur~ndo 1/2 
06 mweni/waeni '1/2 
07 mweni/vaeni 1/2 
08 / / I muenzi 1·2 
09 mweni/vayeni '1/2 






321 stumbling block 
01 chip{ngldzo 7/8 
02 chigutsa 7/8 
03 chip{ngaidzo 7/8 
04 NC 
05 NC 
06 chikhuhuniso 7/8 
07 chikuhuno 7/8 
08 chigutsa 7/8 
09 chigumburo 7/8 
/I 0 h . / L / / 7/8 1 · c ipinga mup1ny1 
11 chitsiki 7/8 
322 stump 
01 bango (p) 5/6 
02 chigutsa 7/8 
03 chigutsa 7/8 chik~nf 7/8 
04 NC 
05 chiji 7/8 
06 chitsB: 7/8 
07 chitsa 7)8 
08 chigutsa 7/8 
09· chitsfga 7/8 
10 chitsiga 7/8 
















































utunhunu 14 / 







d:lma ( d) 5/6 















muswe 3/4 /· I muswe 3 4 
musw~ 3/4. 
326 ta too 
01 nyora 9/10 
02 ny6ra 9/10 




05 manhembo 6 
06 masvunhurira 6 
07 ny6ra 9/10 
08 ny6ra 9/10 
09 nyora 9/10 
10 ny6ra 9/10 




01 mubi 1/2 / 
02 mub{ )/2 mbavha 9/10 
03 mbavhc; 9/10 
04 mbavha 9/10 
05 mub{ 1/2 
06 mbavh~ 9/10 
07 mbavh§. 9/10 
08 mbabvA 9/10 
09 gor6~o (k) 5/6 
10 mbava 19/10 
11 mbavha 9/10 
328 thigh 
01 chijga 7/8 
02 chijga 7/8 
03 chija 7 /8 . 
04 bero (b/w) 5/6 
05 bero (b/w) 5/6 
06 chihlya 7/8 
07 chihlya 7 /8 . 
08 chijga 7/8 
09 ch{jga 7/8 
10 ch{dzva 7/8 
11 chizva 7/8 thanga (th) 5/6 
329 ·thing 
01 chinhu 7/8 
02 chinhu 7/8 
03 chinhu 7/8 
04 chinhu 7/8 
05 chinhu ·7 /8 
06 chiro 7/8 
07 chiro 7/8 
08 chinhu 7/8 
09 chinhu 7/8 
10 chinhu 7/8 
11 chiro 7/8 
330 thorn· 
I 
01 munzwa 3/4 
/ 
02 munzwa 3/4 
03 munzwa 3/4. 
OLI: munzwa 3/4 mubva 3/4 
05 munzwa:.3;4 mubva 3/4 
06 munzwa: 3/4 
07 munzwS: 3/4 
08 munzw~ 3/4 
09 munzwci 3/4 
10 munzwcf 3/4 







01 chif6n90 7/8 
02 pfungwa 9/10· 
3 I I I 0 pfl7ngw?- 9 10 
04 pfungwa 9/10 
I / 
05 kufunga 15 
06 m~fun90 3/4 
07 f~ngw~ 9/10 . 
08 fungwa 9/10 
09 pf~ngw~ 9/10 
10 pf~ngw~ 9/10 
11 pfungwa 9/10 ndangariro 9/10 
332 thumb 
01 chigumwe 7/8 
02 chigunwe 7/8 
03 chikunwe chikuru 7/8 
04 chigunwe 7/8 
05 chigunwe 7/8 
06 chigunwe 7/8 
07 gunwe (k) 5/6 
08· chigunwe 7/8 
09 gunwe (k) 5/6 
10 chara 7/8 
11 gunwe (k} 5/6 
333 tick 
01 chimugwekwe 7/8 
02 chikwekwe 7/8 
03 gwekwe (kw) 5/6 
04 gwekwe (kw) 5/6 nkukupa 9/10 
05 . NC 
06 gupa (g) 5/6 
07 gupa (g) 5/6 
08 chikwekwe 7/8 chishambwe 7/8 
09 dar{ ~d) 5/6 
10 chishambwe 7/8 
11 gupa (k) 5/6 
334 tobacco 
01 fbjga 9/10 
02 f bjga 9/10 
03 ·fbja 9/10 
04 f 9ja 9/10 
05 f odya 9/10 
06 f 6dlya 9/10 
07 f6dya 9/10 
08 f 6jga 9/10 
09 f6jga 9/10 
10 fojga 9/10 
11 f6~ga 9/10 
335 today 
01 h/ . 1 · n asi a 
02 nh~si 1a 
03 nh~si 1a 
04 nyamU:si 1a 
05 nyamusi 1a 
06 nhasi 1a 
07 nhasi 1a 
08 nhasi 1a 
09 nhasi 1a 
10 nhaasi 1a 
11· nhasi 1a 
336 toe 
01 chigumwe 7/8 
02 chigunwe 7/8 / / 03 chigunwe chikU.ru 7/8 
04 chigunwe 7/8 
05 chigunwe 7/8 
06 chigunwe 7/8 
07 chikunwe 7/8 
08 chigumwe 7 /8 · 
09 chigl}nwe 7/8 
10 chigunwe 7/8 


























/' / / / 
zino (z) 5/6 meno 
z{no (z) 5/6 meno 
zin6 (z) 5/6 meno 
dzinc5 /mano 5/6 
dz:i'.no' /mano 5/6 / 
z{n6 (z) 5/6 m~no 
z{n6 (z) 5/6 m~n6 
zin6 (z) 5/6 men6 
z1n6 (z) 5/6 m~no 
zyi6 (z) 5/6 m~no 















. / / 
kamba 9/10 
339 tongue 
01 rurim{ (r) 11/6 
02 rur{m{ 11/10 . 
03 urimi 14/6 
04· rur:imi 11/6 
05 rurim{ 11/6 
06 rurimi 11/6 
7 / / 1/6 0 rur~mi 1 
08 rur;i.m7 11/10 
09 rur{mi 11/10. 
10· rur:Yn{ 11/10 
11· rurim{ 11/10 
340 town 
01 dorbbva (d) 5/6 
02 guta (g) 5/6 
03 guta (g) 5/6 
04 dor6ba (d) 5/6 · 
05 d9r9ba (d) 5/6 
06 dorob~ (d) 5/6 
07 doroba (d) 5/6 
08 dor6ba (d) 5/6 
09 guta (k) 5/6 
10 guta (g) 5/6 































































3/4 mu ti 
./ 
3/4 mu ti 
/ 
3/4 •· mu ti 
/ 
3/4 mu ti 
/ 
3/4 mu ti .... . :
/ 
3/4 mu ti 
mut{ 3/4 
/ 
3/4 mu ti 
/ 









rudzi (r )Yl/6 
rudzi (r)1'J/6 
rudzi (nd) 11/10 
(nd) · 11/10 rudzi 
rudzi Cr) 5/6 . I 










/ / / 
7 chokwadi 












gunhura (g) 5/6 
gul)hura (g) 5/6 
mhesvi 9/10 
dunzi (t) 5/6 
NC 




/ I nyamabiri 1a 
mambiri 6 
mambiri 6 





nyambiri (ny) 5/6 
(dz) 5/6 muhlobo 3/4 
346 urine 
01 mutundo 3/4 
02 mutundo 3/4 
03 mutundo 3/4 
04 utumbo 14 
05 utundo 14 
06 matundo 6 
07 mutundo 3 
08 mutundo 3 
09 mutu,ndo 3 
10 mutundo 3 
11 mutundo,matundo 3,6 
. 34.7 · virgin 
01 mhandara 9/10 
02 mhandara 9/10 
03 mhandara 9/10 
04 mhandara 9/10 
05 mhandara 9/10 
06 mhandara 9/10 
07 mhandara 9/10 
08 mhandara 9/10 
09 mhandara 9/10 
10 mh~ndara 9/10 
11 mphandara 9/10 
348 voice 
01 izw{ (zw) 5/6 
02 izw{/(zw) 5/6 
03 inzwi 9/10 
04 izw{ (zw) 5/6 
05 izw~ (zw) 5/6 
06 izwi (zw) 5/6 
07 izw{ (zw) 5/6 
08' izw{ (zw) 5/6 
09 izwi (zw) 5/6 
10 izwi (zw) 5/6 
11 izwi (zw) 5/6 
349 wall 
01 madziro 6 
02 madziro 6 
03 madziro 6 
04 madziro 6 
05 NC / 
06 ukuri 14 
07 ukuri 14 
08 chengo 7/8 
09 dziro (dz) 5/6 
10 NC 
11 rukumbathi (r) 5/6 
350 war 
01 h6ndb 9/10 
02 mhanda 9/10 b6tso (b) 
03 hond6 9/10 
04 h6na6 9;10 
05 hond6 9;10 
06 h6nd6 9/10 
07 h6nd6 9/10 
08 h6nd6 9/10 
09 h6nd6 9/10 
10 h6nd<f 9/10 
/ / 11 h6ndo 9/10 imb:L 9/10 
5/6 
351 warthog 
01 njiri 9/10 
02 njiri 9/10 
03 humba yesango 9/10 
04 njiri 9/10 
05 njiri 9/10 
06 njiri 9/10 
07 njiri 9/10 
08 njiri 9/10 
09 ngurusi 9/10 
10 njiri 9/10 
11 ndhawana (dh) 9/6 
352 water 
01 mvU'rci 9/10 
02 mvura 9/10 
03 / / I mvura 9 10 
04 madzi 6 
05 madzi 6 / / I .06 mvura 9 10 / / I 07 mvura 9 10 
08 . mvU:ra 9/10 / / I 09 mvura 9 10 
10 mvurB: 9/10 
11. mvuri 9/10 
353 wedding 
01 muchato 3/4 
02 muchato 3/4 
03 muchato 3/4 
04 .muchato 3/4 
05 muchato 3/4 
06 muchato 3/4 
07 muchato 3/4 
08 muchato 3/4 
09 muchato 3/4 
10 muchato 3/4 
11 muchadho 3/4· 
354 weed 
01 sora (s) 5/6 
02 sora (s) 5/6 
03 sora (s) 5/6 
04 NC 
05 NC I 
06 sora (s) 5/6 bundo (b) 5/6 
07 sora'. (s) 5/6 
08 sor§. (s) 5/6 
09 ssra' (s) 5/6 
10 bu'ndu 9/10 
11 shakuro (sh) 5/6 
355 week 
01 svondo (sv) 5/6 
02 svondo (sv) 5/6 vhiki (vh) 5/6 
03 sondo ( s) 5/6. 
04 sondo (s) 5/6 
05 sondo (s) 5/6 
06 svondo (sv) 5/6 
07 vhiki (vh) 5/6 
08 svondo (sv) 5/6 
09 svondo (sv) 5/6 
10 svondo (sv) 5/6 






























































ts.ime (ts) 5/6 
tsime (ts) 5/6 






tsime (ts) 5/6 
tsime (ts) 5/6 
chinyuka 7/8 
West 
/ / / / / 







/ / / 














mushar;ihu 3/4 rushamhu 11 
chamboko (ch) 5/6 
shamhu 9/10 
hlava 9/10 / 
s~pu 9/10 swepu 9/10 
whiteman 
murungu 1/2 
















/ / / / 9/10 shirikadzi 
/ / / / 
shirikadzi 9/10 
chirikcidzi 9/10 

















mh~po 9/10 / / I mhepo 9 '10 / / I mhepo 9 10 / / I mhepo 9 10 / / I mhepo 9 '10 
mhepo 9/10 / / I mhepo 9 10 / / I mhepo 9 10 
mh6p6 9/10 
dutu (d) 5/6 
362 wisdom 
/ 
01 un9w~ro 14 
mututu 3/4 
02 UZlVl 14 
03 ungwaru 14 uz{w{ 14 uch6njeri 14 
04 NC 
05 muchenje'ri 3 
06 un9w.;ru 14 
07 UZlWl 11+ 
08 uchE;nj~ri 14 
09 ungwaru 14 
10 ungw ar~ 14 / . / 
11 ungwaru 14 uchenjebvu 14 
363 wing 
01 bap~ro (p) 5/6 
02 bapiro (p) 5/6 
03 pap{ro (p) 5/6 
04 pap{ro (p) 5/6 
05 pap{rwe (p) 5/6 
06 bap{ro (p) 5/6 
07 bap{ro (p) 5/6 
08 bapiro (p) 5/6 
09 bap~ro (p) 5/6 
10 bapiro (p) 5/6 


























munhukadzi 1/2 / / I mukadzi 1 2 
muk.9:dz{ 1/2 / / I mukadzi 1 2 / / I mukadz;i. 1 2 
muk~dz~ 1/2 
mukadzi 1/2 




b~s~ (b) 5/6 
/ I 
basa (b) 5/6 
basa (b) 5/6 
basa (b) 5/6 
basa (b) 5/6 
basa (b) 5/6 
basa (b) 5/6 
basa (b) 5/6 




01 dzongom~dzi (dz) 5/6 
02 munyoka 3/4 
03 gonye (k) 5/6 honye 9/10 
04 k6nye (k) 5/6 
05 kcnye (k) 5/6 
06 honye (k) 5/6 
07 honye ( k) 5/6 
08 honyi (k) 5/6 
09 gonye (h) 5/10 
10 gonye ( k) 5/6 
1 1 honye 9/10 
367 wound 
01 ronda ( r) 5/6 
02 ro:hda ( r) 5/6 
03 ronda ( r) 5/6 
. 04 donda ( r) 5/6 
05 donda (r) 5/6 
06 chironda 7/8 
07 chironda 7/8 
08 ronda (r) 5/6 
09 ronda (r~ 5/6 
10 ronda (r 5/6 
11 chironda 7/8 bonje (o) 5/6 nceba (nc) 5/6 
368 year 
/ 
( k) 5/6 01 gor~ 
02 gore ( k) 5/6 
03 
/ ( k) 5/6 gore 
04 / (k) 5/6 gore 
05 
/ ( k) 5/6 gore 
06 gor§ ( g) 5/6 
07 
/ (k) 5/6 gore 
08 / ( k) 5/6 gore 
09 
. / (k) 5/6 gore 
10 go ref (k) 5/6 
11 gore (k) 5/6 
369 yesterday 
01 / nezuro 











01 mbiz{ 9/10 
02 mbiz{ 9/10 
03 mbiz{ 9/10 
04 mbiz{ 9/10 
05 mbiz{ 9/10 
06 mbiz{ 9/10 
07 mbizi 9/10 
08 mbiz{ 9/10 
09 mbizf 9/10 
10 mbiz{ 9/10 




































- 0 ·ura 
b / / 
-gu7a / I 
-phadzura 
b. able 
/ / -kwana 
/ / / 
-kwanisa 
/ / / 
-kwanisa 
/ / / 
-kwanisa -gona 



























































/ / ' / / -bata -sunga 
-p6mera mhosva 
/ / / / 
-p~ w7nh~ mur~ndo 
-pa winha murando 
/ / -pa mhosva 
-pa mh6~v~ 
-nene'dzera 
/ / -pa mhosva· 
6 / / -p mhera 
/ / / dh"'~ -parisa n aa 
ache 
/ / 
-hw17ra / -dingiduka 
-rwadza 
/ / -hwadza 
/ / -konza 
-ko/,iz$. 
-tete'nha 







006 add to 
01 
/ / / -pamhidza 
02 a: / / / -p mhidzira 
03 
/ / / / -tsanganisa -pamh1dz1ra 
04 / / / / -ungan1sa 
05 
/ / / / -unganisa 
06 a ,, ,, -p mhidza 
07 
/ / / -tuts1ra 
08 
;: / / / . -pamJ;ndzira 
09. 
/ / / -pamh1dza 
10 / / / -we dz era 











/ / -zvida 
08 / / / -sham1swa 
09 ~ / / -f r1ra 







































/ / / 
-batsira 
/ -raya -pa mazano 
-nyewer~ 
-'dziwisa 
/·/ / -dz1w1sa 
/ -pa zano 
/ / / -batsira 
/' / -unza 
















/ / I -wawar1ra 
/ . / -nanga 
I '-/ ( -wawar1ra 
/ ./ / -wawarira 
/ / -pangidza 




























-f adza / e I 04 -sek sa 
05 -sekesa 
/ I 
06 -f adza / 
07 
/ { -fadzisa 
08 
/ ./ / -shamisa 
09 -f ~dzjl 
10 -f adza 






































I / ./ / 
-gumbura -shatirisa 
' / ' / / -snatirisa 
/ I I / -shatirisa 
-dziwa 
-shB:t{r{sa 
/ ./ / -sho..tisa 
-netoa 
/ / / -tsumwisa 
/" 
-tsamw:Lsa 
-tsamwis~ -sh{sh~ -tsenhesa -nyandadza 
answer 
-dawira 
/ / / -pindura 
, I / 
-pendura 
/ / / -pindura 
./ / / -pindura 
-pindura 
/ / / -pindura 
/ / / -pindura 
•' d/ I -pin ura 
./ I / 




/ /, / / / 
-kumbira. ruregerero 
-kumbir~ rur~gerero 
/ ./ / / -kumbira ruregerero 
/ ./ / / -kumbira ruregerero 
-regererga 
/ -pa ruregerero 
-bvuma 
/ / I / / -kumbira ruregerero 
I / I . 
-reva kanganwiro 































































/ / / 
-oneka 
/ / / 
-onekera / e / -on ka 
/ / -buda 
/ / 
-buda 
/ / / -oneka 
/ L -wa oc 
/ --ve .Loe / e / -on·kwa 













/ I -ro.rnba 
-ita nharo 
-ita nharo 
-pikis~ / / / / 





-r9ng~ / . 
-rongedzera 
-gadzirisa 












































































/ / -re a· a 9 / / 
-zvinyima 
-sai ta · 
-regedza 






































































-chaya -taka -hima 












/ / / / 
-dengeny7ra 
06 
/ / / 
-dent:;ezera 
0.7 -gadzikana 
08 / / / -dengezera 
09 
,, ;? / / 
-midie;ara 
10 / e / -deng zara 
11 ./ e / -deng zera 
027 beg 
01 -Ne 
02 / / / -kumbira 
03 -p~mh<; / 
04 -kumbira 
05 
/ / / 
-kumbira 
06 k/ b/. / -pemha - um ira 
07 k/ b/ / - um ira 
08 / / ct. -kumbir 
09 -pemha 
10 
/ 7 / 
-kumbira 





/ / 02· / CJ/ / -tano-isa -vamba 
03 
/ 0/ / / / 
-t~_ng=J,.Sa -wamba 
04 -tang a 
05 -tom a 
06 -wamba 
07 -vcynb'} / 
08 -tangisa 
09 









02 / / / -tendera 
03 El / / -d wira ' -bvuma 
04 -bvuma 
05 -bvuma / / a. 06 -dawir 
07 








/ / / -kombama 
03 
/ / / 
-kombanrn. -pet a 
04 -kotamisa 
05 
/ / / -kotama 
06 -kombamisa 
07 -kotamisa 
08 ' / b/ / -Korn amisa 
09 -kotarna 
'10 -k6mbama'.' 


































/ / -suni;ra 


















/ / -rum a 
/ / -rum a 
-rlima 
/ / -rum a 
-rlim& 

















































/ / / 
-k~er~t17 . 
-kumbira 
/ / / -k:Umbira 












































































T / I -dimbura 
/ / -gura 
· -chk6rl 
-vhunha: 
/ / -vhuna 













/ / / 
-darik<t 



















/- / -wa.Ka 
/ / 
-waka 



















/ / -pfuta 
-baka -gabuka 
,/ / / -chinyura 
/ / / 
-dam bur a 
~ 





























01 -fut a 
02 
/ / / 
-putika 
03 





/ ./ / -putika 
07 
/ .' / 
-putika 
08 / / / -putika 
09 
/ / / 
-putika , / / 
10 -putika 
/ / / 
11 






02 ./ / -viga 
/ / / 
03 
/ / -wig a -pfuchira 
./ / 04- -wig a 
05 
/ / -fuchira 






10 ./· / -viga 
/ / 











04- / / -tenga 
05 







/ / -tenga 
10 / / -tenga 















-diJ.dza -a.a{ dz a 
-NC 
/ / / -danhidza 
/ ,/ / 
-daidza 
-dci'"idzB.: 
/ / / 
-shevedza 





























































/ / / -sarudza 





















































/ / -zarira 











/ / -konya -vhimba 
collect live coals 
/ / 
-tora 
. / / / -unganidza -tsvaga .... / / . -L<ora -Jora 
-NC 
/ / / -kochesa 
/ / / / -unganidza 
/ / / / -onganidza 
/ / -tot a · 
-unganidza 
-tsaka 
/ I -uka 
-dzariangura 
/ /I I 
-dumaidza 
051 comb 
01 -pf etudza 
02 -kamura 
03 
/ / / -kamura 
04 -f etura 
05 
/ / / -f etura 
06 -pf etura 
07 





11 -kB:mi -vhukuza • 
052 command 
01 / / -tema 
02 -tum'a 
03 -taurira 








/ / / 08 -udzira 
09 
/ / / / -manikidza 
10 A. -raidza 




/ / / 
-popota 
03 
/ / -chemachema 
04 
/ / / 
-popota 
05 
/ / / -poP,era 
06 ,..;/ / ,../t/ -n::rurunglf a 0 / / 





/ 0 / / 
-nyu~uta 
10 / I -popota / 
11 / / -gumina -nyunyuta 
054 cough 
01 
/ / / 
-kosora ., 
02 6 / / -k sora 
03 
/ / I -kosora 
04 -k6sora 
05 -kos6rc{ 




/ / / 10 -koshora 











































































/ / -gadza -pfumba -konza 
-nyen9a 
-f runbir~ -nyenga 





/ 0(., -nyepga · 
-nyenga -gangisa -buyisa 
cover up 
/ / / 
-fukidza 
f/d./. / -p i iga 
/ ./ / / -kw1d1b1ra 
/ / / 
-fukidza 
/ / /· 
-fulnza / /·/ / -kw1d1b1dza 
/ ./ / 
-fukidza 
/ ./ / -fudiga . 
/ / /. / -fuk1dz1ra 
/ ,, / 
-putira 








v ./ / 
-bira 


































/ / -chema 
061 cry out 
01 -N? / / ~ / 02· · -snambarara 
03 
// / / -daidzira 
04 / / -rira 
05 :( / / -r risa 
06 / e:. / -hlow r~ 
07. 
/ / -chemesa 
08 / / / -kamika 
09 
/ / / r-gomera 
10 -NC 









/ / 04 -tuka 
05 
I -/ -tuka 






/ / -tuka 






02 -rap a 
03 -rap a 
04 -rap a 
05 -rap a 
06 -rap a 
07 -rapa 
08 -rap a 
09 / / a. -pores 
10 -rapa 
11 -rap a 
06L~ cut 
01 / / -tema . 
02 -tema 
03 -tern a 




I / -cheka 
08 -ch.eke§. 




: 01· / / - -tamba 02 -ta'.mb§. 
03 






I 07 -tamba 08 / / -tamba 
09 
. / I • -tamba 10 I h/ I -tam a 




























/ / 7 -nyengedza 
-nyeng~dz& -f~r{r~ 
-nyenge'dza 
/ / / -nyEi'ngerera 
/ / / -nyengedza 
-nye-nge'dza 
/ ' /, / -ny7ngea.za 
-nyeng·era 



































































. h/ / -c era 
/ / 
-ch era 
/ / / / 
-chera -timba 






/ -tsa -phanda 
071 discuss 





/ / / 










11 -buya -reketa 
072 divide 
01 
. / / I 
-kamura 
02. -pdtsanisa 
03 -pasanitsa -kowera 
04 -gowera 
05 .-gowana / 
·06 / / ./ 6. -pangurir na 
07 -govanisa 1 08 -sanga:n:Lsa 
09 -gov er'} 




















































' / -chera 





















/ / 04 -rota 
05 -rbtci 





























10 / -nwa 
-ph6z&: 11 / -nhadira -mwa 
078' drip 
01 -donh~ 
02 / / -donhedza 
03 -donha 
/ / 04 -chuch~ 
05 











01 -nyi.;r~ "'~ ~ 









/ / -nyura 
07 
/ I -nyura 





















09' -Jga / 
10 -dlya 












































































/ I ,,./ . -1ta suanJe 
/ h/ . -va nes anJe 
-vemura 





-ucjza / / . 
-va neshanJe 






















I I / 6 / -pona -pon ra 
-tiza -nzvenda 
/ / / / 
-nzvenga -tiza 
/ / I / 
-nzvenga -t1za 
I / ,,' / 
-nzvenga -t1za / / . .,; / I / 
-t1za -phodzonyoka 
evaporate 














































































/ . / I / 
-tadza -bweka 




















/ / / -punzika 
-d6nh& 
-don ha -putsika 
-wa 
/ / / . 
-putsika 
-wa 

























·bva - . / 
-nzwa 










/ / -zaza 




/d. / -za za 
-zadza 
...,..!· ........ 
/ I -zadza 
/ / 
-zadza 
. / I 














































































/ / -peza 






















/ / / 
-raura 
·/ / / -raura 
/ / / -raura 
/ / 
"'".::: .•., 
/ / -vedza 
-w~dz~ 
-we dz a 
/ / -we dz a -ye dz a 









-NS / i 
-y7ng.ama 
-werera'. 
/ I / -werera 





































































" " / / -mbururuka 
-bururuka 
-bururuka 
/ / / / 
-bururuka / / / a -bururuk 
-bururuka 
/ , ; 
-mburuka 
forbid 
-dz um a 
-ram bi dz a 
-ram bi dz a. 
-ram bi dz a 
/ / / -rambiza 
-dziidza 
-ram bi dz a 
/ " / -ram bi dz a 
-dzivisa 
-ram bi dz a 
-ram bi dz a 
force 
/ I / / -manikidza 
/ ./ ./ / -manikid.za 
-manikidza 
-manikidza 
/ / ./ -sungirira 
-manikidza 
/ / / -manikidza 





/ / -kangamwa 
~ .. 




' / ' -yehwa . / / / 
-Kanganw~ 
-kangcinwa 
/ / / -kanganwa . / / 
-kang~nw'? 
-kanO'anwa 
/ 0 / / 




/ I' / / 
-regerera -~angan~ira 
-kanganwira 














































/ / / 
-pereka 
/ 

































06 · -k~rci 
' . / 


















/ / / 
-chengeta 




















04 -lf sa 
05 








01 t/ /k/ -· ur1 a 
02 




04 / / / -turika 
05 
/ ./ / 
-man1ka 
/ ,/ / 
06 -tur1ka 
07 ,_/ /k/ -vur1 E> 
/ / 08 -tur1ka 
, 09 -turik~ 
10 / / -tur1ka/ 
// / 






05 6 / / -k cheza 
06 . u / -pun ra 
07 





7 / / 
11 -kUrura 
... !09 hasten 
01 -NC ""'..!:, 
02 1 / / < d . 
. .~ ..... 
- rurum1 za -








11 -kasira -rumbarumba. 
110 h8te 
01 -zonda 
02 / / -venga 
03 
/ / -wenga 
OL~ -zonda 
05 / / -wenga 
06 / / -wenga 
07 -zonaa: 
08 / / -sema 
09 
/ / -venga 
10 / / -vhenga 


































































/ / / -batsira 
/ ~ / 
-batsira 
-bdtsira 
/ / / 
-batsira 
/ / / -batsira 
/ . / / 
-batsira · 
/ / / -butsira 
/ / / 
-batsira 

























/ / -svisva 


























/t/ -ba a 



































































-so dz a 
-vh~m~ 
-vhima 
/ / -vhima 
/ / -vhima 
.I / -vhima 
/ I ./ / I -vlnma -hloza -zingeya 
hurt 
-kuwadza 
I I I -kuvadza 
-kuwadza 
-kuwara 
/ ( / 
-waz~a 
I I -kuwadza 
/ ' / -kuw·ra 
-dzimba 
/ / / 
-kuvadza 
/ / / 















-NC - .·· . ..,_ 
/ / / / . 
-batanidza 
-somanidza -sunganidza 
' / / / . 
-batana 
-kumbanera 
-bata,n{dza a: ,,, ./ / -b tanidza 
/ / / / 
-batanidza 
~ / 7 . -b tan~ 



















/ / -rova 
03 
/ / -row a 
04 -nhera 
05 
/ / -nhera 





/ / -pfura 
10 -kaba 
11 -khaba -phunthura 
122 kill 
01 
/ / / 
. -uraya 
02 





04 / / / -uraya 
05 -U:ra'ya 
06 
/ ,. ,. 
-uraya 
07 / a / -ur ya 
08 -U:raya 
09 / t3. / -ur ya 
10 / a / -ur ya 
·· 1.1 / / / -uraya 
123 kiss 
01 --NC 
02 -sve-t;a / 
03 -tsvoda 








09 -sveta . 
10 -sveta 




-z1wa --:: ... I . / 
02 -z7vc; 
.... ~ :-. \ -
03 -z1wa 
OLi-, 
/ / -z1wa 
05 














0·3 I ,--seka 
/ / 
04 -seka 
05 / / -seka 
06 -seka 
07 -seka 






02 -don ha -bvinza 
03 -don ha 
04 -NC 












03 -dzidza -funda 
/ / 04 -funda 
05 
/ / -funda 
/ / 
06 -dzidza 
07 " /d I -a.z1 za 
/ / 08 -dz1dza 
09 d /" / - .zia.za 
./ / 10 -dzidza 




/ / I -kotama 
03 ~ / / -dz yama 
04 -NC 
05 
/ / I 
-tseyama 
06 
/ ~. / 
-seyama 
07 




/ / / -zendama 
10 -zemb~ra 
11 -tseamisa 
129 leave behind 
01 / 
/ 
-siya ..... :.· '·, 
02 -s{yc{ 
03 
/ / -siya 
04 / / -siya 
05 
./ / -siya. 
06 






/ I -siya 
10 / / -s~<; 
11 -siya 
130 lend 
01 / I / -kwereta 
02 -kwer8"t8: -pa 
I ;t / 03 -kumbidza 
04 -kll'mb.ira'. 
05 / / / -kumbir'? 
06 e. / / -kw retesa 
0'7 / -pa 
08 e. / / -kw reta 
09 
I 
-pa/ I I ·1 
10 -kweretesa 













































































/ / 7 
-simudza 
/ -mus a 










/ / / -terera 
/ / / -tetekera 
-NC 
-b~a I I 
-teerera t/:5 / /' - ec:rera 
/ -nzwa 
~ / / / -t erera 
/~ / / -te rera 






























/ / -yayeya 
/ / / -ringitsa 
-ring:lsa 

























11 -shongana -hlangana 
138 mould 
01 / / -y,mb~ 
02 -umba 
03 
/ / -umba 




08 / / -umba 
09 / / -umba 
10 / / -umba 
·11 / / -umba 
139 open 
01 -zarura ~-
02 -zarura -zurura 
03 -zarura .-zurura 
04 . / / -Jura 
05 


























/ / / / -pesveredza 
/ / / / ·-gombedzera 
/ / / -nyengetedza 
-nyengerera -tsvetera 































































/ / / -dzudzura -seta 
play 











































/ / . / 
-nongedza 
/ / / -nongedza 
/ / / -nangidza 
/ / / -nongedza 
-n6ngezB: 
/ / / -nongedza 
6 /' / -n ngedza 
/ / -nanga 
-nono::edz'B. 




01 f / / -p udza 
/ / / 02 
/ / 
-ts-setedza -tsvindisa -pfudza -pukUta 
03 
/ / / / -pfudza -kwesha 






/ / / 
-puk~ta / / 
08 / / -pukuta -pfudza 
09 
/ / / / / -pukuta -dz';r~ 
10 / / / -pukuta -dzima 




/ / / 
03 -dira -durura 







11 -durura -the ya 
148 praize 
01 -tenda -kudza -rum.bi dz a;. 
02 -tenda 
/ / 
03 -rumbidza -kudza 
04 -kuza 
05 -kuza 
/ / 06 -kudza 
07 -kudza 
08 -rumbidza 
09 -rum bi dz a 
10 -rum bi dz a 
/ / / / 11 




/ / / 
-namata . ""':.·-:; ~ .~-..... 
I / I 
02 -namata 
03 / I / -namata 




08 · -namata 
09 -namata. 
10 -namata / I / 
11 -namata -kumbira 
150 promise 
01 A. -rairira 
02 -vimbisa-
03 
/ / / .-w1mb1sa 
04. -NC 





10 -pika / 




. / I / I -pfuwa / / / 03 -donza -kwekweta -zuwa 
04 -donza 
































/ / /. / -say1dz1ra 





I/ / / -sa1dz1ra 
I / (' / 
-sa1r1ra 
/ / / / ,; / I / -say1dz1ra -say1r1ra 










































































































































/ / / 
-tondera/ 







-r~:sga:i;i df a ~:: '·, 
-yeuch1dza 
/ I / / 
-yeuch1d}a 
-t6nd8°dza 
/ I / -tondeza 
I / / 
-tondedza / 
-cher6'chif dza 
/I / -rangaridza -yeudza 
-rangaridza 














/ I I 
-zorora 
/ / / -zorora 
-z6r6ra 
-NC 












/ / / .,..zorora 
/ / / -zorora 
/ / I -zorora 
/ / / -zorora 




02 -dzoka -p;i.nduka-1 
03 -dzoka 
04 -dzoka 









































-~si~a / / 
-unz1dz1ra 
roll 
,/ ,/ / 
-tsiidza 
pet a ~· 
I I I'.•., 
-peta -monera · 




I I I -monera 
/ / / / -gungurutsa 






05 -wora -bvunda 
06 -wora 
07 -woora 
08 -vora -ora 
09 -ora 
10 -w9ra 
11 -wora -ora 
166 paddle 
01 -chovha . ' 
02 / / -ch~a / 
03 -kais1ra 
04 -NC 







167 b. satisfied 
01 






/ / -gut a 
04 / / -gut a 
05 
/ / -guta 
06 / / -gut a 
07 
/ / -gut a 





10 -Tut a ts; / 
11 -gut a 
168 scatter 
01 -para dz a 






08 -para dz a 
09 -para dz a 





/' / '"-t:; .... , 





/ / -kenga 









01 -rung a 
02 -rung a 
03 -rung a 
04 -rung a 
05' -rung a 
06 -rung a 
07 -rung a 
08 -rung a 
09 -rung a 
10 -rung a 













/ / / -tengesa 
/ / I -tengesa 
/ / / -tengesa 
I I / -tengesa 
/ / / -tengesa 
/ / / 
-tengesa 
/ / / -tengesa 
/ / / -tengesa 
/ / / -tengesa 
/ I / -tengesa 
/ / /.. -tengesa 
,_, 




















































I / -tum a 
I / -tum a 
j / / -tumisa 
/ I / -tum1ra . / ./ / 
-tum1dza 
/ / . 
-tum a 




















/ I -teya. 
-t~y~ 
-teya 
/ I -teya 
-t~ya 
I I -teya 
-teylt 
/ I . 
-teya. · 






I I -sona 
-s6n& 
-s6nEi. 



























/ / / -gwagwadza 
I I I 
-zunguza 
-zunza 
I / -zunza 
/ / -vuruza 
-tenhedza 




-k:D:chukudza· / / / 
' 


















































. / / / I -goverana 
-kowerana -kuwana 
-NC 










d "· d / - a1 zira 
-d&{dz{ra 
/ / / 
-karara/ 
/ / / . 
-taurisa 
-i ta b6p6t'6 
-daidzira 


























/ I I -nyarara 
L / I -nyarara 
-ny8:ra'r~ 






































































/ / -vemba 
~. / 
-1mba 
/ / -umba 
/ / 
-1mba 















/ / -nyura 
-nyl1ra . / / 




















/ / -rara 
/ / -rara 











































































































-NC / / / -yetsura 
/ / / -otsera 
-NC 
6 I / - ts1ra 
/ / / -ots1ra 
/ / / -ots1ra 






















/ / -zvara 
-kusa 
-dzvura 



































































/ / / 
-reketa 
spin 
/ / / / 
-ereketa 
/ / / / 
-z1:)n9unudza. 
-sika 




/ / -sika 
-m6na 





/"\ I -tsaura 












. / / /, I 
-paradz1ra 
-buya 
/ /d / / . -paro. zira -parar1ra 
-warfr~ -wa:'ridza'. . 
-tasika 
-paradza -paradzira 
-para dz a 
-paradzira 
-paradzira 
-dadanura . / 
·-wadza -cliinga 









































































/ / -m1ra 
/ / -mira 
./ / -m1ra 
/ I -mira 
-ye'mwa 
./ / -m1ra 
-m{ra'. 
















/ / I -gamura 
I I 
-ema 

















I I I -kodzonga .. 
~dzonga -bvundura 
-NC . 
I I I -kUrunga 
I / I -k:Urung<J 
-kurO:nga 
/ / -mona 
k
./ I I ·- urunga 
-k6dz 6nila 
/ / ';I 






































































I / -yamwa 
-y&mvJ<i 
-y8:mw~ 






/ 1 -am a 
surprise 
/ ./ / 
-shamisa 
I I / -shamisa 




/ I / -shamisa 
/ I / -shamij3a 
-shamisa'. 
-vhundutsa 







/ / / L -poteredzo. 
/ / / / -tenderedza 
-tenderedzti 
-t~nder&dza· 
/ / / / -tenderedza 













11 -medza -zvada 
.... 
206 sweat 
01 -bva dikita 
02 -bva dikita 
03 
/ / dikita /{.,{/ -buda -tik tira 
04 / I dikita -dikitira -buda 
05 -bud4 pundira 
06 - b6 da chi funa.i 
07 -ite/ziya 
08 6 ,, / / -b da d1k1ta 
09 
/ _, I 
-blfda ze1a 
10 -dik{tira · 
11 -badla -jiuka 
207 sweep 
01 I\ -tsvaira 
02 -tsva'ira 
03· //a -tsvair· 










10 // / -tsvaira 
11 / I' / -tsvaira 
208 swell 
\ 01 ./ b / -zvim a 











/ / 08 -zvimba 
09 
/ / -zvirnba 
./ / 10 -zv:ynb~ 
11 -zvirnba 
209 swear oath 











210 take snuff 
01 / / -femba 
02 / / . -put a -f ernba 
03 / /, -svuta -fema 
04 -f ernha 
05 -f emha 
06 -svuta 
07 -svuta 
08 -put a 
09 -svuta 
10 -S~Ut?-





























































/ / / ·-bvarura 
-bir~ra -ts6mtir~ 
/ _/ / -paru.ra 
-NC 
/ / / 
-parura 
/ / / -tsemura 
-tsemura' 







































































































































-ye dz a 
-yedza -edza 
-edza 
-ye dz a 
-edza 
.;..ye dz a 
/ / ./ -vavarira 
-yidza 




/ / / / -monorotsa 
/ I -mona 
/ 
-m6nya 
/ / -monva 
/ CJ / 
-monya 
. / I / I 
-Jon3orusa 
I , / / 
-moneretsa 
I / L'. / -monyorora 
/ 7 -mona 
/ I / / 6 / -monya -shongor ra 
ululate:; 
I I I I 
-pururudza ¥0-
1 I / I '· '., -pururudza 
. / I / I -pururudza 
, / I I -p1lrurudza 
-,r / I / / -ita mpururu 
l/_I /// /. -mhururu -pururudza 
/ / / / -pururudza 
-pururudza 
/ / / I -pururudza. 
/ / I / -pururudza 
















/ / -famba 
-h&.mb~ 
' ' / 
-m6ny6r6'ra 






































/ / / 
-dy11sa 





















/ / / -yambira 
-yambira 

















































/ / / 
-r~dza murudzi 
. -ridza' murll.dzi 
/ / ./.. -ridza murudzi 
-N9 / / / / . 
-rizina muruzvi 
· "a / 1 d · -ri za muru zi 
/ / / d . -rJ.dza muru zi 
. I / 
-ridza muridzo 
/. / /d -ridza muri zo 
-r:L°dz§_ mur~dzo 
















-t~ir;yc; / I / 
-poyera -boyera 
-NC 





















/ / / 
-scvenzy 
-s~venza 
/ / / -sewenza 
-ita basa 
-bata basa 
/ / / · -seenza 
-NC 
/ / / -sevenza 


















/ / -nyora 
/ / -nyora 
-ny6ra'. 
7 / 










/ /. -nyora -bhara 
